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Abstract
In hot steel rolling, abrasive wear occurs when the asperities of oxidized strip and
wear debris slide over High Speed Steel (HSS) work roll and as a result wear particles
will be removed from the work roll surface. In this thesis a novel Breakage Carbides
Model (BCM) in the Discrete Element Method (DEM) frame work has demonstrated
successfully that it is very well suited to study the abrasive wear of the HSS roll at the
elevated temperature (650oC) under dry condition. This approach has touched an
important issue and can make a remarkable contribution to the contact mechanics in hot
rolling and to the ability to predict roll wear at elevated temperature that will
significantly improve the product quality and the rolling process.
As the surfaces of rolls are covered by an oxide layer it is important that the
mechanical and tribological properties of these oxides be known. A deep understanding
of the mechanical properties of the oxide layer will lead to a better prediction of its
behaviour during hot rolling operations. Due to the complex nature of the phenomena
that occurs at the contact, and the practical difficulty of accessing the hot strip -work roll
interface at elevated temperature, computer-based simulations need to be coupled with
experiments to understand and predict the wear of the HSS work roll as well as the strip
surface roughness.
This thesis introduces a new abrasive wear model called “Breakage Carbides
Model” (BCM) which is based on a 3D Discrete Element Method (DEM). In BCM the hard
carbides are realistically modelled by bonding a group of breakable spheres that are
embedded among the particles of iron oxide layers. This work has overcome the
challenge in determining the bond properties to reflect accurately the mechanical
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properties of the oxide material at the evaluated temperature. It has taken advantage of
DEM that can produce naturally material removal in the prediction of abrasive wear.
The BCM model has demonstrated the capability to investigate the abrasive wear of
the work roll which accounts for the breakage of the carbides and the final roughness of
the strip after rolling. The proposed 3D BCM model can create different bonding between
particles in one media which introduces a powerful approach to study the wear of
complex composite materials with different properties.
The main procedure of developing a 3D DEM model in this thesis consisted of three
approaches: first of all, a series of nano-indentation and tensile tests were simulated to
determine the bonding value for the DEM model of the oxide and the carbide materials,
the validated results were compared with the experimental work. Secondly, various
morphologies of carbides such as spherical shape, rod-shape and chicken-feet shapes
were created to embed in the iron oxide scale and then a series of scratching tests carried
out. Finally, the strip surface was created as non-rigid surface with random roughness
scratches over a rough work roll surface. The simulation tests revealed the role of carbides
in enhancing the wear resistant of the work roll; the effects of shape, orientation,
distribution of carbides, the size of scratching tip and scratching depths were also
investigated. The results indicated that the presence of carbides improves the wear
resistant for the work roll.
A 3D DEM-based wear model has been developed to describe the abrasive wear
phenomenon on HSS surface more realistically and accurately. For the first time, we have
been able to quantify the effect of realistic carbide size; distribution, orientation on the
wear of HSS rolls material. The third-body effect of the debris on the work roll wear is
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also investigated; and most importantly, the wear depth of the work roll based on a
rolling schedule has been determined which is the main aim of this thesis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This research is part of a larger study conducted to understand the wear of the High
Speed Steel (HSS) in hot rolling of steel. As the significant cost of roll wear in hot strip
rolling was estimated to be as much as 10% of total cost of steel production [1], the longer
work roll life will extend the rolling campaign, increase productivity and reduce costs.
Numerous empirical wear models have been used in the steel rolling industry on a trial
and error basis but they are limited specifically to a particular plant. This study will lead
to a new development, both theoretically and technologically, in a universal model that
can predict the abrasive wear of HSS work roll at elevated temperature. It can also make
a contribution to the contact mechanics in hot rolling. The ability to predict roll wear will
significantly improve the product quality.
HSS rolls are preferred in hot strip mills, in place of high chromium (HiCr) and
indefinite chill iron (IC) rolls due to their superior mechanical properties such as high
hardness, strong wear resistance and high temperature properties. The use of HSS rolls
has improved strip surface quality grade by up to 20% and also extended the length of a
rolling campaign. In a hot rolling process, roll surface is initially heated up to
approximately 650oC while in contact with the hot strip (850-1000oC) for short periods
(10-2-10-3s), and subsequently cooled by water to around 70oC in the same cycle [1, 2]. The
thermal cyclic working of rolls causes a superficial oxide scale, which plays an important
role on the contact friction and wear. Hot rolls are subjected to high loading and shear
force when the contact between rolled materials occurs, which results in fatigue and wear.
The extremely arduous working condition causes quick deterioration of work rolls and
their performance [3-5]. The study of wear mechanism of hot rolls therefore has become
a research area of great importance.
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This degradation process involves various mechanisms such as two-body abrasion,
third-body abrasion, oxidation, and thermal fatigue. Abrasive wear is the main factor in
a total wear process dominated by the abrasive particles breaking off from the oxide
layers between the work roll and the strip [6, 7]. These particles might roll or (and) slide
and cause the wear of the work roll surface.
The aim of this present research is to study the wear mechanism of High-Speed Steel
rolls in hot strip rolling. It is important to understand how the HSS wear is affected by
the morphology and orientation of the carbides; this will be investigated in detail by
developing the Breakage Carbides Model based DEM.
The objective of this research is to develop a new numerical modelling technique
based on the DEM to study the abrasive wear of the HSS work roll an elevated
temperature under the unlubricated condition. The outcomes and advances achieved
through this thesis can be used to establish a better understanding of wear mechanism of
the HSS at high temperature in hot rolling, eventually to improve the manufacturing
quality.
Chapter 1 presents a comprehensive background of this project and clarifies the
research motivations and research objectives.
Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive literature review relevant to this study, which
includes real industry applications, experimental studies and existing numerical studies
for the research problem.
Chapter 3 provides some theoretical background to explain basic principles of DEM
application to solve problems related to damage, fracture, wear and contact mechanics
between rough surfaces subjected to relative movement. More importantly, a set of
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appropriate bond parameters for the oxide scale and the breakable carbides have been
determined empirically by a series of nano-indentation tests and tensile tests, both at
room and elevated temperatures. In addition to that, this chapter also presents the
procedure to determine the micro-parameters at the particle scale from the macroproperties of a certain material such as oxide or carbide material. The simulation results
in this Chapter have been published in J. Applied Mechanics and Materials and in J.
Tribology International [8, 9].
In chapter 4 on 3D DEM simulations, the author considers abrasive wear of the
oxide layer with carbides having different shapes and orientations on HSS work roll at
different temperatures, up to 650oC. For the DEM modelling, the bond properties within
the oxide scale – carbide system have been used, based on a combination of the said
tensile and nano-indentation testing at both room and elevated temperature. In addition
to the conclusion that the oxidized layer with carbides of spherical shape has a better
wear resistance than the oxide scale with rod shape carbides, it is further found that
different orientations of the embedded into the oxide layer carbides may have an
additional effect on the roll wear rate. The obtained results using the numerical modelling
are in good agreement with the experimental observations by other authors, which
testifies the validity of the developed numerical approach. Particularly in chapter 4, the
carbides are modelled as rigid bodies with two different shapes (rod- and sphericalshapes) embedded within the oxide scale; the wear debris is modelled as a single rigid
scratch tip. This chapter also investigates the influences of the carbides shapes,
orientation, distribution, scratch depth and scratch tip size on the roll wear. The
simulation results in this Chapter have been published in Tribology International [9].
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The capabilities of the developed DEM based numerical model have been further
extended in Chapter 5 by allowing breakage of MC carbides under the significant
scratching pressure. The modified model has been applied to investigate the wear of two
HSS work rolls used in industry. In these cases, the features of the oxidized layer have
been imported into the developed SEM model using external CAD software to develop
the modelling sample with the structure of the oxidized surface layer close to the one
observed in the work rolls. Chapter 5 presents the BCM model where the carbides are
modelled to be breakable to capture the realistic wear behaviour of the roll wear. It has
demonstrated the advantages of DEM that can naturally produce material removal. A
novel DEM Breakage Carbides Model (BCM model) has been developed in this chapter
to study the abrasive wear for the multiphase composite materials in hot rolling. It
demonstrates the possibility of taking into consideration particles with different bonding.
The developed technique is generic and can be used to investigate wear in complex
composite materials. The proposed BCM model is capable of modelling the breakable
carbides which are dispersed within the oxide layer. The shape of carbides and their 3D
orientation have been realistically modelled by the BCM model.
Chapter 6 investigates the bonding between the carbides and oxide. The bonding
between Carbides - Oxides particles in the work roll was varied in five different values
and it was found that the Carbides – Oxides bonding in Case 4 shows the highest wear
resistance while those in Case 1 and Case 5 indicate the worst results. The details can be
found in Chapter 6.
An interesting numerical technique of trapping and guiding of the third body tip
inside the “holder” has been presented in chapter 7. The BCM model has been applied to
study the wear on HSS work roll by using a third-body tip. The results show that the
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presence of third-body particle reduced the wear loss significantly. The effect of thirdbody on wear has been explored and the role of the third-body particles with sliding and
rolling motion will be discussed further in this chapter.
In Chapter 8 the BCM model with the breakable strip was used to model the sliding
contact between a rough roll surface with random asperities. The proposed DEM model
will demonstrate the capability of modelling the abrasive particles not only by a single
rigid tip but also by a rough surface with breakable tips, the wear debris from the contact
interface trapped between two surfaces will act as the third-body or solid-lubricant. The
non-rigid strip surface with roughness slide over another rough roll surface also with the
presence of third-body asperities will be conducted on a real HSS sample in industry.
This chapter also demonstrates the applicability of the developed numerical approach for
analysis of the work roll wear in real industrial conditions of a steel plant. The applied
approach focuses only on the finishing mills and allows for successful prediction of the
wear depth in work roll considering the case of one rolling schedule without lubrication.
For the first time, we have been able to quantify the effect of realistic carbide size;
distribution and orientation on the wear of HSS roll material. Moreover, the statistics of
third-body wear loss and their shapes have been determined by the BCM model.
Chapter 9 presents conclusions and recommendations for future work.
The flow chart below shows the logical relationship between chapters:

CHAPTER 1
Research Motivations and Research Objectives
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CHAPTER 2
Literature Review & Research Gaps

CHAPTER 3
❖ Present the Theoretical Background of DEM.
❖ Introduce the procedure to determine the parameters at the micro scale from
the macro-properties of the evaluate material.
❖ Determine a set of appropriate DEM parameters to evaluate materials at room
and elevated temperature.

CHAPTER 4
❖ Create the simulation models with rigid carbides having different shapes
(spherical shape, rod shape and chicken-feet shape) and orientations on HSS
work roll at room temperature and 650oC.
❖ Investigate the influences of the carbides shapes, orientation, distribution,
scratch depth and scratch tip size on the roll wear.
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CHAPTER 5
❖ Develop the novel Breakage Carbides Model (BCM) which allow the breakage
of the carbides to study the abrasive wear for the multiphase composite
materials in hot rolling.
❖ Investigate the abrasive wear of two HSS work rolls used in industry with
different scratching tip sizes at different penetration depths.
❖ The BCM model shows the capability of creating different bonding between
particles in one system which is a powerful way to study the complex
composite materials containing different material properties.

CHAPTER 6
❖ Investigate the different values of the Carbide-Oxide (C-O) bonding.
❖ Evaluate the effect of the C-O bonding on the wear loss of the material.
❖ Present the remarkable novel feature of the developed modelling approach in
its ability to simulate the breakage and de-bonding of the carbide distributed
within the oxide scale.
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CHAPTER 7
❖ Investigate the third-body concept by carrying out means of scratching
simulation tests. Presenting the numerical technique of trapping and guiding
of the third body tip inside the “holder”.
❖ The effect of third-body on wear has been explored and the role of the thirdbody particles with sliding and rolling motion will be discussed further in this
chapter.

CHAPTER 8
❖ Develop the BCM model with the breakable strip to model the sliding contact
between a rough roll surface with random asperities.
❖ Develop a non-rigid strip surface with rough asperities sliding over the rough
work roll surface with the presence of third-body asperities on a real HSS
sample in industry.
❖ This chapter also demonstrates the applicability of the developed numerical
approach for analysis of the work roll wear in real industrial conditions of a
steel plant.
❖ The applied approach focuses only on the finishing mills and allows for
successful prediction of the wear depth in the work roll considering the case of
one rolling schedule without lubrication.
❖ For the first time, we have been able to quantify the effect of realistic carbide
size; distribution and orientation on the wear of HSS roll material.
❖ The statistic of third-body wear loss and their shapes have been determined by
the BCM model.
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CHAPTER 9
Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work

In summary, this thesis has presented 8 major contributions to study the abrasive
wear on high speed steel hot rolling, namely:
•

Development of the DEM bonding model to study the HSS work roll wear at
room temperature and at elevated temperature (650oC).

•

Development of a DEM bonding model which allows the rigid carbides to be
dispersed within the oxide scale and the bonding between oxide-carbides can
be defined. The rigid carbides can be varied in shape and sizes.

•

The methodology to generate the rigid carbides into another layer of material
(oxide); the distribution, orientation and position of these rigid carbides can
be controlled to achieve complex composite structure.

•

Development of the DEM validation procedure by implementing means of
nano-indentation tests and tensile tests.

•

A novel development of a 3D based Breakage Carbides Model (BCM) has
been successfully proposed to study the abrasive wear of high speed steel in
hot rolling where the carbides were realistically simulated. The BCM model
has shown the capability to investigate the abrasive wear of the work roll
which can account for the breakage of the carbides; it has not been reported
elsewhere.
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•

The proposed 3D BCM model can create different bonding between particles
in one media which introduces a powerful approach to study the wear of
complex composite materials with many different material properties
involved in one model.

•

The upgrade of the BCM model with the non-rigid tips with rough surface
sliding on the roll rough surface. Two rough surfaces sliding over each other
naturally creates a rigid layer of third-body, this phenomenon has been
described in-depth in this thesis.

•

Development of a BCM model that include the breakage carbides which can
be realistically modelled in terms of mechanical properties, 3D shapes,
position and orientation. The BCM model is able to achieve the simulation
with complex input requirements that reflect practical conditions in industry.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review on HSS work roll

material and wear modelling
This chapter summaries information on topics considered essential to understand
the wear mechanisms of the oxide layer formed on the HSS work roll, the mechanical
characterization of oxide, carbides morphology as well as the role of the carbides play on
the tribological behaviour of HSS.

2.1 HSS roll material
2.1.1 Oxide scale on HSS roll
Many studies have been carried out to understand the factors and their interaction
that contribute to the wear of the work roll. Previous researchers [1, 10] summarized
several factors that affect roll wear such as roll geometry, chemistry, thermal physics,
lubrication, the cooling media, stress state in the roll, rolling pressure, sliding velocity,
distance, friction, oxide films and roll material properties (Figure 2.1). They discussed the
effects of temperature on the wear of roll materials via the influence of oxide. In the 400600oC range, hematite (Fe2O3) and magnetite (Fe3O4) oxides increase abrasive wear while
within the 600-900oC range formation of wustite (FeO) influences the lubrication effect
[1]. In addition, it has been found that the mechanical properties of work roll material
have a significant influence on the removal of material from the work roll. These
properties are significantly affected by microstructures, the quantity, orientation and
distribution of the carbides (MxCy).
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Figure 2.1 Factors influence hot roll wear [1]
The work rolls for finishing stands of hot strip mills are crucial because they are
responsible for strip reduction and strip quality. The development of early finishing
stands work rolls evolved rapidly in the early 1980s [11]. In the early development of
work rolls the cast iron outer shells were used in all stands. This material has gradually
been replaced by cast steels known as Adamite. In order to enhance performance in terms
of hardenability and toughness, these alloys have been replaced again by high chromium
iron rolls containing 2.5 to 3% C and 14 to 18% Cr. Currently, high speed steel rolls are
the most popular material. The wear performance of high speed steel rolls is estimated to
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be around three times better than high chromium rolls based on the results in Japan and
United States [11].
Birks et al. [12] found that oxide scales formed on the pure iron consist of three sublayers mainly Wustite (FeO) being the inner sub-layer, Magnetite (Fe3O4) the middle layer
and Hematite (Fe2O3) the outer sub-layer. They also established the ratio of wustite :
magnetite : hematite around 95 : 4 : 1 for oxidation in air between 700-1250oC. Many have
confirmed this three sub-layers oxide structure but the ratio remains a subject for
discussion. Vergne et al. [13] determined the morphology of oxide layers that formed on
a cast iron pin after pre-oxidation and contact with a warm low carbon steel (AISI 1018
steel) disc. This observation clearly explains the distinct sub-layers on both the pin and
the disc (Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2 SEM image of oxide layers on cast iron pin and low carbon steel disc
[13].
According to Krzyzanowski et al. [14], the morphology of the oxide layer is
complicated because it consists of different sub-layers of oxide, voids, roughness at the
interfaces, and the proportion of each layer varies for different temperatures, oxidation
times and steel composition, as shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3 (a) The cross section of the three-layer steel oxide scale in SEM and FE
model [14]
Their work on the numerical analysis of hot rolling of aluminium alloys illustrated
the possibility of mechanical mixing located near the slab surface due to the roll surface
imperfections, such as asperities and grinding defects, which affect the evolution of the
subsurface layers of the rolled material. Their model of oxide scale on strip steel consisted
of three sub-layers, each having different mechanical properties, as shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4 FE model of multiple oxide scale [14].

2.1.2 Carbides
HSS could be considered as a composite material that contains primary carbides (1020%), secondary carbides, and a matrix. Carbide precipitates in high speed steel due to
the high vanadium content of these alloys [11]. The common carbide in HSS are MC, M2C,
M6C and M7C3, and their morphology and localization in HSS had been described in a
previous study [15], as summarized in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5 Summary of carbides morphology and localization in HSS [15]
According to Badisch and Mitterer [16], the large primary carbides (1 to 10 µm in
diameter) are mainly MC and M6C-types which are significantly harder than the matrix.
The fine secondary carbides (<100 nm in diameter) facilitate precipitation hardening of
the matrix. High speed steel has inherently high strength at elevated temperature and
high wear resistance, Park et al [17].
The excellent characteristics of these steel are influenced by the high carbon content
(1.5-2 wt%), the existence of alloying element such as V, W, Cr and Mo (4-10%, 6%, 3-8%
and 6% respectively) [18]. Because the carbides are very hard, when they are dispersed
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in the martensitic matrix they can improve the wear resistance and contribute to the
mechanical strength and load bearing capacity [16, 19-23], but they also decrease ductility
and promote failures since they promote a favourable propagation path for mechanical
and thermal fatigue cracks [24]. Table 2.1 shows the hardness of different carbides types
[25].
Table 2.1 Hardness range for different types of carbides

Carbides

HV0.02

Cementite (Fe3C)

800-900

M6 C

1500

M7C3

1200-1600

M2 C

2000

MC

3000

The existence of carbides in HSS material can influence the contact mechanism and
wear of the oxide layer. There are many factors that affect the wear resistance such as
content of carbon and chromium, and the fraction, size, orientation, morphology and
distribution of carbides, etc. Kang et al. [26] found that the wear resistance of high speed
steel rolls increases with the increase of the total fraction of carbide due to increased
carbon content. The authors also indicated that the wear resistance of HSS work roll
improves with a small amount of chromium because it results in the formation of a
number of very hard MC carbides. Rodenburg and Rainforth [27] found that carbide size
distribution is a major controlling factor that can lead to a difference up to 40% in the
mild oxidational wear of high speed steel. A reduction in the size of carbide for a constant
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volume fraction lowers the contact damage of the matrix due to reduced mean distance
between the carbides.
Since oxidation on HSS work roll leads to the formation of an oxide layer, the
influence and the role of carbide formed on HSS may be changed after oxidation because
the oxide layer covers not only the matrix but also the carbides. In-situ observations
indicate that the oxide layer nucleates at the carbides/matrix interfaces and then spreads
outward to cover the carbides, followed by a continuous growth over the whole surface
by Zhu et al. [19]. Since the wear of a high speed steel work roll is influenced by the oxide
layers [24], an investigation of the role of carbides in the wear process becomes important.
The morphology, amount and distribution of carbides are dominant factors contributing
to HSS wear resistance [28]. Luan et al. [29] concluded that with the smaller eutectic
carbides and the more uniform distribution in the matrix, the wear resistance of HSS roll
will be further improved. Qiang et al. [19, 20] found that different types of carbides in the
material show large differences in their resistance to oxidation.

2.1.3 Bonding between Carbides and Oxide
The experimental works cannot provide sufficient

information for the

understanding of the bonding between carbides particles and the substrate material for
HSS at high temperature (650oC). However, the bonding between the Carbides and the
substrate (or the interface between Carbides and substrate) is one of the critical factors
which affect the mechanical properties of composite materials [30-36]. The following
literature review on the bonding between the carbides (or the reinforcements) and the
substrate material is presented in this section.
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The influence of the metal/reinforcements interface on the microstructure and
mechanical properties of iron-based composites with a high chromium white iron matrix
has been investigated in [30]. In terms of the mechanical properties, wear resistance and
hardness were not dependent on the nature of the interface; however, toughness
deteriorated to a great extent with a weak interface. The hard compounds (oxides,
carbides, nitrides, borides), which are introduced as fine particles into the matrix, have a
very important role in determining the corresponding mechanical properties of the
composites because the identity of the ceramic reinforcement influences the interface
bond between the metal and the ceramic phase. Wettability between the metal matrix and
ceramic reinforcement and interface chemical reactions play a key role in the nature of
the interface layer. High wettability and reactivity may have a deleterious effect on the
interface bond because they may cause the formation of brittle third phases that reduce
the mechanical properties. Poor wetting behaviour results in weak interfacial bonding,
with the same injurious result. On the other hand, ceramic particles with low solubility
and reactivity are more suitable for reinforcing metal-matrix composites because the
possibility of hard-phase formation between matrix and reinforcement is reduced. The
crack proceeded through the particles and the fractured parts are still present on the
fracture surface. It is also interesting to note that all the TiC particles including smaller
particles were cracked during the fracture process and no matrix/reinforcement
decohesion, was observed. This indicates strong bonding and good load transfer between
the matrix and reinforcement. The authors have explored that VC/steel composites were
completely brittle because of the high solubility of VC in iron, which produced a brittle
interface phase.
In the study by E. Pagounis et al. [32], steel matrix composites composed of
reinforcements with different chemical behavior in contact with iron alloys have been
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used; therefore, different interfaces should be expected. They have examined the threebody abrasive properties of austenitic (316L) and duplex stainless steels reinforced with
Al2O3 particles. The above stainless steels composites were processed by hot isostatic
pressing (HIP). They reported that the abrasive wear of both composites decreases with
increased volume fraction of the reinforcement. Moreover, austenitic stainless composite
exhibits a lower wear resistance than the duplex stainless steel composite. They attributed
that to the weak interface bonding of Al2O3 particles with the steel matrix, which causes
spalling of the particles during wear [30].
Previously, researchers have attempted to propose various casting techniques such
as powder metallurgy, spray deposition and mechanical alloying [37, 38]. In these
methods, the reinforcing phases are prepared separately prior to composite processing
and these metal matrix composites are termed as ex-situ composites. In these composites,
the reinforcements are limited by the initial/starting particle size. Besides, there are
interfacial reactions between the reinforcement and the metallic matrix and poor
wettability at the interface due to the surface conditions of the reinforcements. F. Akhtar
[39] stated that in in-situ technique whereby reinforcements are synthesized in metallic
matrix by chemical reactions between elements or elements/compounds during the
composite fabrication, the matrix composites show the advantages of uniform dispersion
of reinforcements in the metallic matrix, their finer size, and their clean interfaces
resulting in strong interfacial bonds.
In the work of F. Akhtar et al. [40], the interface debonding is not found in the
sintered material, reflecting the good wettability of 465 stainless steel with TiC particles.
The microstructure was defect free; interface debonding and micro-cracks were not
observed in the composites. It is found that the fracture path passes through the TiC
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particles. The lack of separation at the interface between TiC and the 465 stainless steel
matrix should be noted. Secondary cracks can be seen in some TiC grains and indicate
the brittle nature of TiC particles. The authors concluded that interface also plays a key
role in the fracture behavior of MMCs. If the fracture strength of the interface is greater
than that of the particles, the TiC particles crack when the magnitude of the local stress
exceeds the particle fracture strength. This leads to the fact that particle breakage has
taken place during the fracture process and is characteristic of a strong particle-matrix
bond.
In [41], the authors have investigated the influence of the interfacial reaction
between the matrix and reinforcements and the age hardening of matrix on the wear
resistance of the SiC fiber/particle reinforced Al-based MMC. The authors stated that the
matrix hardness does not correspond to the wear rate. This is possibly attributed to an
effect of interfacial reaction between fibers and matrix. They concluded from the
observation of the interfaces in the three Hybrid-MMCs that a thin reaction product at
the interface between the matrix and SiC fiber/SiC particle strengthens the interfacial
bond. The authors concluded that the wear resistance can be improved by age-hardening
of the matrix and both the effects of interfacial reaction layer and age-hardening of the
matrix are attributed to the increase in the interface bond strength which protects the
reinforcements from removal during the wear process.
Recently, some researchers [35, 36, 42] have used FEM to model the HSS wear with
the consideration of the carbides, the authors assumed the carbides to be perfectly
bonded. In these cases, the interface nodes of the substrate and particles were tied
together by an interface zone. Hakim et al. [36] assumed that the interface zone is very
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hard and brittle and hence similar to be the particles, and it was considered as the
extension of the particle.

2.2 Wear mechanisms of HSS work rolls
Work rolls are worn by a combination of various wear mechanisms, such as
abrasion, adhesion, mechanical/thermal fatigue and high temperature oxidation. The
abrasive wear of the roll is the most dominant roll wear mode, where micro ploughing,
surface plastic deformation fatigue, and crack initiation occur simultaneously, depending
on the shape and hardness of abrasive particles. The oxide particles worn off from the
strip surface and carbides fall off from the roll can be trapped in the roll gap and scratch
the roll surface.
This section will explain why the modelling and experiments of scratch of an
asperity against oxide layer was carried out to study the wear behaviour of oxide layer
formed on high speed steel work rolls. Since the dominant mode of wear for work roll is
abrasion, Berns et al. [43] described the scratch test as one approach to study this
mechanism because it can isolate one mechanism from others. In addition this test was
considered to be a scientific method to assess abrasive wear. Moreover, the scratch tests
allow abrasion to be studied without the super-imposition of other major wear
mechanisms such as surface fatigue or adhesion [44]. In fact, modelling the scratch test
means that the sliding wear may be studied, where many complex mechanisms such as
abrasive wear, adhesive wear and delamination wear etc. may be involved.
The classical review paper by Spuzic et al. [44] indicated that three-body abrasive
wear is the key mode of roll wear due to the presence of oxides of high hardness at roll
surface. Garaza-Montes-de-Oca and Rainforth [45] found that the wear mechanism was
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a mixture of oxidational and metallic ploughing wear, with the proportion of the latter
increasing with temperature under dry sliding condition. Vardavoulias [46] found the
ratio of the carbide size on oxide thickness play an important role on the mild oxidational
wear mechanism of HSS materials. Kang et al. [47] proposed to increase the chromium
content in the HSS rolls to improve the wear resistance in terms of surface roughness.
Rodenburg and Rainforth [27] argued that the carbide size distribution not only alters the
amount of carbide fracture, but also changes the matrix exposure to contact damage.
Hanlon and Rainforth [48] indicated that the surface degradation of the rolls occurs
preferentially at the carbide/matrix interface, but is particularly prominent in the Fe/M2CM6C eutectic regions and at large primary MC carbides regions. Mercado-Solis and
Beynon [49] investigated thermal fatigue and crack propagation in high speed steel roll
(HSS) and HiCr steels. Krzyzanowski et al [50] studied the fracture, ductile behaviour
and sliding behaviour of the oxide scale with a model consisting of numerous scale
fragments joined together to form a scale layer 10–100 micrometer thick, covering the
strip length of about 20–50 mm, as shown in Figure 2.6. The main mathematical
assumptions of the model related to oxide scale and properties of materials have been
described elsewhere [12, 51-54].
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Figure 2.6 Hot strip rolling model: representation of FE mesh, oxide scale with
randomly distributed pre-existing cracks (a) and equivalent total strain predicted within
the cross-section of the strip after the first rolling pass for the different pre-existing
crack spacing (b and c); strip thickness 1 mm; oxide scale thickness 100m; reduction
30% [50].
A number of papers [55-59] explored the wear mechanism of high speed steel work
roll and discussed different modes of failure. Pellizzari et al. [55, 56] studied the wear
behaviour of several HSS grades by means of rolling/sliding hot wear experiment at
700oC with an Amsler tribometer (Figure 2.7).
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Figure 2.7 (a) Hot wear test configuration (b) The worn surface of HSS work roll [56]
They reported that the main wear mechanism was governed by a combination of
abrasion and oxidation. The wear mechanisms were confirmed by the SEM-EDX analysis,
SEM observation, and a light optical micrographic analysis on the typical topography of
the worn surface at the end of a wear test.

2.3 Wear modelling in hot rolling
2.3.1 Abrasive wear model in hot rolling mill
Several reports can be found in the literature describing the modelling based studies
related to machining of the metal matrix composite (MMC) where the matrix metal is
reinforced with silicon carbides particles for cutting and machining applications.
Previous works about the oxide layer on high speed steel gave very little information and
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no study has been done on the mechanical properties of the oxide layers formed on a HSS
surface. Most of the reported studies concentrated on the morphologies and
microstructures of these layers but not the mechanical properties and wear behaviour.
The review of literature on modelling in machining reveals that the MMC was used
extensively where reinforcement particles were introduced into the matrix.
Lee et al. [60] used a simple physical model for the abrasive wear of composite
material to explore the removal of the reinforcement. The failures of reinforcement
typically occurred at the matrix/reinforcement interface or in the reinforcement itself.
They carried out a model analysis for three primary abrasive mechanisms, namely
ploughing, cracking at the interface or in the reinforcement, and particle removal.
In another study, Pramanik et al. [42] developed an FE model to investigate the
behaviour of metal matrix composite during orthogonal cutting. The authors reported
that the particles were 20% by volume and were assumed to be perfectly bonded with the
matrix. The 2D finite element model of MMC during machining is shown in Figure 2.8.
Based on this model, tool-particle interaction during machining was analysed and the
high tool wear that occurred when machining MMCs was due to the sliding of debonded
particles. However, this FEM model assumes the carbides distribution is uniform and the
all the carbides shape are considered to be the same which are not realistic.
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Figure 2.8 Workpiece and tool for MMC machining [42].
Shetty et al. [35] investigated experimentally and analytically the fundamental
aspects of machining MMC involving the chip formation mechanism, the interface nodes
of the matrix and reinforcements were tied together (Figure 2.9).

Figure 2.9 FEM cutting model for discontinuously reinforced aluminium composites in
[35]
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With regards to the abrasive wear of the layer on high speed substrate, Panich and
Sun [61] developed a three-dimensional finite element (FE) model to simulate the scratch
process of TiB2 coatings on high speed steel (HSS) substrate (Figure 2.10). This was
achieved by introducing a hard coating TiB2 on a substrate scratched by a rigid conical
indenter. They identified von Mises stress contours and plastic deformation behaviour
during scratch process. However, this model is an oversimplified version of the real case
in practice because it was simulated by a model with a step-wise process and frictionless
interface. Indeed, this does not introduce a realistic high-speed steel substrate that
consists of carbide particles.

Figure 2.10 FE model of scratching process in HSS [61].
Regarding to the model of scratching test, D.W. Sun et al. [62] developed a 3D FE
model of single-grit ceramic grinding of ceramic knee implants to investigate the surface
micro-cracks of the substrate, Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11 3D FEM scratching model configuration [62]
Cheung C.F. et al. [63] developed the FE model to investigate the effect of
reinforcement shapes in ultra-precision machining of Al/ SiC MMCs on the surface
finishing by using diamond turning. It was found that the different types and volume
fraction of the reinforcement affected differently on the finished surface roughness. The
reinforcement particles can be pulled out or broken from the substrate, Figure 2.12 and
Figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.12 Illustration of the (a) cut through and (b) pulled out mechanisms in cutting
SiC particles [63].

Figure 2.13 Illustration of the (a) cut through and (b) pulled out mechanisms in cutting
SiC whiskers [63].
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More recently, Zamri, W. F. H. et al. [64] developed a combined FEM model and a
nano-indentation approach to characterize the mechanical properties of the oxide scale
formed on the HSS sample, Figure 2.14. The model has described well the mechanical
properties of the oxide layer that included carbides. The interaction between the carbide
and the asperity has been described. The abrasive factor in the hot strip mill is modeled
by asperities where the oxide layers of strips act as multiple asperities and abrade the
oxide layers of the work rolls. The model has analysed the deformation of the oxide layers
and the indenter-carbide particle interactions during a scratch process, this FEM model
has investigated how carbide affects the behavior of the oxide layer. It was also able to
show the interaction between the indenter and the carbide particle reinforcements at
different positions of the carbide: particles above, along, and below the scratch path. The
development of stress and strain fields in the oxides and high-speed steel substrate was
analysed and physical phenomena such as material removal, particle de-bonding, and
material displacement were explored. The model has represented an incremental
advancement of the scratching by FE models that explain the failure modes and
mechanisms of the oxide layer on high speed steel (HSS).
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Figure 2.14. 3D FE model for simulating the scratch test; (a) overall model (b) details
around the original location [36].
However, the FE mesh in this model is still simplified and the detached elements
(wear) occur only on the pre-defined thin layer on HSS top due to the difficulties of FEM
in handling large mesh distortion. It has not yet introduced the crack propagation during
the scratching event. Moreover, only one carbide with the perfect spherical shape was
modeled which is over-simplified and not realistic. The asperities (scratch tip) that cause
the wear on the roll surface in this FEM model was simulated as a single rigid tip which
is not adequate. The FEM model has shown many difficulties and challenges in accurately
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modeling the material removal and calculating the wear during the scratching
simulation.
Wu Q. et al. [34] investigated the cutting of MMCs with the reinforcement particle
SiC by developing a FE model. It was found that the reinforcement particles and substrate
fracture, particle-matrix debonding etc... were greatly influenced by the cutting depth as
shown in Figure 2.15.

Figure 2.15 Cutting model of metal composite with the reinforcement SiC [34].
A microscopic FEM friction model had been developed by S. Zhang et al. [65] to
study the contact between sheet and tool surfaces with the consideration of the
roughness. Figure 2.16 describes the FEM model; the authors concluded that the friction
coefficient increases when the roughness of contact surfaces increases and the increase of
the relative velocity also leads to the increase of the friction coefficient. The author
introduced the FEM contact model between two surfaces with the consideration of the
roughness. However, the model only focused on the friction coefficient during the sliding
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of two surfaces, the authors did not quantify the wear produced during the sliding
process.

Figure 2.16 Contact between two rough surfaces by FEM model in [65] (dimensions in
μm).
J. Tang et al. [66] established the FEM model to describe the contact between two
random rough surfaces with the consideration of the oxide scale and hot strip rolling as
shown in Figure 2.17, Figure 2.18 and Figure 2.19. The authors considered different
rolling conditions such as the oxide scale thickness, the initial surface roughness, initial
oxide scale thickness, the roughness of the work roll, voids in the oxide scale and
lubricant. The results were in strong agreement with Sun et al. [67-70] who carried out
the experiment on the oxide scale and investigated its deformation behavior, the surface
profiles of the oxide layer were also comprehensively analyzed after rolling by Sun et al.
[67-70].
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Figure 2.17 FEM model with scale layer and surface roughness [66]

Figure 2.18 3D FEM model of flat roll [66]
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Figure 2.19 Initial cracks in flat work roll FEM model [66]
In hot strip investigations, Krzyzanowski et al. [14] assumed the oxide layer as made
up of scale fragments that have a thickness of around 10-100 µm. The oxide layers were
modelled using a meso-model instead of a macro-model because the layer was very thin.
This approach reduced the model of the oxide layer to a small segment at the stock roll
interfaces in order to link ‘macro’ and ‘meso-scales’ (Figure 2.20). The authors [14] also
conducted a comprehensive study on the oxide scale formed on the strip with 3D FEM
model. In this study a continuous oxide layer was introduced onto the top and bottom
surfaces of the strip. The results of this modelling showed that after a rolling pass the
oxide scale had deformed, fragmentized, and partly spalled from the surface of the metal.
The work from Krzyzanowski et al. [14] of the numerical analysis of hot rolling of
aluminum alloys illustrated the possibility of mechanical mixing located near the stock
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surface due to the roll surface imperfections, such as asperities and grinding defects,
which affect the evolution of the subsurface layers of the rolled material Figure 2.20.

Figure 2.20 Schematic representation of a multi-pass hot rolling model [14].
The model of oxide scale on a steel strip by Krzyzanowski et al. [71] consisted of
three sub-layers, each having different mechanical properties. However, Krzyzanowski
and Rainforth [14] did not apply an oxide layer on the work roll in their model because
they focused only on the strip. A small part of the studies contributed to the scale on the
work roll. They suggested that the scale on the work roll acts as an additional thermal
barrier between the roll and the strip, which can affect the failure of the strip scale within
the roll gap, Figure 2.21.
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Figure 2.21 Differences in crack opening within the roll gap predicted for (a) not
oxidised (b) oxidised roll [14]
Krzyzanowski and Rainforth [14] also proposed a combined discrete/finite element
approach to overcome the prediction of physical phenomena during high temperature
metal processing. This combined method has the potential to simulate multi-scale and
multi-phase phenomena that can lead to precise modelling. The latest discrete element
method 3D model of the scale proposed by Krzyzanowski and Rainforth [14] is shown in
Figure 2.22. This latest approach can account for a generation of abrasive particles and
delamination of the oxide layer although they faced a difficulty in determining accurately
the bonding strength of the particles. However, this will be resolved in this thesis.
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Figure 2.22 Schematic representation of the morphology of the surface layer (left) and
DEM model of oxide scale [14].
In summary, the information on the modelling approach of oxide scales on a work
roll from the literature is too limited. Therefore, the main aim of this project is to develop
a Discrete Element Model with data that reflects real mechanical properties of the oxide
scale and the carbides at the elevated temperature. Many models describing the
properties and behaviour of oxide scale on stock (strip) are available [14, 72] but only a
limited number of researches concentrate on the oxide layer on the work roll. In fact, the
research that studied the modelling of oxide scale on strip considered the work roll as
having no oxide layer for simplification.

2.3.2 Aim of the project
The aim of the modelling is to establish an abrasive wear DEM model for the work
roll to predict the roll wear in hot rolling, the model that can be seen in Figure 2.23.
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Figure 2.23 Multilevel modelling of the proposed model. (a) Macro- roll/strip contact
model, (b) Meso- abrasive wear model.
As shown in Figure 2.23, the roll bite is assumed to consist of a number of segments.
The strip segment covered with oxide scale will slide a segment length, li, against the HSS
roll segment at the region of interest. To continuously supply the particles to the
interested region and retain the particles without loss, the length of roll segments is
assumed to be 3*li, and the abrasive particles are distributed in the first two regions. Wei
et al. [73] investigated the relationship between the hardness and the wear resistance of
HSS, and concluded that the wear resistance depends mainly on the amount, morphology
and distribution of MC carbides. Thus, a thin layer of oxide and only MC carbides will
be introduced in the interested part of roll segment.
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In this project, the abrasive particles at first are modelled as rigid hemispherical
single tip with various diameters, the carbides are embedded within the oxide layer are
also modelled as the rigid bodies. At the later stage of the project, the strip is modelled as
breakable surface with the roughness obtained from the experimental measurements by
Sun et al. [70], the Breakage Carbides Model (BCM) is also introduced to simulate the
carbides as the breakable bodies with the shapes and distribution in 3D the same as the
industrial sample in practice. The mechanical properties (E, H) of the carbide and oxide
were determined by tensile and nano-indentation test. The method of determining those
properties from the tensile and nano-indentation data will also be proposed in this
project. The abrasive particles can either be sliding, rolling or both which will be
comprehensively investigated in Chapter 7 by the introduction of the “third-body”
concept. Micro ploughing occurs with particle sliding is prevalent during particle motion.
The final simulation model in this thesis presents a non-rigid strip surface with roughness
slides over a rough work roll, the results was used to predict the wear depth on the work
roll in hot rolling mill, the third-body debris mass and their shapes/ sizes produced from
the strip and the work roll surfaces during scratching has been determined as well. The
methodology presented in this thesis can be applied to any hot rolling mill with an actual
microstructure of a specific work roll.

2.3.3 DEM on wear of material
2.3.3.1

Micro – Macro relation in DEM

It is not difficult to find a number of wear models in the literature [74, 75]. A material
can be modelled using the continuous finite element method, and wear can be controlled
by an Archard-type law [76]. The quantity or mass of material is removed along a certain
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sliding distance under the local conditions given by FEM simulation. The problem is that
this kind of model does not take into account the particles already detached inside the
contact. Their dramatic influence on the further degradation of the materials has been
shown in [77]. As mentioned earlier, Krzyzanowski and Rainforth [14] proposed a
combined discrete/finite element approach to study the wear on the strip surface in high
temperature metal processing. However, they found the difficulty in accurately
determining the bond values among discrete particles.
The numerical techniques applying for modelling of the micro events related to the
tool/workpiece interface during the high shear processing include combination of FE and
DE multi-level analysis [78]. Normally, the FE analysis is used for macro-scale simulation
while the DE method is applied as meso-scale simulation to model physical phenomena
within the thin, sometimes a few micron thickness, surface layer of the material [79],
which can also be oxidized.
The Discrete Element Method (DEM) was introduced in the early 1980s by Cundall
[80] for the analysis the mechanics problems of granular media. Thorough descriptions
of the method are given in [80], the DEM is a particular implementation of a broader class
of methods, which allow finite displacements and rotations of discrete bodies, including
complete detachment, and recognize new contacts automatically as the calculation
progresses.
Many researchers have shown interest in this approach for wear and fracture
simulation. The problem is that, while DEM is well adapted to simulate discontinuities,
it is not suitable to simulate continuous behaviour. In problems of wear or fracture,
material is composed of continuous parts and discontinuous interfaces. The use of
cohesive bond model [81] was investigated to simulate the continuous part of the material
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as shown in Figure 2.24. In the above work, there were two scales considered in a discrete
element approach, implicitly: ‘‘macroscopic scale’’ at the structure scale represented by a
set of discrete elements and ‘‘microscopic scale’’ at the discrete element scale and its
elementary interaction with its neighbors.

Figure 2.24 The cohesive beam bond [81]
The micro – macro relation in DEM has been discussed in detail by Ostoja–
Starzewski [82, 83]. The authors proposed the micro–macro laws for some typical ordered
lattice configurations. In the last paragraph (Section 6.3) dedicated to the periodic random
lattice network, Ostoja–Starzewski proposes numerical tests to calibrate the model. The
analytical approach is limited to an ordered and homogeneous configuration. This idea
is well synthesized by Potyondy and Cundall [6, Section 3.1] who wrote:
‘‘For continuum models, the input properties (such as modulus and strength) can be derived
directly from measurements performed on laboratory specimens. For the bonded particle model (...)
the input properties of the components usually are not known. (...) For the general case of arbitrary
packing of arbitrarily sized particles, the relation is found by means of a calibration process (...)’’.
To summarize, for the random domains, the quantification of the microscopic parameters
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requires some numerical tests called a calibration procedure. This problem has been
intensively studied for the cohesive dual spring model.
Continuous mechanics laws cannot be used directly within a DEM formulation. The
difficulty is that the volume between the discrete elements creates an artificial void inside
the material. Damien André et al. [81] proposed a methodology that tackles these
theoretical difficulties and simulates, using a discrete element model, any material
defined by a Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio and density, to fit the static and dynamic
mechanical behaviour of the material. Figure 2.25 and Figure 2.26 show two discrete
elements bonded by a cohesive beam in 2D and 3D, respectively. The cylindrical
geometry is chosen because its dimensional description requires only two independent
parameters: a length L and a radius r. The mechanical properties are also linked to the
cohesive beams: Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio v. These four geometric and
mechanical parameters are sufficient to describe the cohesive beam. Note that the
cohesive beams are mass-less; mass properties are assigned only to the discrete elements.

Figure 2.25 Cohesive beam bond configuration in 2D
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Figure 2.26 Cohesive beam bond configuration in 3D [81]
Hentz et al. [84] have proposed numerical quasi-static uni-axial traction tests to
calibrate the bond parameters in regard to the macroscopic Young’s modulus and
Poisson’s ratio. Note that these authors have introduced an energy criterion to reduce
dispersion of the macroscopic properties. Then, numerical dynamic tests are used to
check the dynamic properties. The cohesive beam model was first introduced by
Herrmann [85]. This model was used in a 2D ordered lattice network [86, 87]. In [88], the
authors have considered that the microscopic and macroscopic Young’s moduli and
Poisson’s ratios must be similar. The Beam dimensions (cross section and inertia
momentum) are chosen thanks to a numerical recursive algorithm to satisfy a uniform
elastic continuum condition. Other papers concentrate mainly on the development of
fracture models. The calibration methods have not been described in depth. Researchers
simply recommend using experimental and numerical tests.

2.3.3.2

Modelling material failure using DEM

DEM was introduced to simulate crack initiation and propagation of polycrystalline
alumina during the brittle machining process [89]. A bonded particle model (BPM) was
employed in the DEM simulations procedure to generate a particle assembly system
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similar to the micro-structure of the polycrystalline alumina. Particle and parallel bond
properties, which were calibrated through a series of numerical tests, were subsequently
used in the simulations of polycrystalline alumina cutting process and scratching tests. It
is found that the cracks initiated right under or in front of the tool. There were many
micro-cracks remained on the machined surface, some of them propagated downwards
to form macro-cracks or forwards to increase material removal as seen in Figure 2.27 and
Figure 2.28 in 2D and 3D, respectively.

Figure 2.27 DEM simulation of the scratching process in 2D [89]

Figure 2.28 Three-dimensional DEM simulation of the scratching test: (a) DEM model of
scratching test; (b) observation of the model from versus x-direction during scratching;
(c) Observation of the model from versus y-direction during scratching [89]
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The most remarkable point of DEM compared to FEM or experiment works is the
micro-crack at micro-level can be observed [89, 90] as shown in Figure 2.29.

Figure 2.29 (a) Micro-cracks and macro-crack described in Ref. [91]; (b) DEM simulation
in the process of micro-cutting [90]
Wen Li et al. [92] studied the fretting damage behavior by combined Finite Element
- Discrete Element Method based on fatigue-fracture diagrams (FFD) method and
boundary displacement method. The authors also investigated the fretting damage of
material by proposing a new method of calculating the material loss which will be used
in this thesis, the description of the method can be found in Section 4.3.2 in [93] as shown
in Figure 2.30 and Figure 2.31.

Figure 2.30 Schematic representation of detached particles and contact zone in the
assembly [93]
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Figure 2.31 Evolution of ejected particles and third body particles by DEM. (a) Fretting
amplitude is 10mm; Fretting cycle number is 100 and (b) Fretting amplitude is 20mm; (c)
Fretting amplitude is 30mm; Fretting cycle number is 100 for all cases [93]
DEM has been widely used in interaction between two rigid surfaces with
consideration of the term “third body” as shown in Figure 2.32 [94]. A discrete description
allows account to be taken of each abrasive particle and the contact between abrasive
particle and first bodies. A simplified first body is obtained as a ‘sintered material’ and
the third body particles remain between two contact bodies during sliding process. The
number of “broken joint” which reflects the damage degree was measured as shown in
Figure 2.33.
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Figure 2.32 Model for abrasion study [94]

Figure 2.33 Particle detachment and first-body damage [94]
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2.4 Summary of Literature Review and Research Gaps
In this Chapter, an extensive literature review on HSS work rolls wear has been
presented which includes a variety of factors influencing the hot roll wear and
critically analysed existing modelling approaches applicable for the investigation
of tribological behavior of HSS work rolls. A particular attention was paid to DEM
which has been justified as the most appropriate for simulation of the complex
tribological mechanisms taking place in the vicinity of the tool-workpiece interface
during hot rolling. Such DEM numerical models allow for finite displacements
and rotations of the discrete elements (particles) to present a solid body during
deformation including complete detachment and automatic recognition of the
new contacts, as the calculation process progresses. As the laws of continuous
mechanics cannot be directly used within DEM formulations, a detailed and
critical discussion of the micro-macro relationships in different DEM approaches
in the literature has been presented. The qualification of the micro- parameters
requires a calibration procedure which depends on both experimental and
numerical testing.
The following Chapters will comprehensively demonstrate the development of a
new numerical modelling technique based on DEM to study the abrasive wear of
the HSS work roll at the elevated temperature (650oC) under dry condition. It starts
from solid methodologies and validation; then a powerful computer model based
on DEM and using EDEM Solutions software is gradually developed from ideal
models to more realistic models. Comprehensive details for model establishment,
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determination of model parameters, computer implementation, model validation
and results discussions have been provided in these Chapters.
The numerical DEM model developed in this Thesis takes into account the
composite material at high temperature, material removal, material interface and
dynamic behavior. It is also able to deal with multi-scales (from microstructures
to macroscopic properties) and third-body concept.
For the first time, the DE bond values have been achieved to simulate the oxide
and MC carbides at room temperature and at 650 oC which has not been reported
elsewhere.
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Chapter 3

Methodologies and DEM Validation

3.1 DEM Theory
The results of this chapter have been published in Applied Mechanics & Materials
Journal and Tribology International Journal.
The DEM, originally proposed by Cundall [80] for geotechnical applications, has
been an ideal tool to simulate discontinuous, heterogeneous, anisotropic medium
behavior. More recently, researchers have successfully used DEM to study damage,
fracture, wear behaviors and contact mechanics between rough surfaces [94, 95].
In DEM, the solid material is simulated as spherical discrete particles, which interact
with each other via contact forces. The Hertz-Mindlin with bonding contact model was
used to bond particles with a finite-sized “glue” bond. The contact radius is a critical
parameter as it determines the area in which the bond can be formed (Figure 3.1a). If the
contact radii of two particles overlap during the bond formation time, these two particles
will be bonded together. When the particles no longer overlap the bond is lost. The
contact mechanics of the bond can be considered as a spring-dashpot configuration
(Figure 3.1b). The basic theory of DEM has been comprehensively described in [96, 97].
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Figure 3.1 Bond configuration between two DEM particles (a) in 2D and (b) in 3D [79]
This bond is a bilateral solid joint and can resist tangential and normal movement
up to a maximum normal and tangential shear stress, at which point the bond breaks.
The forces and moments are summed up, and then used to solve numerically the
Newton's and Euler's equations of motion for individual simulation time steps.
Particles are bonded at the bond formation time tbond. Before this time, the particles
interact through the standard Hertz-Mindlin contact model. After bonding, the forces
(Fn,t)/moments (Mn,t) on the particle are set to zero and are adjusted incrementally for
every time step according to:
𝛿𝐹𝑛 = −𝑣𝑛 𝑆𝑛 𝐴𝛿𝑡 ;

𝛿𝐹𝑡 = −𝑣𝑡 𝑆𝑡 𝐴𝛿𝑡
𝐽

𝛿𝑀𝑛 = −𝜔𝑛 𝑆𝑡 𝐽𝛿𝑡 ; 𝛿𝑀𝑡 = −𝜔𝑡 𝑆𝑛 2 𝛿𝑡
1

where: 𝐴 = 𝜋𝑅𝐵2 ; 𝐽 = 2 𝜋𝑅𝐵4

(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)

where RB is the radius of the “glue”, Sn,t are the normal and shear stiffness
respectively and δt is the time step. 𝑣𝑛 and 𝑣𝑡 are the normal and tangential velocities of
the particles, 𝜔𝑛 and 𝜔𝑡 are the normal and tangential angular velocities, respectively.
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The bond is broken when the normal and tangential shear stresses exceed the predefined
values:
б𝑚𝑎𝑥 <

−𝐹𝑛
𝐴

+

2𝑀𝑡
𝐽

𝑅𝐵 ; 𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 <

−𝐹𝑡
𝐴

+

𝑀𝑛
𝐽

𝑅𝐵

(3.4)

The bond is lost when the particles no longer overlap. The bond cannot be
reintroduced once it vanishes [98]. The bond model in this study is based on the particle
contact radius which was set to 10% higher than the actual physical radius of the spheres
as recommended by EDEM and in [99]. If the contact radius was too small (less than 10%),
a small movement of particles can lead to a breakage of the bond, it results in the packing
sample becoming loose and get broken easily as the number of contact bond will be
decreased. However, if the contact radius was set too large, particles might form the
bonds with the other particles which are not their neighbours; this does not reflect the
realistic behavior of the whole sample and it causes the error during the packing process
in DEM.
In the DEM, the interaction of the particles is treated as a dynamic process with
states of equilibrium developing whenever the internal forces balance. The contact forces
and displacements of a stressed assembly of particles are found by tracing the movements
of the individual particles. Movements result from the propagation through disturbances
of the system of particle caused by geometries movement and particle motion, externally
applied forces and body forces, respectively. This is a dynamic process in which the speed
of propagation depends on the physical properties of the discrete system. The
calculations performed in the DEM alternate between the application of Newton’s second
law to the particles and a force–displacement law at the contacts Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2 Newton Law and contact mechanic of DEM bond
Newton’s second law is used to determine the translational and rotational motion
of each particle arising from the contact forces, applied forces and body forces acting upon
it, while the force–displacement law is used to update the contact forces arising from the
relative motion at each contact. The dynamic behaviour is represented numerically by a
time-stepping algorithm in which the velocities and accelerations are assumed to be
constant within each time step. The DEM is based on the idea that the time step chosen
should be small that, during a single time step, disturbances cannot propagate from any
particle farther than its immediate neighbours. Then, at all times, the forces acting on any
particle are determined exclusively by its interaction with the particles with which it is in
contact. Because the speed at which a disturbance can propagate is a function of the
physical properties of the discrete system, the time step can be chosen to satisfy the above
constraint. In the DEM Solutions commercial software that is used in this project, the time
step is calculated based on the Raleigh time step which is well demonstrated in [79]. The
use of an explicit, as opposed to an implicit, numerical scheme provides the following
advantage. Large populations of particles require only modest amounts of computer
memory, because matrices are not stored.
Moreover, because the DEM is a fully dynamic formulation, some form of damping
is necessary to dissipate some kinetic energy. This dimensionless parameter controls the
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amount of velocity dependent damping. Without this additional damping, small
vibrations of particles can persist for a long time. In real materials, various microscopic
processes such as internal friction and wave scattering dissipate the kinetic energy. In the
simulation model, local non-viscous damping is used by specifying a damping
coefficient. From the literature review and recommendation from EDEM Solutions [92,
98, 100], a damping coefficient of 0.7 for the normal direction and 0.1 for the tangential
direction will be used in this study.
The DEM can naturally describe a granular medium. However, computational resources
are required to manage a large number of discrete elements. Kafui and Thornton [101]
presented numerical simulations of a spherical, crystalline agglomerate impacting a wall.
The effects of bond strength and impact velocity on the wall force, kinetic energy of the
agglomerate and the proportion of bonds broken were analyzed. More recently,
researchers have used this method to study damage in heterogeneous solids, such as
concrete [102] or rock [98, 103, 104] homogeneous materials with realistic microstructure,
such as ceramics [89, 90, 105], homogeneous, isotropic and perfectly brittle elastic
material such as silica glass [106], perfectly elastic as fused silica [81]. Wen Li et al. [92]
proposed an inter-element contact constitutive model and its microscopic parameters
were determined and calibrated to reproduce continuous and discontinuous behaviours
of material in DEM. The authors also proposed the method to calculate the wear of the
fretting material. However, the model is still in 2D which is not realistic.

3.2 DEM validation of the mechanical properties of the oxide
scale and V-rich MC carbides
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Measurements performed on laboratory specimens can be used to obtain input
properties such as modulus and strength. In this study, the Hertz-Mindlin bonding
contact model is used in the 3D DEM model. But in DEM, the bond properties such as
normal/shear stiffness, critical normal/shear stresses are not known. For the general case
of the packing of arbitrarily sized particles, the relation between the physical properties
(macro properties) and the bond properties (micro properties) can be found by a
calibration process [81].
Krzyzanowski and Rainforth [78, 107] reported that at temperatures below 8000C
the oxides grown in low carbon steel show a brittle failure. Suarez et al. [108, 109] also
found that the brittleness of oxides is manifested at a temperature below 7000C. Therefore,
the oxide scale at 6500C in this thesis behaves in a brittle manner [78, 107-109]. In order to
accurately determine the bond configuration, a DEM model in EDEM Solutions software [100]
was introduced to calibrate the physical properties such as Young’s modulus, and hardness in
tension and nano-indentation.
Each set of bond parameters represents one material and the interactions between
particles results in the macro-behaviour of material [110]. Many researchers have studied
the influence of bond-properties on the global mechanical behavior of material such as
fused silica, high-carbon steel, rock, concrete or polycrystalline SiC [74, 81, 90, 111, 112].
The traditional trial-error methodology in determining the micro-parameters for the
bond has been based on the following:
-

The Young’s Modulus of the material is proportional to the normal stiffness and
shear stiffness of the bond.
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-

The critical value of the material strength depends on the friction coefficient
(including both sliding and rolling friction) and the bond strength. As the bond strength
increases, it will lead to a greater material strength.

-

The Young’s modulus and ultimate stress are proportional to the bond disc radius
[111].

-

The Young’s modulus and the ultimate strength are proportional to the particle
contact radius. A large particle radius results in a decrease of the Young’s modulus
and the ultimate strength.
Many researchers have attempted to determine the properties of the carbides at

650oC by nano-indentation but they found the challenges as the oxide layer quickly grows
on the carbides surface at such high temperature. Therefore, Qiang et al. [20] has found
the solution to overcome this difficulty by investigating the mechanical properties of
carbides and steel matrix by doing a series of nano-indentations on the HSS roll sample
at 300oC, Figure 3.3. It is found that on the surface of HSS a thin film of oxide was formed,
but the indentions were still successfully performed on the different phases, i.e. steel
matrix, vanadium carbides (MC), molybdenum carbides (M2C) and chromium carbides
(M7C3).
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Figure 3.3 Indentations on steel matrix, different carbides on HSS sample at 300oC [20].
The indentation results at 300oC shows the hardness of carbides (MC 24.77 GPa) and
steel matrix (7.94 GPa) just decreased slightly compared with room temperature. The
indents from the steel matrix show a rapid decrease in the hardness above 350oC and a
reduction in the hardness by a factor of 9 times at 650oC (1 GPa) compared with room
temperature results (around 9 GPa). The resulting hardness of MC vanadium carbides
shows a predictable downward trend as a function of temperature; however, it still
retains a much higher hardness (more than 5 times) compared with steel matrix. The
results can be seen in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4 Indentation hardness of HSS samples at elevated temperatures [20].
The indentations on carbides, including MC and M2C and M7C3, when temperature
greater than 400oC were not successful due to accelerated oxidation on the sample
surface. However, the resulting hardness from our laboratory shows a predictable
downward trend as a function of temperature, as shown in Figure 3.4. When the
temperature is greater than 200oC, the decrease in hardness of both steel matrix and MC
carbides can be regarded as a linear relationship with sample temperatures. An empirical
equation of hardness of steel matrix and MC carbides has been developed as following:
Hsteel = 9.18 - 0.014T

(3.5)

HMC = 36.47 - 0.039T

(3.6)

where, Hsteel and HMC are the hardness of HSS steel matrix and vanadium carbides,
T is the sample temperature in Celsius. From the above equation, the hardness of
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vanadium carbides can be calculated to be 11.12 GPa at 650oC, which is more than 10
times greater than the steel matrix at the same temperature. Analysing the indents from
the matrix material shows a rapid decrease in the matrix hardness above 350oC and a
reduction in the hardness by a factor of 7x at 650oC compared with room temperature
results (Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6).

Figure 3.5 Indentation the steel matrix on HSS samples at elevated temperatures [20].
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Figure 3.6 Indentation of the carbides on HSS samples at elevated temperatures [20].
The mechanical properties (reduced modulus and hardness) of the oxide scale
Fe2O3, Fe3O4 at the elevated temperature (650oC) have been determined in [75, 113-116].
The reduced modulus is often referred to as the “combined modulus” of the
nanoindentation system [117]. The relationship between the Young’s Modulus of
specimen (E ′ ) and Reduced Modulus of the system (E ∗ ) can be found in [117], and is
given by:
1
E∗

=

1−v2
E

+

1−v′2
E′

(3.7)

Where v and E; v ′ (0.33) and E ′ are the Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus of the
indenter and of the specimen, respectively. The indenter in this work is assumed to be
rigid, so as the Young’s modulus and the reduced modulus of the oxide material is given
as:
1
E∗

=

1−v′2
E′

(3.7)
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The Young’s modulus of the oxide material at 650oC can be determined from the
above equation, which is 168GPa (corresponding to the value 189GPa of the reduced
modulus) and shown in Table 3.1. Our research group has carried out a series of nanoindentations on the MC carbides formed on the HSS samples at elevated temperature up
to 400oC, as shown in Figure 3.7. An empirical equation was developed to predict the
effective hardness and the reduced modulus of the MC carbides at 650oC to be 11.12GPa
and 230GPa, respectively. The mechanical properties of oxide scale and MC carbides are
summarized in Table 3.1. The results revealed that the MC carbides at 650oC are
significantly harder than the oxide scale at the same temperature (11.12GPa and 1.7GPa
respectively); as the hardness indicates a resistance to penetration or permanent
deformation of the material, the MC carbides in the current work will be modelled as
rigid bodies in Chapter 4 and considered as the breakage bodies in the BCM model in
Chapter 5 to Chapter 8.

Figure 3.7 Indentation on MC carbide on HSS sample at 400oC [118]
Table 3.1 Mechanical properties of oxide scale and MC carbides at 650oC in the laboratory

Properties

Oxide Scale MC Carbides
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Hardness (GPa)

1.79a

11.12b

Poisson’s Ratio

0.33

-*

Reduced Modulus (GPa)

189a

230b

Young’s Modulus (GPa)

168

-*

a

Results obtained from ref. [75, 114-116, 119, 120].

b

Results obtained from our research lab.

*

MC carbides are modelled as rigid bodies.
The bond-parameters have been obtained by trial-and-error method which is a

prevalent method to determine the bond-parameters from the available macro-properties
of a material in DEM, and could be summarized as following:
Firstly, a set of macro-properties (Young’s modulus (168GPa) and hardness
(1.79GPa)) for the oxide material and the MC carbides at 6500C has been determined from
the literature review and from our laboratory as shown in Table 3.1. The trial-error
methodology has been used to obtain the micro-properties of the bond corresponding to
the macro-properties of the oxide material. A series of 3D DEM tensile tests has been
implemented to validate the micro-macro values of the evaluating materials. It will be
discussed further in the following Section (a) Tensile Test).
Secondly, a nanoindentation test will be investigated to validate the hardness value
(H) and verify the Young’s modulus (E) from the tensile test. It has shown a good
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agreement between two tests and with the experiment results. This section will be
discussed in the next Section 3.2.1.2 Nano-indentation Test.
Finally, the bond-parameters in DEM have been obtained by a prevalent trial-anderror method which will be discussed in the following Section.

3.2.1 Tensile Test
A 3D DEM tensile sample has been created as shown in Figure 3.8. A cylindrical
shape with two empty ends was created in EDEM and assembled with two conical parts
at two ends; the created shape was empty inside in order to construct the tensile sample.
A total of 5430 spheres of 3µm in radius were generated inside based on the random
generation procedure in EDEM Solutions, the constructed shape is shown in Figure 3.8.
These particles were firstly compressed from two ends by two moving planes until
reaching a packing density around 64% [121-123] at which point the particles are bonded.
However, this packing density in DEM is simply a property that indicates the tightness
of the particle parking, it does not directly relate to the actual porosity of the considered
material [99].

Figure 3.8 Configuration for tensile test in DEM
However, it is important to examine whether an equilibrium state was achieved
inside the sample [36, 45]. Once the bonds are activated, the sample was freed in 0.075s
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without boundary constraints to release the residual stress and establish the equilibrium
state, as shown in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9 Bond stable states in sample with simulation time from 0 to 0.075s
In the simulation, the gravity is set to 0 to the simulation system; a pulling velocity
(0.002mm/s) is assigned to the two conical geometries at one end while another end is
fixed so the motions of the sample are triggered by the moving of the conical geometry
until the sample failures (Figure 3.10a). The force acting on the moving conical geometry
varies with the simulation time, the engineering strain-stress was determined.
Starting with the reference values from [92, 100], a series of tensile sample tests have
been created with different Normal Stiffness and Shear Stiffness values (corresponding
to the change of Young’s modulus) until the strain-stress curve achieved (Figure 3.10b)
the desired values in Table 3.1.
The strain – stress relation for the brittle oxide material at 650oC has been produced
as shown in Figure 3.10b.
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Figure 3.10 (a) 3D tensile simulation, and (b) Tensile Strain – Stress curve for oxide
material at 6500C
The sample is failure at the stress value of 235MPa and the Young’s Modulus of the
oxide material in this test is calculated as 166 GPa which is the tangent of the stress-strain
curve. This value is in good agreement with experimental value (168 GPa) shown in Table
3.1. After that, the critical normal stress and critical shear stress of the bond are
determined based on the failure point of 235 MPa as shown in Figure 3.10b.
As the outcome of this part of the investigation, a set of bond parameters for the
evaluating materials at room temperature (Table 3.2) and at 650oC in DEM have been
produced for the first time which reflects the desired evaluating material.
Table 3.2 Bond Configuration for oxide and MC carbides at Room Temperature

Bond Properties

O – Oa)

O – Cb) C – C (Rigid)

Normal Stiffness (N/m)

1.2x1011

6x1011

*
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Shear Stiffness (N/m)

8x1010

4x1011

*

Critical Normal Stress (Pa)

1x109

5x109

*

Critical Shear Stress (Pa)

1x109

5x109

*

Bond disk radius (𝜇𝑚)

0.2

0.2

*

Coefficient of Restitution

0.4

0.4

*

Coefficient of static friction

0.5

0.4

*

Coefficient of rolling friction

0.5

0.5

*

Poisson’s Ratio

0.25

-

*

a)

Denote for Oxide DEM particles

b)

Denote for Carbides DEM particles

MC carbides at room temperature are modelled as rigid bodies.

*

Table 3.3 Bond Configuration used in 3D EDEM model at 650oC
Bond Properties

O – Oa)

O – Cb)

C – C (Rigid)

C – C (BCM model)

Normal Stiffness (N/m)

6x1010

6x1010

*

3x1011

Shear Stiffness (N/m)

4x1010

4x1010

*

2x1011

Critical Normal Stress (Pa)

5x107

5x107

*

2.5x108

Critical Shear Stress (Pa)

5x107

5x107

*

2.5x108
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Bond disk radius (𝜇𝑚)

3

3

*

3

Coefficient of Restitution

0.4

0.4

*

0.4

Coefficient of static friction

0.8

0.8

*

0.8

Coefficient of rolling friction

0.5

0.5

*

0.5

Poisson’s Ratio

0.33

0.33

*

0.33

a)

Denote for Oxide DEM particles

b)

Denote for Carbides DEM particles

MC carbides are modelled for rigid bodies case (in chapter 4).

*

3.2.2 Nanoindentation
A nanoindentation test has been investigated to validate the hardness and verify the
Young’s modulus from the tensile test. A substrate was created in EDEM by packing 6213
spherical particles in a box. After the equilibrium state is reached, a rigid indenter which
has the spherical tip with a radius of 200nm penetrates into the sample with a constant
velocity (0.001 mm/s) and then unloading with the same velocity but reversed direction
(-0.001 mm/s). The force acting on the indenter was measured and the load –
displacement curve determined as shown in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11 Indentation Load vs. Displacement curve for oxide material at 6500C
From the simulation, the Reduced modulus (E*) of the sample test is determined
from the slope of the unloading curve dP/dh at maximum load (P) [117]. The reduced
modulus (E*) is described as a function of dP/dh and the area of contact between the
indenter tip and the sample (A), and as shown as following:
1 √π dP

E∗ = 2

√A dh

(3.8)

The indentation hardness (H) is calculated from the indentation load divided by the
projected contact area (A):
P

H=A

(3.9)

Where the point of return in Figure 3.11 is at 35mN.
From Figure 3.11, the hardness (H) and reduced modulus (E*) of the oxide material
at 6500C are determined as 1.8 GPa and 194 GPa, respectively which are closed to the
corresponding experimental values of 1.79 GPa and 189 GPa in Table 3.1. It has shown a
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good agreement between tensile test and nano-indentation test and with the experiment
results. The Poisson’s ratio and density were the values of the sample at bulk scale [75,
114].
The macro properties of oxide material at 650oC (Table 3.4) has been calibrated with
the micro parameters in Table 3.3, and thus demonstrated that they can be used to
simulate the abrasive wear of the oxide layer formed on HSS roll surface.
Table 3.4 Calibration results for oxide material at 6500C

Properties

Simulation results Experimental results

Reduced Modulus (GPa)

194

189

Hardness (GPa)

1.8

1.79

Poisson's Ratio

0.33

0.33

Density (kg/m3)

5270

5270

3.3 Summaries
The experimental indentations on carbides, including MC and M2C and M7C3, when
temperature greater than 400oC were not successful due to accelerated oxidation on the
sample surface. Although the indentations on carbides were not successful at
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temperatures greater than 400oC, the resulting hardness shows a predictable downward
trend as a function of temperature. An empirical equation has been developed to predict
the effective hardness of HSS roll materials as a function of temperature, which already
provided important information for the study of wear mechanism of HSS rolls in hot
rolling process at elevated temperature. From the experimental work, the traditional trialerror method has been applied in DEM to determine the bond values at DE level. For the
first time, the DE bond values have been achieved to simulate the oxide and MC carbides
at room temperature and at 650oC, which has not been reported elsewhere.
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Chapter 4

Study the abrasive wear of the HSS roll

using the single scratch tip with rigid carbides
The results in this chapter have been published in Applied Mechanics & Materials
Journal and Tribology International Journal.
The shape of the strip can be adversely affected when the work roll surface worn
during the hot rolling process. It could reduce the performance of a mill; therefore, it is
important to quantify the wear during the rolling process.
Previous experimental works by Colas et al. [124] and Garza-Montes-de-Oca et al.
(2011) [58, 125, 126] demonstrated the existence of oxide layer on hot rolling roll surface,
but their explanation of the behaviour of this oxide is limited, making direct observations
of the oxide scale under industrial hot working conditions is difficult. Moreover,
exploring the behaviour of the oxide layer during scratch experiments is impossible
because of the complex interactions between the indenter, the oxide layer and substrate.
The oxides can rapidly form on the surface of the work rolls due to the arduous working
condition by the diffusion of ionic species across the crust [24, 45, 109, 125-127]. The oxide
layer becomes the protective coating that directly contact with the hard iron oxide debris
which will be modelled as a single rigid tip in this Chapter as described in Figure 4.1.

4.1 DEM scratching simulation on HSS work roll at room
temperature
A number of studies [128-130] have been carried out to understand better the scratch
behaviour. Da Silva and De Mello [131] proposed a new method to simulate abrasive
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wear using parallel scratches. They developed a special method using the
superimposition technique of parallel scratches to produce a surface with similar
reference surface in terms of morphology and topography.
The wear of work rolls can be attributed to a combination of different wear
mechanisms, such as abrasion, mechanical/thermal fatigue, adhesion, and high
temperature oxidation. The most dominant roll wear mechanism is the abrasive wear, in
which micro ploughing, and crack initiation occur simultaneously, depending on the
morphology and hardness of abrasive particles. The worn oxide particles from the strip
surface and carbides fall off from the roll can be captured in the roll strip interface and
scratch the roll/strip surfaces.
Hakim et al. [36] employed the Finite Element Method (FEM) to investigate the wear
behaviour on oxide layers on HSS roll. The author combined FE simulation and nanoindentation experiments to develop a three-dimensional (3D) FEM model to characterize
the mechanical properties of the oxide layer formed on the HSS surface. The model has
described well the mechanical properties of the oxide layer and the carbides. However,
the FE mesh is still simplified and the detached elements (wear) occur only on the predefined thin layer on HSS top due to the difficulties of FEM in handling large mesh
distortion and material removal. It did not consider the crack propagation during the
scratching event. Moreover, the authors considered only one spherical carbide which is
over-simplified and unrealistic.
This chapter investigates the wear phenomenon of the oxide layers when scratched
by an asperity which was modelled as a rigid hemispherical indenter tip using the DEM
with the aim to quantify the wear loss of the work roll at room temperature and at
elevated temperature, as shown in Figure 4.1. During scratching event, the forces from
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the HSS sample acting on the tip will show the resistance ability of the HSS surface, the
areas with higher reacting force show the higher wear resistance.

Figure 4.1 hard iron oxide debris particles are modelled as a single rigid tip.

4.1.1 Model description
4.1.1.1

DEM simulation model at room temperature

Qiang et al. [19, 20] found that the V-rich MC carbide is the most prevalent carbidetype in HSS roll with the volume fraction occupying approximately 9% compared to the
total volume fraction of 13% of all the carbides in HSS material, which include MC, M2C,
M6C and M7C3. The V-rich MC carbides itself has various morphologies such as rod-like,
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chicken-feet, branch, chrysanthemum or coral-like carbides [29, 132]. However, the rod
shape, spherical shape and chicken-feet-shaped MC carbides are three most popular MC
shapes which will be discussed in this Chapter. This Section investigates the different
influence between rod and spherical shape carbides on the wear loss. The rod shape
carbides is modelled as a cluster of 5 DE spheres merging and acting as rigid bodies with
the radius of each (yellow) sphere is 𝑟𝑖 = 0.4µ𝑚 and the length of the cluster is 𝐿 = 2.4µ𝑚,
as can be seen in Figure 4.2b, the spherical shape carbide is also a rigid body with the
value of radius 𝑅𝑖 = 0.622µ𝑚 (Figure 4.2c).

Figure 4.2 Configuration of scratching model at room temperature by Phan et al. [8] (a)
Cluster (rod- shape) and Spherical carbides (b)

4.1.1.2

DEM model of oxide layer on HSS work roll at room temperature

In the DEM model of HSS work roll in the current study, the oxide scale (Fe 2O3) and
carbides were modeled as the discrete particles. This thin oxide layer exhibits brittle
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behavior at its temperatures below 700oC. In this DEM simulation model, the oxide layer
consists of 12550 particles bonded together within a box with the size of 5 x 10 x 20
micrometers. After the DE particles (oxide material) and carbides are generated in this
box, they are compressed by a “wall” in order to reach a high packing density (Figure
4.2a). They are bonded at the pre-defined bond formation time tbond. After this time, the
contact-bonds among particles (and carbides) were formed. Moreover, it is important to
determine whether an equilibrium state was achieved inside the element throughout the
relaxation step. To do this, the sample was freed in 0.5 seconds with no boundary
condition to release the residual stresses, which ensure a stable bonds state before doing
further steps.
Three simulations were carried out to investigate the effect of no carbide (case 1)
and with carbides and their shapes (case 2 and 3) on the wear rate. The oxide scale formed
by particles in three cases with physical radius ri are randomly distributed in a range of
0.2 and 0.4 micrometers. As shown in Figure 4.2, two types of carbides such as cluster
and sphere shapes were introduced. In case 2, each carbide is formed by the bonding of
five small spheres (each sphere has radius 𝑟𝑖 = 0.4𝜇𝑚 whereas in case 3 each carbide is
represented by a sphere (𝑅𝑖 = 0.622𝜇𝑚). A total of 10 carbides with cluster and spherical
shapes for case 2 and case 3 respectively were randomly generated inside the oxide
material as shown in Figure 4.3. Ten carbides in both cases have the same mass (and
volume) and considered as rigid bodies.
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Figure 4.3 Distribution of cluster (a) and spherical carbides (b) in the oxide layer
The abrasive wear of the HSS roll surface is simulated by a single tip sliding over
the oxide surface of the roll and penetrate below the surface. The sliding tip (Figure 4.4a)
is a spherical indenter with the radius 200nm, which is modeled as a rigid body. The
penetration depth varies from 0 to 0.8𝜇𝑚 in 12𝜇𝑚 of distance as can be seen in Figure
4.4b.

Figure 4.4 (a) Sliding Tip and (b) Configuration of sliding simulation

4.1.2 Results and Discussion
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4.1.2.1

Effect of carbides shape on the HSS roll wear

The proposed DEM model to study qualitatively the abrasive wear on HSS roll by
using a single tip sliding on the HSS oxide layer with spherical- and rod- like MC carbides
has been published in [8].
As the tip sliding along the oxide layer, the bonds among oxide particles are broken
when their normal and tangential shear stresses exceed the critical predefined values. A
snapshot of the wear groove in which illustrates the kinetic energy status of particles from
low value (yellow) to high value (red) is shown in Figure 4.5. Figure 4.5 shows abrasive
wear performance of oxide layer for a sliding time 0.8s.

Figure 4.5 Sample at time step (t = 0.8s) and (a) view plane A-A and (b) plane B-B [8]
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Even though the number of broken bond does not reflect the wear loss (or material
removal) of the material because the work roll might be crack but not produces the wear;
however, it shows the damage level of the material after scratching event [94, 97, 133,
134]. It is found that the abrasive wear occurs and the wear quantity is proportional to
the number of broken bond between the particles. During the scratching event, the
detached particles might be either moving out of the sample or retained in scratching
zone; the method of determining the wear loss can be found in [93].
Figure 4.6 shows the relationship between the numbers of broken bonds
(corresponding to the wear quantity) against sliding time for all three cases. It can be seen
clearly from the three curves that the longer the simulation runs, the higher is the number
of broken bonds. This phenomenon is due to the increasing depth of the sliding tip in the
oxide layer. Moreover, in Figure 4.6 the number of broken bonds of case 2 (cluster
carbide) and case 3 (spherical carbide) are much lower than case 1 (without carbide). This
has shown that carbides made a significant contribution to the wear resistance of the HSS
surface. The presence of carbides in HSS roll could reinforce the particle system and make
it stronger. This result confirms the role of carbides improves the wear resistance in HSS
roll.
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Figure 4.6 Number of Broken Bonds vs. Simulation Time
It could be concluded that the resistance of the oxide material is increased with the
presence of carbides, and the spherical shape of carbides made more contribution to the
resistance of the HSS surface compared to that of rod- like carbides shapes.

4.1.2.2

Discussions and conclusions

Although the original mass of the carbides in cases 2 and 3 are the same, the effect
of these two types of carbides on wear rate is different. The specimen with the spherical
carbides (case 3) produces a smaller wear rate compared to cluster carbides (case 2). The
carbides which have a larger spherical shape increase the resistance of the oxide layer the most. It
could be related to the surface degradation at the interconnected boundary between
carbides and oxide particles; the kinetic energy at the interface of cluster carbides and
oxide particles is higher than that of spherical carbides. Therefore, it is easier to break the
bonds at cluster carbides compared to spherical carbides in the same condition. Another
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2
reason could be due to the spherical carbides having a larger projected area (𝜋𝑅𝑆𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒
) in

the sliding direction compared to that of cluster carbides, and thus, due to the significant
resistance itself, the spherical shape exhibits a higher wear resistance than the cluster
shape. This result is consistent with the experimental work in [27].
To conclude, the DEM model has been proposed to simulate the abrasive wear
phenomenon of oxide layer formed on HSS work roll. The model is capable to predict the
abrasive wear of work roll at the room temperature with oxide layer formed on top at
microscale with the carbides embedded within the oxide layer. The major advantage of
DEM is that it can naturally present crack and material removal compared to FEM. The
following conclusions have been made from this Section:
(i)

The presence of carbides has increased the resistance of the oxide material.

(ii)

The spherical shape of carbides made the most contribution to the resistance
of the HSS surface.

However, the investigated oxide was at room temperature and the penetration
depth of the sliding tip varies from 0 to 0.8𝜇𝑚 in 12𝜇𝑚 of distance which are different to
the work in this study. In practical hot rolling process, the HSS roll surface was worn by
the hard iron particles from the strip surface. Under high pressure condition from the
roll, these hard particles penetrate into the roll surface and then scratch the surface which
will be investigated in the following Section 4.2.

4.2 DEM scratching simulation on HSS work roll at elevated
temperature (650oC)
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In the Section 4.1, the author has successfully proposed a 3D DEM model to simulate
the abrasive wear phenomenon of oxide layer formed on HSS work roll at room
temperature. The model can describe the removal of material which is the advantage of
DEM model compared to FEM-based. The model has shown the capability to predict the
abrasive wear of work roll which accounts for the carbides and illustrated that the
spherical shape of the carbides has more wear resistance than the cluster shape.
Moreover, it has also confirmed that the presence of carbides increases the wear
resistance of HSS roll [8].
In this Section, the oxide material formed on the HSS roll surface at 650 0C, which
manifests a brittle behavior, will be modelled by 3D DEM at micro scale. Other MC
carbide shapes namely rod–like and chicken-feet- shape will be investigated
comprehensively. The effect of the carbides distribution, orientation, scratching depth
and the scratching tip sizes on the wear loss will also be studied in this Section.

4.2.1 Model description
4.2.1.1

DEM simulation model at elevated temperature (650oC)

As mentioned earlier, the MC carbide is the most prevalent carbide type in HSS
work roll [19, 20] and it has various complicated shapes such as rod-like, chicken-feet,
branch, chrysanthemum or coral-like carbides [29, 132]. However, the rod-like and chickenfeet-shaped MC carbides are two popular MC shapes as shown in Figure 4.7. Thus due to
the complexity of the 3D structure in creating other shapes and the expensive
computational time in the modelling, the current work in this Section focuses only on two
shapes of MC carbides. The rod- and chicken feet MC carbides and their orientation will be
distributed into the oxide scale with the desired distribution, position and orientation.
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Moreover, the hard iron oxide debris particles trapped on strip surface have been
modelled to investigate their size influence on the HSS wear rate. In addition to that, the
penetration depth of these iron oxide debris particles has also been considered to
investigate their influence on the roll wear. The current work has taken advantage of
DEM that can naturally produce material removal to predict HSS roll wear at 6500C.

Figure 4.7 (a) “Chicken feet”- shaped and (b) “Rod” MC Carbides by SEM micrographs of
MC carbides [29, 132]
Due to their significant hardness compared to that of the oxide scale, the two MC
carbide types, rod- and chicken-feet carbides were simulated as rigid bodies (as cluster of
spheres) to simplify the model and save the simulation time (there is no bond between
these spheres). In the EDEM Solutions commercial software, there is a feature of merging
spheres to form a rigid body, each “rod”- shaped carbide is formed by merging 8 different
small spheres whereas the “chicken feet” shapes are represented by joining 11 small
spheres with the dimension as shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8 Carbides (rigid bodies) formed by merging small spheres (a) chicken-feet
carbides type and (b) rod-like carbides type

4.2.1.2

DEM model of oxide layer on HSS work roll at 650oC

The oxide scale (Fe2O3) in DEM model consists of 22404 spheres (radius 3𝜇𝑚) were
randomly generated in the pre-defined box. This box was created in EDEM with the size
of 480µm x 170µm x 96µm in x, y, z direction, respectively as shown in Figure 4.9. All the
oxide particles were dropped and stabilized into this box thanks to the gravity. A total of
21 MC carbides (including 2 different shapes with total 9.65x10-4mg in mass) were created
in three “virtual planes” (each plan contains 7 random MC carbides of two types); their
position and orientation can be pre-defined through a feature of EDEM Solutions 2.7.3
[100]. After that, a total of 7 MC carbides in each group were randomly dropped on the
top of the oxide material. The whole box was compressed by a rigid plane until reaching
the desired packing density of around 64% [121-123] and bonded at the pre-defined bond
time. After this time, the contact-bonds among the particles (and carbides) are formed
and all bonds are activated as shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9 Distribution of “rod” (green color)- and “chicken feet” (red color)- shaped
carbide in the oxide layer (yellow color)
The MC carbides morphology and distribution formed on HSS have been
investigated with scanning electron microscopy and optical microscopy by Luan et al.
[29]. They were positioned on the surface of the oxide to ensure the sliding tip will be
affected by these carbides in this study. Moreover, experimental results in [132] have
shown that the carbides are distributed randomly by group on HSS material. The carbides
with “rod”- and “chicken feet” carbide shapes are randomly generated in 3 groups near the
surface of HSS roll, each group contains 7 carbides as can be seen in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10 Group distribution of carbides (a) in experiment [29] and (b) in simulation
(Case 2, 90-degree carbides)
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Three simulations will be carried out to investigate the effect of MC carbides
orientation on wear resistance and a case without carbides was also implemented to
compare with three cases with the presence of carbides. The 180-degree oriented carbide
(case 1); 90-degree oriented carbide (case 2) and 0-degree oriented carbide (case 3) have
been created and positioned in (XYZ) as (-1, 0, 1), (0, 1, 0) and (1, 0, 1) respectively as
shown in Figure 4.11. All the MC carbides were generated on the top surface of the oxide
sample (at the same Z level) in order to investigate their effect on the HSS wear rate
during the tip scratching on the oxide layer. The MC carbides in case 1 (180-degree) and
case 3 (0-degree) have been positioned along with the scratching direction while the
carbides in case 2 (90-degree) are normal to the scratching direction.

Figure 4.11 Orientation of carbides in 3 cases
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The abrasive wear of the HSS roll surface is simulated by a single scratching tip with
the rounded tip radius 𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑝 = 15𝜇𝑚, which is modelled as a rigid body. The tip initially
penetrates on the HSS surface with a depth of 30𝜇𝑚 and then slides at this constant depth
through 3 groups of carbides as shown in Figure 4.12. The sample was constrained by the
rigid wall at the bottom; two sides and the end face of the box; this will keep the sample
stable during simulation. Because the sample was constrained by the wall at the end
surface, the resistance force on the tip will increase significantly when it approaches the
end plate. This will be discussed further in the next Section.

Figure 4.12 Configuration of scratching simulation
The aim of this simulation is to determine how much wear for each case during the
scratching simulation and investigate the influence of carbides orientation, different
scratching tip size and scratching tip depth on HSS roll wear at 6500C.

4.2.2 Results and Discussion
4.2.2.1

Effect of carbides orientation on wear resistance
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In DEM simulation, it is important to determine whether an equilibrium state is
achieved inside the element throughout the relaxation step. This step is to ensure the
same initial conditions in the simulations. To do this, the sample was freed in 0.075
seconds with no boundary condition to release the residual stresses. Even though the
samples in three different cases were generated independently, all the normal bonds of
each case have been established and converged at the same average value at 1.2N as can
be seen in Figure 4.13. This step ensures a stable bonds state is established inside the
sample before doing further computational steps.

Figure 4.13 Stable state after relaxation stage for 3 cases carbides orientation (from 0 to
0.075s)
As the tip slides along the oxide layer, the in-built post processing routine of EDEM
easily detects the broken bonds when their normal and tangential shear stresses exceed
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the critical predefined values. Figure 4.14 illustrates the detached particles which confirm
the abrasive wear behavior occurs during scratching process.

Figure 4.14 Detached particles and carbides (wear)
The number of broken bond does not reflect the wear loss of material after
scratching; however, many researchers [97, 133, 134] have used this number to evaluate
the damage level of the material. Figure 4.15 shows the relationship between the numbers
of broken bonds (related to wear quantity) against the sliding time for all three cases. It
has shown that the longer the simulation runs, the larger is the number of broken bonds.
This is due to the increase in sliding distance of the sliding tip on the oxide layer surface.
It has been found that the wear quantity is monotonously increasing with the number of
broken bonds during the scratching event.
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Figure 4.15 Number of Broken Bonds vs. Simulation Time for 3 cases
Figure 4.16 indicates the wear losses for four cases. It has shown that the wear loss
of case 2 (90-degree) is lower than that of case 1 (180-degree) and lower than that of case
3 (0-degree), and the wear loss for the case without carbides (case 4) shows the highest
value (Figure 4.16). This has shown that the MC carbides in case 2 (90-degree) which are
normal to the scratching direction made the most significant contribution to the wear
resistance of the HSS surface, followed by case 1 (180-degree) and case 3 (0-degree). It
could be explain that the MC carbides in case 2 (90-degree) which are normal to the
scratching direction made the most significant contribution to the wear resistance of the
HSS surface, followed by case 1 (180-degree) and case 3 (0-degree). The result of case 4
compared to other three cases shown in Figure 4.16 has also confirmed that the presence
of carbides increases the wear resistance of HSS roll as discussed in Section 4.1 [8].
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Figure 4.16 Effect of carbides orientation on HSS wear rate
As the carbides in case 2 (90-degree) are normal to the sliding direction, they have
a larger projected area compared to that of case 1 (180-degree) and case 3 (0-degree), and
the net sliding distance is shorter than case 1 and 3. Consequently, due to the significant
resistance itself, carbides in case 2 exhibit a higher wear resistance than that in case 1 and
case 3. This result is consistent with the experimental work in [27]. In addition to that,
Figure 4.16 shows that the wear loss in cases 1 and 3 are not much different because the
carbides orientation in case 1 and case 3 are just the reverse of the other one. However,
they are slightly different due to the effect of the packing process that made the carbides
position in case 1 and case 3 not exactly similar in the XY plane, as can be seen in Figure
4.11. Moreover, it could be that the cluster in 00 has a smaller cross section in the direction
of travel, whereas the clusters in 180o orientation have larger cross section (Figure 4.11).
During the scratching event, the sliding tip experienced the reacting force from the
oxide particles and carbides. Following are the reaction force acting on the sliding tip
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along X-, Y-, Z-axis and the magnitude total force (𝐹𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = √𝐹𝑋2 + 𝐹𝑌2 + 𝐹𝑍2 ) for case 2 and
case 1. It is noticeable that the total force curves in Figure 4.17, Figure 4.18, Figure 4.19
and Figure 4.20 increase sharply from the sliding distance at 400μm to 450μm
(especially FX); this is because the tips came close to the end of the sample which was
constrained by a “rigid wall”.
(i)

Case 2, 90-degree

Before sliding, the tip initially penetrates into the sample along the Z-axis with a
depth of 30μm, as denoted as “P.” in the Figure 4.17, the total force (FTotal) shows almost
equal to FZ (FX and FY are negligible). However, when the tip starts sliding along the Xaxis with the distance from 0 to 450𝜇𝑚, it has been found that FTotal is mainly contributed
by FX. At the start of sliding, FX increases significantly while the force FZ shows a
significant drop and then becoming stable during the sliding. The force F Y has shown a
small fluctuation around zero because the tip slides in XZ plane and the force FY is the
results of the unbalanced forces from the oxide and carbides particles.
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Figure 4.17 Force acting on the sliding tip (90-degree)
Due to their resistance, the MC carbides have shown their influence on the tip when
the tip slides through the three groups of carbides. As can be seen in Figure 4.18, the total
force fluctuates depending on the position of carbides on the HSS surface. It can be seen
that the total force increases when the tip penetrates into the carbides groups and it shows
the downward trend when exiting the carbides zone. As shown in Figure 4.18:
From A-B: the scratching process starts and the sliding tip produces wear debris,
the total force (FTotal) is quite stable from A to B because the tip scratches only on the oxide
substrate.
From B-C-D: the wear debris produced (in A-B) causes an increase of the total force
from B to C when the tip approaches the carbides regime. The force curve shows the peak
value at C when the tip contacts the carbides. However, when the tip moves out of C to
D there is a drop of force due to the non-uniformly distributed of carbides.
From D-E-F: the tip exits from the carbides zone and the force shows the downward
trend from D to F. However, the force curve shows a small increase from D-E before
dropping significantly from E to F. This is because the tip is still interacting with the
debris when it moves away from the carbides zone at D, and these carbides and debris
are pushed to both sides of the groove that causes a decrease of the force from E to F.
From G-H: As mentioned above, the total force from G to H suddenly soars because
the tip approaches the boundary constrained by a “rigid-wall”.
It clearly shows that the tip has been affected by the carbides and this confirms the
presence of carbides reinforcing the material.
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Figure 4.18 Effect of carbides on total force during scratching event (90-degree)
(ii)

Case 1, 180-degree

Similar with case 2- 90-degree, the tip initially penetrates into the surface with a
depth of 30𝜇𝑚 and then slides over the three groups of carbides. The total force of
particles acting on the tip during scratching event depends mainly on the force along the
X-axis. The average value of the total force of case 1- 180-degree (815.33N – as shown in
Figure 4.19) is lower than that of case 2- 90-degree (945.05N – as shown in Figure 4.17)
which illustrates the 90-degree carbides have more resistance than that of 180-degree
carbides. Moreover, the total force curve of case 1- 180-degree ( Figure 4.20) is more stable
compared to that of case 2- 90-degree (Figure 4.18) during the 450𝜇𝑚 sliding distance.
This has shown the carbides in case 1- 180-degree has less effect on the sliding tip than
that of carbides in case 2- 90-degree. It could be due to the carbides in case 1- 180-degree
positioned along with the sliding direction X-axis such that they have less projected area
against the sliding tip.
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Figure 4.19 Force acting on the sliding tip (180-degree)

Figure 4.20 Effect of carbides on total force during scratching event (180-degree)
To conclude, the presence of carbides in HSS roll reinforces the particle system and
makes it more resistant to breakage against abrasion. Compared with the 1800 orientation
(Figure 4.20), the clusters of carbides at 900 orientations (Figure 4.18) provided a higher
resistance with a more significant variation of the total resistance force. These results
confirm that the carbides increase the resistance to the bond breakage in HSS roll due to
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their high strength and also to the carbide orientation with the most projected contact
area of clustering carbides.

4.2.2.2

Effect of the scratching tip size on HSS wear rate

Due to the similarity in wear rate between cases 1 (180-degree) and case 3 (0-degree),
only cases 1 and 2 (90-degree) will be investigated to study the effect of scratching tip size
on HSS wear rate. Figure 4.21 shows the sliding tip with four different spherical indenter
tip diameters of 25𝜇𝑚,30𝜇𝑚, 35𝜇𝑚 and 40𝜇𝑚 sliding over the oxide surface and
penetrates below the surface by a depth 𝑜𝑓 30𝜇𝑚 for two cases (180-degree and 90degree). The scratching tip initially penetrates into the HSS surface with a depth of 30𝜇𝑚,
and then slides horizontally through the MC carbides which causes broken bonds and
produces particles removal from the HSS surface.

Figure 4.21 Different diameters in Scratching Tip
Figure 4.22 confirms that the larger tip size produces a monotonous increase in the
number of broken bonds and corresponding wear loss. This is because the higher tip size
(or deeper scratching tip) leads to bigger scratching projected area and causes an increase
of HSS wear. Compared with the 180o orientation, the cluster of carbides at 90o orientation
also provides a larger projected contact area resisting against abrasion but with less bond
breakage due to the high carbide strength providing anchoring to the matrix.
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Figure 4.22 Number of broken bonds vs. Simulation Time for 4 different tip diameters
(90-degree carbides) at the depth 30𝜇𝑚
Moreover, the wear loss in each case has been measured and shown in Figure 4.23.
The result confirms that a linear increase in the scratching tip size produces a linear
increase in the wear mass. This is because the higher tip size leads to larger scratching
projected area and causes an increase of HSS wear mass. Compared with the 180 o
orientations, the cluster of carbides at 90o orientations also provides a larger projected
contact area resisting against abrasion and results in less material loss. Moreover, it can
be found in Figure 4.23 that the wear mass of case 1 (180-degree) is higher than that of
case 2 (90-degree) even with the same scratching tip size due to the difference in
orientation and resistance as discussed in Section 4.2.1.1. However, it has been shown
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that the increase in the wear rates (the slope of two lines in Figure 4.23) against the
scratching tip size of both cases (180o and 90o) is approximately the same.

Figure 4.23 Wear mass vs. Scratching Tip Size for 2 cases (180-degree and 90-degree)

4.2.2.3

Effect of the scratching depth on HSS wear mass

The sample of case 2 (90-degree) will be examined by a series of scratching tests
with different sliding tip diameters (25𝜇𝑚, 30𝜇𝑚, 35𝜇𝑚 𝑎𝑛𝑑 40𝜇𝑚) at two scratching
depth levels 15𝜇𝑚 and 30𝜇𝑚, respectively for case 2A and case 2B . It is clear that the
deeper the scratching, the higher is the wear loss.
Figure 4.24 has shown that the number of broken bonds in case 2A is lower than
that of case 2B. This is due to the penetration of the sliding tip in case 2B being deeper
than that of case 2A such that it has a higher projected area in the sliding direction. As a
consequence, the scratching tip in case 2B causes more damage and breaks more bonds
than that of case 2A. Figure 4.24 confirms that the larger tip size produces a monotonous
increase in the number of broken bonds and corresponding wear rate. This is because the
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higher tip size (or deeper scratching tip) leads to a larger scratching projected area and
causes an increase of HSS wear. Compared with the 180o orientation, the cluster of
carbides at 90o orientation also provides a larger projected contact area but with less bond
breakage due to high carbide strength and a larger number of carbides resisting against
abrasion.

Figure 4.24 Number of broken bonds vs. Simulation time in different scratching tests
Figure 4.25 shows that there is a linear increase in the wear mass when the
scratching tip diameter increases, and that the wear mass in case 2A (scratching depth
15µm) is lower than that of case 2B (scratching depth 30µm); moreover, the wear rate (the
slope of the lines) are approximately the same for both cases 2A and 2B. This is due to the
penetration of the sliding tip in case 2B being deeper than that of case 2A such that it has
a higher projected area in the sliding direction. As a consequence, the sliding tip in case
2B produces more wears than that of case 2A. Figure 4.25 also confirms that the larger tip
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size produces a linear increase in the wear mass. This is because the linearly higher tip
size (or deeper scratching tip) leads to larger scratching projected area and causes a linear
increase of HSS wear.

Figure 4.25 Wear rate vs. Scratching Tip Diameter in two cases of scratching depth (90degree)

4.3 Discussions and conclusions for this Chapter
A 3D Discrete Element Model has been developed to simulate the abrasive wear
phenomenon of oxide layer formed on HSS work roll at both room temperature and
elevated temperature (650oC). The bond properties of the oxide scale at both temperatures
are determined by implementing 3D tensile test and 3D nano-indentation test. The model
is capable of predicting the abrasive wear of work roll at an elevated temperature (650oC)
which is the realistic working condition of the industrial HSS work roll. Two different
shapes of MC carbides embedded within the surface layer of the oxide scale. The
following conclusions can be made:
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(i) The two realistic, popular “rod” and “spherical” shapes MC carbides have been
presented and successfully embedded into the oxide scale at room temperature. It
has found that the carbides with spherical shape have more wear resistance than
that of the rod shape carbides.
(ii) The two realistic, popular “rod” and “chicken-feet” shape MC carbides have been
presented and successfully embedded into the oxide scale at elevated temperature
(650oC).
(iii)

Different orientation of carbide affects differently the wear rate of HSS. The

distribution of carbides and the effect of relative angle of carbides with the sliding
tip scratching direction have been investigated and they have shown different
effect on the wear mass. The sample with the 90-degree oriented carbides (case 2)
produces the smallest wear mass compared to case 1 (180-degree oriented
carbides), case 3 (0-degree oriented carbides) and case 4 (no carbides). This also
confirms the presence of carbides contributes to the wear resistance of HSS roll.
(iv)

The reacting force value from the particles (carbides and oxides) on the tip

in case 2 (90-degree carbides) is higher than that of case 1 (180- degree carbides).
(v) The larger tip size produces a monotonous increase in the number of broken bonds
and corresponding wear rate
(vi)

The abrasive wear linearly increases when the scratching tip size increases.

The wear mass also increases when the scratching depth is deeper.
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Chapter 5

Study wear on HSS roll using the

proposed Breakage Carbides Model
The results of this chapter have been published in Wear Journal and it has been
under reviewing.
Previously, the author has developed a DEM bonding model that is capable to study
wear on HSS work roll with the consideration of the rigid carbides [8, 96], the model has
overcome the difficulties in determining the bonding at the micro scale and accurately
describe the mechanical properties of the oxide scale formed on the HSS surface at both
room and elevated temperature (650oC). The author has presented a methodology to
determine accurate bond parameters for the desired macro-properties in DEM by
implementing a series of tensile and nano-indentation tests in Chapter 3. The mechanical
properties of the carbides and the oxide scale at 650oC had been validated with our
experimental work which has not been reported elsewhere. In addition to that, the
proposed DEM model has shown the capability of embedding the carbides into the oxide
scale with different shapes and orientation.
The author concluded that the spherical carbides have produced a superior wear
resistance than that of the cluster column carbides shape. Moreover, the effect of carbides
distribution and their orientation in the matrix on the wear loss have been investigated.
The case with the 90-degree oriented carbides produces the smallest wear rate compared
to cases of zero and 180-degree oriented carbides and the case without carbides shows
the highest wear loss. This strongly agreed with the experimental work [16, 46, 132, 135]
which concluded that the presence of carbides contributes to the wear resistance of HSS
roll. It has been also found that the abrasive wear increases linearly with the scratching
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tip size and the wear loss increases when the scratching depth is deeper. However, the
carbides in the previous works were assumed to be rigid that cannot be broken, which is
not realistic as there were evidences of broken carbides observed during experiments [27,
46].
Therefore, this chapter will present a novel DEM model called Breakage Carbides
Model (BCM) which counts for the natural breakage of the carbides in reality, it shows a
significant improvement of the previous work [96]. The BCM model is capable of creating
a 3D structure of HSS work roll realistically with the consideration of different materials
in one sample, it can also allocate the carbides into the oxide scale with the desired
position and orientation that realistically model the microstructure of the HSS surface.
Another capability of the BCM model is that the BCM can produce different complicated
structures for the carbides in one sample. This leads to a breakthrough development of a
universal model that can study the abrasive wear of work roll at elevated temperature. It
can also make a contribution to the contact mechanics in hot rolling.

5.1 Procedure of generating a 3D BCM DEM-based sample
Some researchers [64, 136] investigated the effect of MC carbides on the HSS wear
by modelling the MC carbides as rigid bodies, the hardness of which is much greater than
the oxide substrate and other carbides type (M6C, M7C3, M2C…). In this Chapter, two
M7C3 carbides will be chosen and distributed into the oxide matrix to examine the
capability of the BCM including (i) the carbides creation, (ii) the embedding of the
complex structure carbides (fish-bone shape) inside the oxide scale, and (iii) the breakage
of M7C3 carbides under a high scratching pressure, which is a powerful feature of the
BCM.
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The M7C3 carbides morphologies have been captured in [15, 132], the prevalent
structure of these M7C3 carbides have shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1 M7C3 Carbides (fish bone morphology) [15]
In the BCM model, they firstly have been created in 3D CAD as shown in Figure 5.2.
This section will introduce a step by step the procedure to generate a BCM sample.
In a 3D DEM model generally, a solid material is constructed by packing a number
of discrete spherical particles into a pre-defined hexagonal empty box. Random particles
generation is the common approach in which the disperse particles are compacted to
reach a desired dense network [96]. The DEM appropriate bonding values for the oxide
layer and the carbides at elevated temperature (650oC) had been obtained and validated
as discussed in Chapter 3 and published in [96]. Below is a novel technique to create the
BCM, which can construct any complex composite structure. The BCM generating
process in DEM can be generalized in 6 steps, as following:
(i)

Creating CAD geometries: 3D CAD of two fish-bone M7C3 carbides were created
in SolidWorks and then imported into EDEM Solutions software version 2.7.3
within a 3D hexagonal empty box as shown in Figure 5.2 [100].
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Figure 5.2 Two M7C3 Carbides CAD located inside the box (XY plane view)
(ii)

Random filling: A total of 3115 spheres were generated inside the 3D CAD
carbides shapes to form 2 M7C3 carbides and another 22087 spheres were also
generated inside the hexagonal box (but outside the carbides CAD) to construct
the Fe2O3 oxide matrix.

(iii)

Compressing carbides particles to form the carbides: The spherical particles were
compressed until a desirable packing density was reached as discussed in
Section 3.1.1 of the previous work by the author [96].

(iv)

Removing CAD carbides shape: In EDEM Solutions 2.7.3, it is feasible to remove
the CAD geometries at any time-step.

(v)

Compressing oxide particles to form the whole specimen: After removing the
carbides geometries located inside the box, a moving plane was used to
compress the whole media until a desired packing density was reached as
mentioned in step iii). Then the bonds between particles were activated to
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complete the simulation system. As shown in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4, two
M7C3 carbides (red color) were successfully created and embedded inside the
rectangular shape of oxide substrate (yellow color), the depth from the top
surface to the middle of M7C3 carbides is 5.6µm.

Figure 5.3 Two M7C3 Carbides located near the surface of the packed oxide sample (3D
view). Red is for carbides and yellow colour for Fe2O3

Figure 5.4 M7C3 Carbides and the whole sample after relaxation step (XY plane view)
(vi)

Relaxing the specimen: As mentioned in the previous work [96], the equilibrium
state of the bonds was established after relaxing the residual stress in this step.
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Due to the experimental challenge in determining the bonding strength at the
oxide/carbides interface at high temperature (650oC), the oxide/carbides bonding strength
in this Chapter is assumed to be equal to that of the oxide particles. The effect of different
bonding strengths at the oxide/carbides interface will be discussed in Chapter 6.

5.2 Testing the BCM model by modelling the two Parallel
M7C3 Carbides in the oxide layer at 650oC
Scratching test is one of the most common methods to investigate the abrasive wear
of material [137-139]. In this Chapter, a single cylinder with the rounded tip is simulated
as a rigid body to model the abrasive wear of the oxidised HSS roll surface. A 3D structure
of M7C3 can be found in [132] and it shows that the depth of the M7C3 carbides can be up
to 10-15µm below the surface. Therefore, in this section, two scratching depths (4µm and
13µm) are chosen to examine the influence of the M7C3 carbides on the tip and on the
wear loss. The oxide scale and two M7C3 carbides were created as described in Section
5.1, the two M7C3 carbides were positioned at the top surface of the oxide to ensure these
carbides can be affected by the sliding tip. A series of scratching tests have been
implemented with two different scratching depths, including shallow scratching at the
depth of 4µm and deep scratching at the depth of 13µm. The purpose of the present
scratching tests on the two Parallel Carbides is to examine the concept of the proposed
BCM modelling and to illustrate its applicability for abrasive wear on HSS at elevated
temperature (650oC) with the presence of potential broken carbides embedded in the
oxide matrix.
As the carbides in real-life can be broken under the extreme conditions, the
proposed BCM is an improvement from the previous study [96] and the novelty lies in
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introducing a new physical 3D DEM-based wear model to investigate realistically and
accurately the abrasive wear on HSS.

5.2.1 Case 1 - Shallow scratching (depth = 4µm)
As shown in Figure 5.5a, the tip initially penetrates into the oxidized HSS surface at
the depth of 4µm and then slides 200µm along the HSS surface over two M 7C3 carbides
at this depth. Figure 5.5b shows the sample after scratching in 3D view. The bottom plane,
two sides and the end face of the specimen were constrained to keep the specimen fixed
and stable during simulation. This BCM model was used to investigate (i) the wear that
includes breakage of carbides, and (ii) whether the carbides strengthen the specimen and
increase the wear resistance.

Figure 5.5 Configuration of shallow scratching test (a) in XZ Plane View and (b) after
scratching in 3D View (depth = 4µm)
As shown in Figure 5.6a, there is no clear change for two carbides after scratching.
It indicates that the scratching tip has had a little effect on these carbides. The
phenomenon can be explained as the scratching depth is shallow and the deepest point
of the tip is still above the carbides. A small amount of oxide material removal has been
observed after scratching as shown in Figure 5.6b and Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.6 Sample before and after scratching (in XY Plane View) (a) Carbides before
and after scratching and (b) small amount of oxide material has been removed and the
carbides revealed inside the sample.

Figure 5.7 Wear occurs and oxide particles detached during scratching event (in XZ
Plane View)
During scratching event, the scratching tip experienced the resultant force from the
oxidised HSS surface which includes both oxide and carbides materials. As the
mechanical properties of the oxide and carbides are different, it will result in different
acting forces on the scratching tip. Figure 5.8 shows the reaction force acting on the
scratching tip along the X-, Y-, Z- axis and the magnitude of the total force (𝐹𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =
√𝐹𝑋2 + 𝐹𝑌2 + 𝐹𝑍2 ) corresponding to the position of the tip. In general, the total force (F Total)
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during the scratching event has shown a similar trend with normal force F Z, with FZ
values higher than the frictional force FX. Both FZ and FX show a rise in values as the tip
enters the first half C-C’ of the carbide and then a decrease in values as it goes through
the last half of the carbide. In the oxide zone D-E between the two carbides, these forces
rise again indicating the strengthened resistance from the second carbide E-F. In addition
to that, the total force (FTotal) curve shows higher values in the two carbides zones (C-D
and E-F) than the oxide zones. This phenomenon demonstrates the strengthened
resistance of material from the carbides; however this influence of carbides is not as clear
as the case of deep scratching which will be discussed in the next section. As shown in
Figure 5.8, the lateral force FY, which is the resultant acting force from two tip sides along
the Y- direction, fluctuates between positive and negative values. This is because the tip
slides in the XZ plane and the force FY is the result of the unbalanced forces as the tip
traverses through the inclined carbide stems within the sample.
From Figure 5.8, section AB can be regarded as the penetration of the tip into the
sample in the Z- direction to the depth of 4µm. It results in the total force curve (F Total)
rising suddenly from A to B and the total force (FTotal) is almost equal to FZ. The force FX
is zero at the beginning and then increases to 120N due to the effect of the carbides on the
tip when it penetrates deeper into the surface. When the tip started sliding in Section BC the force FX increases while the force FZ decreases from the peak at B. After that, when
the tip slides over the first carbides from C to D, both acting frictional force FX and normal
FZ increase. It is noticeable that the acting force FZ increases when the tip approaches
towards the carbides. However, the total force FTotal and FZ decrease before exiting at D
because the structure of the last half C’-D of the carbide becomes weaker at its right side.
This phenomenon becomes more severe in the case of depth scratching in the next section
5.2.1.2. Although the tip exited the carbides area at D but the force from D to E increased
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to the average value (311.77N) in the oxide zone and kept increasing when the tip
approached the second carbides at E, probably due to the strengthening effect from the
second carbide and the distance between two carbides. Both of these factors will be
discussed in the next section.

Figure 5.8 Effect of carbides on the acting forces during scratching event (depth = 4µm)

5.2.2 Case 2 - Deep scratching (depth = 13µm)
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Similar with the shallow scratching case, the tip penetrates into the surface with a
depth of 13µm and then slides a distance of 200µm over the two M7C3 carbides as shown
in Figure 5.9. The deep scratching can ensure the collision between the tip and carbides
to investigate the potential breakage of carbides during sliding.

Figure 5.9 Configuration of deep scratching test (a) in XZ Plane View and (b) after
scratching in 3D View (depth = 13µm)
As shown in Figure 5.10a, the carbides have been destroyed by the scratch tip after
a deep ploughing. In addition, there is a large amount oxide removal at the top of carbides
in Figure 5.10b. Figure 5.11 can be compared with Figure 5.7 in terms of wear of both
oxide and carbides. The wear rate is much higher compared to the case of shallow
scratching at the depth of 4 µm.
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Figure 5.10 Deep scratching in XY Plane View (a) hiding oxide material and (b) showing
oxide material

Figure 5.11 Wear occurs and particles (oxide and carbides) detached during scratching
event (in XZ Plane View)
Similar with the case of shallow scratching, the forces reacted on the tip in three
directions and the magnitude of the total forces have been calculated in every time-step
and are shown in Figure 5.12. As can be seen from Figure 5.12, FTotal is mainly contributed
by FX and FZ that results in the FTotal curve having a similar trend with both FX and FZ
curves. It is an interesting phenomenon that the force values in the X- direction (FX) can
be higher than that of FZ, which is different to the case of shallow scratching (where FZ
values are always higher than FX). It is understandable because at the deeper level the tip
traverses against a larger projected area in the X- direction against the oxide and carbide
that result in a much higher acting force FX. The ratio (FX/FZ) in two cases will be discussed
further in the next section. In this case the average force (F Average) of (679.71N) is much
higher than that of the case shallow scratching (311.77N). Thus, the scratching depth
needs to be considered carefully in a scratching simulation test.
Three forces, FX, FZ and FTotal, have shown higher values in the carbides areas than
that at the oxide areas which confirms that the carbides dispersed in the oxidised HSS
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matrix provide a significant contact resistance [8, 23, 27, 96]. As can be seen in Figure 5.12,
the force curves (FTotal, FX and FZ) have reached the peaks where the tip scratches to the
middle of the carbides. It indicates that the M7C3 carbides structure itself affected the
acting force [8, 23].

Figure 5.12 Effect of carbides on the acting forces during scratching event (depth =
13µm)
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As can be seen in Figure 5.12, the force FTotal has shown a sudden jump from A to B
and is mainly contributed by FZ when the tip penetrates into the sample while FX and FY
are still negligible. After reaching the depth of 13µm, the tip then scratches over the
sample from B to F. Section B-C has shown the changes in the trend of FX and FZ. The
force curves have shown a significantly high value when the tip comes to the carbides
area (section C-D and E-F) and drop to a smaller value when the tip scratches on the oxide
region D-E. This can be explained by the fact that the high strength carbides produce
higher reacting forces on the tip, which resist the penetration of the tip into the sample
and can lead to the reduction of the wear loss.

5.2.3 Discussion
5.2.3.1

Comparison of the reacting forces on the tip

Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.12 have been redrawn at the same scale for comparison and
shown in Figure 5.13. It clearly shows that the acting forces (FTotal, FX and FZ) are
significantly higher at the deeper scratching depth compared with shallow scratching
case. In addition, the influence of carbides on the reacting forces is more severe when the
scratch is much deeper. The above phenomena have confirmed that the presence of
carbides enhances the wear resistance of the oxidised HSS matrix [8, 23, 27, 96].
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Figure 5.13 Acting forces on tip in shallow scratching (left) and deep scratching (right).
As shown in Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15, the average acting forces FX, FZ and FTotal in
deep scratching case are 500.65N, 436.36N and 679.71N, respectively, which are
significantly higher than 154.64N, 267.30N and 311.77N in the shallow scratching case. It
could be explained that at a deeper scratching, the tip ploughs against a larger number
of particles including oxide and carbides that results in a higher reacting force. The
mechanical properties and morphology of the carbides contribute to the significantly
larger forces above the average level during the scratching.
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Figure 5.14 Acting force on tip in X, Y, Z direction and total force (Parallel carbides)
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Figure 5.15 Acting force average on tip in X, Z direction and total force for two different
scratching depths.
During the scratching event, the tip slides over the sample in the XZ plane, the
acting force in the Y- direction fluctuates positively or negatively around zero. However,
it has been found that the deeper scratching, the more unbalanced is the force FY. The
absolute average force value FY of 5.56N from the shallow scratching is smaller than
17.89N from the deep scratch.

5.2.3.2

Ratio of FX/FZ

Figure 5.16 illustrates the ratio FX/FZ against the sliding distance at two different
scratching depth levels, FX/FZ in the shallow scratching case fluctuates around the value
0.58 which can be considered as the friction coefficient of the scratching test which agrees
with the results in [13, 140]. However, the values of FX/FZ in deep scratching case have
reached 1.15. The deep scratching is similar to a cutting operation, which can experience
a larger force in X- direction than that in the Z- direction [139].
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Figure 5.16 FX/FZ ratio of two scratching cases

5.2.3.3

Comparison of wear loss

The material removal in the scratching test can be measured as wear loss [93, 96].
As shown in Figure 5.17, the wear loss of deep scratching is much higher than that of the
shallow scratching which can be qualitatively compared with the results in [96]. The wear
loss in shallow scratching case is only contributed by oxide material while the wear loss
in the deep scratching is not only from the oxide substrate but also from the carbides.
This is because in the shallow scratching case, the tip did not plough any carbides as the
position of carbides within the oxide scale are 2.8µm below the surface which is deeper
than the scratch depth while the tip in the case of deep scratching can plough both oxide
and carbides.
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Figure 5.17 Wear loss vs. scratching depth

5.2.4 Conclusions on the BCM model
With the scratching test on HSS surface with the embedded of M 7C3 carbides, a 3D
DEM-based BCM model has demonstrated that the proposed model is able to study the
abrasive wear of HSS roll. The carbides M7C3 in both cases have confirmed the increased
wear resistance of the HSS roll.
In general, the reacting force in shallow scratching has shown a smaller value than
deep scratching. The effect of carbides has clearly been shown in deep scratching case,
for example the acting force increased when the tip traverses the carbides area, while the
force curve has shown a flattened trend with the shallow scratching.
The tests have also indicated the removal of oxide and carbide particles in case 2, it
demonstrates the capability of the BCM model in modeling carbide breakage in hot
rolling. In addition to that, the structure (morphology) of the carbides has shown different
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effect on wear resistance. The sample with carbides reinforcements offers a strong
resistance due to their super hardness, which reduce the depth of penetration of the
asperities and abrasive grits. The wear loss increases with the scratching depth.

5.3 Study wear of two HSS work roll types from industry using
BCM model: Japanese work roll type and US work roll type
HSS roll materials are multi-layers at the surface which consist of Fe2O3, FeO, Fe3O4,
and the total thickness of these oxide layer can be up to 40µm in the experimental
condition of high humidity at 600oC [141]. The outer layer Fe2O3 formed on HSS surface
will act as a protective layer minimizing the roll wear by oxide-to-oxide contact with the
strip surface [19]. To simplify the simulation, only the outer oxide layer Fe 2O3, which
directly contacts with the asperities/wear debris, will be modeled as the surface of the
HSS work roll. Hence, this oxide layer (Fe2O3) is assumed to cover the whole carbides,
and the thickness of the simulated sample has been chosen sufficiently large to avoid the
boundary effect, but not too large to incur huge computational time. It does not reflect
the real thickness of the Fe2O3 oxide layer.
In this section, the BCM model will be applied to study wear on two industrial HSS
work roll types namely the Japanese work roll type and the US work roll type. From the
SEM images of two roll types, a typical sample for each case was chosen. The sample
(Figure 5.18) sized 50µm x 100µm x 40µm corresponding with the sample width, length
and height respectively which is sufficiently large to contain various sizes of carbides and
save the computational time.
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Figure 5.18 Two types of industrial HSS work roll made in Japan and US and the chosen
samples (a) from Japan and (b) from US

5.3.1 Modelling wear on Japanese industrial HSS work roll using
BCM model
Figure 5.19 shows the SEM morphology of Japanese HSS work roll material from
industry, it is found that the morphologies of the carbides are considered to be rounded
and spherical. Based on the SEM image of a broken HSS roll obtained by our laboratory,
a 3D DEM packing sample with the size of 40x50x100µm in Z-, Y- and X- direction,
respectively, has been created by using the proposed BCM, as shown in Figure 5.19. The
model includes a total of 22111 particles which consists of 4113 discrete element (DE)
particles to form 18 carbides and 17998 DE particles to generate the oxide matrix. The
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size, position and orientation of the simulated carbides are in agreement with the SEM
image.

Figure 5.19 SEM morphology of real Japanese industry HSS work roll and in DEM
simulation sample.
The asperities from the surface of the oxidized strip cause the wear on the HSS roll.
The actual surface profile of the strip is rough and complicated. The average scale strip
surface roughness was reported by Sun et al. [70, 72, 142] in a range of 2-4µm after
descaled. The tip using for the scratching simulation will be selected based on the surface
roughness measured by Sun et al. [142]. Based on the results from Tang [72] and Sun [70]
the scratching tip size should be chosen based on the typical rough asperities which can
be one separated asperity or two closed asperities. The rigid scratching tip is modelled in
cylindrical shape with a hemisphere end. Similar with the scratching simulation tests for
the parallel carbides in Section 5.2.1, the tip initially penetrates into the oxidized HSS
surface at the given depth and slides over the surface at this depth.
To investigate the influence of carbides on wear rate, two different scratching paths
will be implemented as shown in Figure 5.20. For case 1, the tip slides 80µm over the
dense carbides area as shown in Figure 5.20a, while in case 2 the tip scratched the surface
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at the same distance (80µm) but went over a sparser carbides area (Figure 5.20b). For each
case, three different scratching tip sizes, such as 3µm, 5µm and 7µm in diameter will slide
over the sample at three depths varying in 2µm, 4µm and 6µm. The tip size was chosen
based on the roughness asperities size of the strip surface which can be found in [69, 72].
To investigate the carbides-tip interactions and the effect of the tip on the carbides
fracture, three different scratching depths were considered: the tip passing above the
carbides (scratching depth 2µm) and the tip passing through the carbides at the deeper
depths (scratching depths 4µm and 6µm).

Figure 5.20 Scratching test configuration for Japanese work roll (a) Case 1: Dense
Carbides and (b) Case 2: Sparse Carbides

5.3.1.1

Case 1: Scratching over Dense Carbides

a) Comparison of the reacting forces on the scratching tip in different testing
configurations
Figure 5.21 shows the acting forces when a 7µm diameter rounded tip scratch on
the oxidised HSS surface at three different scratching depths, such as 2µm, 4µm and 6µm.
It can be seen that the acting forces, FX, FZ and FTotal increase with a deeper scratching. The
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average total forces are 100.37µm, 249.31N and 346.21N corresponding to 2µm, 4µm and
6µm scratching depths, respectively. Moreover, the acting forces are significantly higher
when the tip slides over the carbides regions such as B-C in Figure 5.21a; B-C, D-E and EF in Figure 5.21b and Figure 5.21c.
FTotal for three different scratching depths have shown a similar trend. The values of
FX are lower than FZ with a 2µm scratching depth as shown in Figure 5.21a; approximately
equal to that of FZ for 4µm scratching depth in Figure 5.21b and higher than that of FZ for
6µm scratching depth in Figure 5.21c. With a deeper scratching, the contacted area
between the tip and the carbides increases which results in a significant increase of FX.

Figure 5.21 Acting force on tip (7µm in size) in different depths (a) 2µm (b) 4µm and (c)
6µm
As illustrated by Figure 5.21a, the force curves keep relatively stable during the
sliding, only from B to C the tip slides over the biggest carbides that leads the force curves
(FX, FZ and FTotal) rising to a peak and the maximum FTotal is around 200N.
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At a deeper level of scratching (4µm) as shown in Figure 5.21b, the tip has reached
the carbides inside the sample which results in a greater carbide influence on the tip. The
tip initially penetrates into the sample surface for 4µm in the Z- direction from O to A; it
results in the force FZ rapidly raises from 0 to around 250N. The total force is almost
contributed by only FZ while FX and FY are negligible. After that, the tip starts sliding from
A and going over the oxide material from A to B, in which the FTotal remains fairly
unchanged before suddenly climbing at B and reach a peak of more than 500N when the
tip encounters the biggest carbide. The force curves fall significantly when the tip moves
out from the carbides at C; it is noticeable that the force value at C is approximately the
same as that at B (270N). A similar trend can be found from D to E and from E to F when
the tip contacts the carbides; however, these values are smaller than that with the larger
carbide at B. The tip exits the carbides area at F and finishes scratching at G, the force
value is fairly stable from F to G and similar with that when the tip slides in non-carbides
areas (A-B and C-D).
Figure 5.21c shows the most clearly the effect of carbides on the tip compared to that
in Figure 5.21a and Figure 5.21b when the tip depth is 6mm. It is quite similar with Figure
5.21b, the force curves have reached the peak of around 600N at three corresponding
carbide positions (B-C, D-E and E-F), and the force values are fairly equal (around 300N)
when the tip slides over the oxide areas (A-B, C-D and F-G).
Figure 5.22 has illustrated the forces of three different depths in each direction and
in total. In general, the deeper scratching level has shown the highest absolute value in
the force in three directions X-, Y-, Z- and in total. Moreover, the reacting force curves
went up and down more widely when the scratching depth is deeper. It is interesting that
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with 6µm depth scratch, FY shows quite a high compressive value (-180N) when
traversing over a carbide, or even a higher peak of -225N between the two carbides.
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Figure 5.22 Acting force on tip in X, Y, Z direction and total force
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Derived from the results in Figure 5.22, Figure 5.23 shows the average force in three
scratching depth levels. It can be found that the acting forces FX and FY are linear with the
scratching depth while FZ (and results in the FTotal) first increases at the shallow scratching
levels, then shows a trend of a slower increase below a certain depth (around 4µm).
Moreover, the average force FZ is always higher than that of FX for the scratching depths
below 5µm and lower than FX when the depths are higher than 5µm. It is understandable
because the force FX keeps on increasing when the projected area is larger (or when the
scratching depth is deeper) while the force FZ remain relatively stable when the scratching
depth increases.

Figure 5.23 Average acting force on tip in X, Y, Z direction and total force vs. scratching
depth
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b) Comparison of the ratio FX/FZ in different testing configurations
The ratio FX/FZ during scratching event at three different depth levels has been
shown in Figure 5.24. The value FX/FZ for two cases (depth = 2µm and 4µm) have
fluctuated around the average values of 0.5 and 0.82, respectively. The former value can
be considered the friction coefficient of scratching which can be compared with [13, 140]
and with Figure 5.16. At these two depth levels, the influence of the sample on the tip in
X- direction is smaller than that in Z- direction, as clearly shown in Figure 5.24. However,
at the depth of 6µm, the average value FX/FZ is 1.26; which means that at the value of
around 5µm of depth, the force FX becomes greater than FZ.

Figure 5.24 FX/FZ ratios for three scratching depth levels (Case 1 – Dense carbides)
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5.3.1.2

Case 2: Scratching over Sparse Carbides

a) Comparison of the reacting forces on the scratching tip in different testing
configurations
Similar to case 1, the same tip will slide over the sample with a distance of 80µm in
three different depth levels (2µm, 4µm and 6µm) corresponding to (a), (b) and (c) in
Figure 5.25. The carbides in Figure 5.25 a have shown the least influence on the tip, the
force curves depicts a relatively flattened trend while the force curves in Figure 5.25b and
Figure 5.25c go up and down widely during the scratching event. The average total force
increases from 101N to 234.39N and then 324.21N with the depth of 2µm, 4µm and 6µm
respectively. Moreover, in Figure 5.25b and Figure 5.25c, the force curves reached a peak
at B-C where the tip was at the biggest carbides, and the forces increase when the tip was
at another carbides area (D-E) in all scratching depths. It is noticeable that when the tip
slides over the sample in non-carbides areas (the oxide only, which is from A-B and C-D)
in three depths, the average total force curve was relatively stable and shown the higher
values 80N, 190N and 290N, from (a) to (b) to (c), respectively.
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Figure 5.25 Acting force on tip (7µm in diameter) in different depths (a) 2µm (b) 4µm
and (c) 6µm for Case 2
Figure 5.26 depicts the forces in each direction acting to the tip. It can be seen that
the absolute force value in all direction increased when the tip went deeper into the
sample. In addition to that, the force curves showed higher values when the tip traverses
the carbides area. It again confirms the presence of carbides increases the wear resistance.
Figure 5.26 will be discussed further in Section 5.3.4.
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Figure 5.26 Acting force on tip in X, Y, Z direction and total force.
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b) Comparison of the ratio FX/FZ in different testing configurations
As can be seen in Figure 5.27, the FX/FZ curves for the case of depth = 2µm and 4µm
slightly fluctuated around the values of 0.49 and 0.82 while the curve FX/FZ for the case of
depth = 6µm went up and down widely around the value of 1.52.

Figure 5.27 FX/FZ ratio of three scratching depth levels (Case 2 – sparse carbides)
The average force values from Figure 5.26 have been presented in Figure 5.28.
Similar to case 1, the force in X- and Y- direction are linear with the scratching depth
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while FZ has remained fairly stable when the depth is deeper than 4µm. Moreover, it is
noticeable that at the depth of nearly 5µm, the acting force F Z becomes smaller than the
acting force FX; this could be similarly explained as in the previous Section 5.3.2.

Figure 5.28 Average acting force on tip in X, Y, Z direction and total force vs. scratching
depth (case 2).

5.3.1.3

Results and Discussion

a) Influence of carbides distribution on wear loss
The reacting force of the sample on the tip is one of the factors can be considered to
examine the wear resistance of the material. As is shown in
Figure 5.29, the acting forces in each direction and in total of case 1 (dense carbides)
have shown a higher value than that of case 2 (less dense carbides); it can be concluded
that the more carbides the tip slides over, the more wear resistance the sample is.
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Figure 5.29 Average acting forces on tip in X, Y, Z direction and total force vs. scratching depth
Moreover, at the depth of 2µm, the acting forces average in all directions is almost
the same (FTotal value at 2µm depth for case 1 is 100.37N and 101N for case 2); it shows
that the effect of the carbides density distribution has not been clearly observed at this
depth level, as illustrated by Figure 5.29 and Figure 5.30. This is because the tip has
penetrated less into the sample so that the acting forces are mainly contributed by the
oxide and are less influenced by carbides. However, when the tip penetrates into the
sample at the deeper levels (4µm and 6µm), the effect of carbides is clearer with the
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increase of FTotal at the depth of 4µm and 6µm for case 1 are 249.31N and 346.21N, for case
2 are 234.39N and 324.21, respectively. The differences in the average acting force total of
two cases vs. scratching depth can be seen in Figure 5.30.

Figure 5.30 Difference of two cases in FTotal vs. scratching depth
The wear loss has been determined based on the method described in [93, 96]. It is
found that the wear loss in both cases has risen with the increase of scratching depth from
2µm to 6µm, and it is more linear with the scratching depth. Moreover, the wear loss in
case 1 has always shown a lower value than that of case 2 at any depths, as is shown by
Figure 5.31; it confirms that the carbides has increased the wear resistance of the sample;
this result has shown a consistence with the experimental work in [27] and with the
simulation work in [96] where the carbides are rigid bodies. Another reason is due to the
sparseness of the carbides in case 2 where the wear in case 2 comes mostly from the
matrix.
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Figure 5.31 Wear loss vs. scratching depth for two cases
b) Influence of carbides distance on wear resistance
As is illustrated by Figure 5.21 and Figure 5.25, the tip force in different depth levels
2µm, 4µm and 6µm for two cases have not only shown the influence of the carbides
density but also indicated the influence between carbides distance on the wear resistance.
Two sections A-B and C-D in Figure 5.21 and Figure 5.25 are regarded as the
representation of the tip sliding at the non-carbides areas will be analyzed. The length of
section A-B in case 1 is approximately equal to that in case 2 (around 15µm) while the
distance from C to D in case 1 and case 2 are 10µm and 40µm, respectively.
Due to the same distance between two carbides (A to B), the acting force in this
section AB in three different depths are almost equal for both cases, as shown in Figure
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5.32a. Only a small difference can be found at a deepest scratching level (6µm) which is
295N and 290N for case 1 and case 2, respectively.
However, due to the difference in the distance from C to D for both cases, this results
in a considerable difference in the average acting force for each case. For example, at the
scratching depth 4µm, the average forces on section CD are 245N and 180N for case 1 and
case 2, respectively. Similar trend can be observed in scratching depth 6µm; the force
average are 340N and 250N for case 1 and case 2, respectively, as shown in Figure 5.32. It
has been found that the closer the carbides, the higher average force produced, or in
another word, the HSS matrix is more wear resistant if the carbides distance is closer.
It is also noticeable that the effect of the carbide distance on the tip is not shown
clearly at the scratching depth of 2µm; for example, the acting forces average total
(FTotal_Average) for two cases in AB and CD are almost the same and equal to 100N. This
result reveals that the carbide distance shows more clearly the effect when the tip goes
deeper.

Figure 5.32 Average acting force on tip at AB and CD for two cases vs. scratching depth
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This new finding has been found by using the proposed BCM model and is in
agreement with the experimental work in [27]. From this result, it confirms that the
distance of carbides has clearly affected the wear resistance.
c) Effect of scratching tip size on wear loss
In order to estimate the effects of the debris sizes and the scratching depths on the
wear loss, three different tip sizes (3µm, 5µm, and 7µm) and three different scratching
depths (2µm, 4µm, and 6µm) were simulated in EDEM for two cases, as is demonstrated
by Figure 5.33. As can be seen from Figure 5.33, the wear loss increases when the tip size
and the scratching depth increase, this also agrees with the result in [96].

Figure 5.33 Wear loss vs. scratching depth beneath the surface with three tip sizes for
two cases

5.3.2 Modelling wear on US HSS work roll using BCM model
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The SEM image of a work roll sample from a US manufacturer is shown in Figure
5.34 where it can be seen that the carbides morphologies are considered as rod-shape. As
can be seen in Figure 5.34, the DEM sample includes 18 breakage carbides (red color)
embedded within the oxide layer (yellow color) with the position and orientation of the
carbides are in agreement with the SEM image.

Figure 5.34 BCM model of a US work roll sample
The tip used to scratch the US work roll DEM simulation sample is similar as the tip
for the Japanese work roll case as described in Section 5.3.1. Two different scratching
paths will be conducted as shown in Figure 5.35. Section 5.3.2.1 describes the tip sliding
over the dense carbides area (Figure 5.35a) while Section 5.3.2.2 demonstrates the
scratching of the tip over the sparse carbides area (Figure 5.35b). For each case, three
different scratching tip sizes, such as 3µm, 5µm and 7µm in diameter will slide over the
sample at three depths varying in 2µm, 4µm and 6µm.
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Figure 5.35 Scratching test configuration for US work rolls (a) Case 1: Dense Carbides
and (b) Case 2: Sparse Carbides

5.3.2.1

Case 1: Scratching over Dense Carbides

Figure 5.36 shows the 3D structure of the sample and the slide plane through the
scratching direction. The tip initially penetrates into the sample in the Z direction and
slides over the work roll at a constant depth over a distance of 80µm. The tip will go
through 7 carbides with different sizes. This section will investigate the influence of the
force acting on the tip during this scratching distance.

Figure 5.36 Inside the sample at cutting plane (A-A) for Dense Carbides case
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Figure 5.37 has shown the acting forces when a 7µm diameter rounded tip scratch
on the oxidised HSS surface at three different scratching depths, such as 2µm, 4µm and
6µm. It can be seen that the acting forces, FX, FZ and FTotal increase with scratching depth.
The average total forces are 155.74N, 291.41N and 430.11N corresponding to 2µm, 4µm
and 6µm scratching depth, respectively. Moreover, the acting forces are significantly
higher when the tip slides over the carbides regions such as A-B and C-D in Figure 5.37a,
Figure 5.37b and Figure 5.37c. It is because the carbides are significantly harder than the
oxide so that they will resist the penetration of the tip into the surface stronger than that
of the oxide area; consequently, it will produce higher acting force. Figure 5.37 has also
clearly shown that at higher scratching depth, the force in Y- direction fluctuates more in
values.
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Figure 5.37 Acting force on tip (7µm in size) in different depths (a) 2µm (b) 4µm and (c)
6µm

5.3.2.2

Case 2: Scratching over Sparse Carbides

Figure 5.38 has shown the 3D structure of the sample and the slide plane through
the scratching direction. The tip will initially penetrate into the sample in Z direction and
slide over the work roll with the constant depth in a distance of 80µm, going through
three carbides including two big carbides and one small carbide. This section will
investigate the influence of the force acting on the tip during this scratching distance.
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Figure 5.38 Inside 3D structure of the sample at cutting plane (A-A) for Sparse Carbides
case
Similar to case 1, the carbides have shown their strong resistance ability of
preventing the penetration of the tip into the surface (Figure 5.39).
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Figure 5.39 Acting force on tip (7µm in size) in different depths (a) 2µm (b) 4µm and (c)
6µm
Taking the Ftotal_average values from Figure 5.37 and Figure 5.39 and replot in
Figure 5.40 it is interesting to see that even though the tip size and the scratching depths
are the same but the average FTotal in the case of Dense Carbides are always higher than
that of case Sparse Carbides. The result has illustrated that the more carbides are on the
scratching path, the higher the force acting on the tip. On another hand, the shorter
distance among carbides will produce more wear resistance for the sample. This result is
in agreement with the finding in Section 5.3.1.3.b.
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Figure 5.40 Comparison Total_Average Force between two cases (Dense vs. Sparse
Carbides)
The wear loss has been calculated for different case with different scratching depths
and tip sizes, as shown in Figure 5.41. The wear loss in Dense Carbides case is usually
lower than that in Sparse Carbides case. the wear loss increases when the tip size and the
scratching depth increase, this also agrees with the result in [96].
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Figure 5.41 Wear loss vs. scratching depth beneath the surface with three tip sizes for
two cases

5.4 Conclusions and Discussion
In this Chapter, a 3D DEM model has been introduced to study the wear of HSS
work roll at elevated temperature with the consideration of the carbides breakage. In this
BCM model, the 3D CAD geometries can be easily imported from the external CAD
software such as AutoCAD or SolidWorks, and the model can allow us to build the
simulation sample as complicated as required. Moreover, the proposed model has the
capability of creating different bonding between particles in one system which is a
powerful way to study the complex composite materials containing different material
properties. The procedure of creating BCM model has been developed and
comprehensively described in this Chapter.
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This study has touched an important issue in rolling mill at elevated temperature.
A 3D DEM Breakage Carbides Model has been developed to tackle the wear phenomenon
on HSS surface more realistically and accurately; that is a crucial factor to predict reliably
the roll wear. For the first time, we have been able to quantify the effect of realistic carbide
size; distribution and orientation on the wear of HSS roll material. Some conclusions have
been made as below from this study:
(i)

A 3D DEM-based BCM wear model has been successfully proposed to study
abrasive wear of high speed steel in hot rolling where the carbides were
realistically simulated at the extreme conditions.

(ii)

A new approach has been introduced to investigate the effect of carbides on
roll wear. A series of simulation scratching tests have been carried out to
analyze the reacting force from the carbides/oxide to the tip. From the resultant
forces, the effect of carbides distance, the tip size and scratching depth on wear
loss have been fully explored. The acting force on tip is mainly contributed in
the X- and Z- direction. The acting force FZ is firstly higher than that of FX in
the same level of scratching depth, then becomes smaller at a certain depth (at
around 5µm) for both cases.

(iii)

The acting force increases when the tip traverses the carbides area. The acting
force value shows a higher value when the tip penetrates deeper into the
surface.

(iv)

The carbides have shown their super wear resistance ability within the HSS
surface. It has been found that the wear produced in case dense carbides
scratching is less than sparse carbides.
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(v)

It is noticeable that the wear resistance of material is higher when the distance
between carbides is smaller.

(vi)

The wear loss increases when the scratching tip size is bigger and the depth
higher.

However, there are some more considerations that need to be done. In particular,
the effect of the bonding value between carbides and oxide should be considered. The
abrasive wear trapped between the tip and the HSS surface acting as third-body also
needs to be studied.
To conclude, the proposed 3D model (BCM) has proposed in this Chapter shown
the capability of creating different bonding between particles in one media which
introduces a powerful approach to study the wear of complex composite materials
containing different material properties.
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Chapter 6

Effects of bonding at Carbides – Oxide
interface on wear performance

6.1 Introduction
Composites with a steel matrix and ceramic reinforcements offer the answer in the
production of wear-resistant materials because of their high effective hardness, which
reduces the depth of penetration of abrasive grits. The mechanical properties of such
composites depend on different microstructural parameters such as hardness, volume
fraction, size, shape and distribution of the embedded particles, the properties of the
matrix and the interfacial bonding between the two phases [30].
Although it is generally accepted that the metal/reinforcements interface has a
critical effect on the composite performance, the influence of its nature on the mechanical
properties has not been explored in depth.
The BCM model developed in this Thesis could offer the answer to the investigation
of the influence of the different bonding values at the interface of Carbides/Matrix on the
wear mechanism. A series of scratching tests have been carried out on four cases with
three different scratching tip sizes and three scratching depths. Each case will have a
different bonding value at the interface of the Carbides-Oxide. The following
investigation will provide some insight into the influence of the bonding at CarbidesOxide interface on the wear loss and the recommendation on the bonding value to
increase the wear resistance of the HSS work roll.
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6.2 Investigation on the wear resistance behaviour of Japanese
industrial HSS work rolls with different bonding values at the
Carbides – Oxide interface
In this Chapter, a sample of the Japanese made HSS work rolls as described in
Chapter 5 will be used to investigate the different wear behaviour at different bonding
values Carbides-Oxide (C-O) interface. Due to the challenging in determining the
bonding between C-O especially at elevated temperature, we have assumed in the
previous Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 that the bonding between C-O is equal to the bonding
between Oxide-Oxide (O-O). However, even in one industrial HSS work roll, the authors
believe that the C-O values might be not the same for the same type of carbides in
different locations due to the different localized conditions in the manufacturing of HSS
rolls.
As stated in Chapter 3, the bonding value between Carbides-Carbides (C-C)
particles is five times higher than that of O-O particles. In this Chapter, four roll samples
will be created with four different set of bonding values between C-O, whilst the bonding
value between O-O and C-C will be the same as that in Chapter 3. Each sample
configuration will be created exactly the same in size, carbides position, carbides
orientation and carbides 3D structure, only the bonding between the C-O will be varied,
as described in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1 Different bonding values at C-O interface for each case.
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Sample

Sample 2

Sample 3

Sample 4

Sample 5

1*

(Case 2)

(Case 3)

(Case 4)

(Case 5)

C-O

C-O = O-

C-O =

C-O =

C-O =

C-O =

bonding value

O*

2x(O-O)

3x(O-O)

4x(O-O)

5x(O-O)

*

Sample 1 will not be presented in this Chapter 6 as it has been done in Chapter 5

Figure 6.1 demonstrates the bond between the O-O, C-O and C-C within DEM
sample. The red particles are carbides particles bonding each other with the value C-C;
the blue particles are representative for Oxide particles which link each other with the OO bonding value. The “connecting particles” described in Figure 6.1 are the oxide particles
which directly connect with both Oxide and Carbides particles, acting as the interface
between Oxide and Carbides. As demonstrated in Figure 6.1, these “connecting particles”
on one hand connect with the Carbides particles as shown as the green color links, on
another hand they will connect with the oxide particles as representing by the purple
links. The C-O bonding values mentioned earlier in this Section are the bonding between
the “connecting particles” with the Carbides particles, as shown in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1 Configuration of bonding between C-O, O-O and C-C
Sample 1 will not present in this Chapter as it has been done in Chapter 5. From
Figure 6.1 it can be found that the C-O in Sample 5 will be the same as C-C.
In each Sample, three different scratching tip sizes, such as 3µm, 5µm and 7µm in
diameter will slide over the sample at three depths varying in 2µm, 4µm and 6µm. The
tip will also scratch in the Dense Carbides path, as can be seen in Figure 5.20. The
scratching test sample and configuration for four cases (Case 2 to Case 5 in Table 6.1) will
be similar to that in Section 5.3.

6.3 Simulation results
Figure 6.2 shows the slice of the sample through the dense carbides scratching path
which reveals the carbides 3D structure dispersing inside the oxide scale. As can be seen
from Figure 6.2, the scratching tip (blue color) will travel through four carbides in the
distance of 80µm. During the scratching test, the carbides will probably remain on the
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oxide scale, some will be fractured or (and) de-bonded. The simulation sample has been
created based on the real industrial HSS work roll from the SEM image.

Figure 6.2 Cross section along the scratching path
Figure 6.3 shows different stages of the tip during scratching process. Initially the
tip indents on the oxide layer (stage 1 in Figure 6.3a), then scratches over the dense
carbides path (stage 2 in Figure 6.3 b), and then continues to move until the scratching
process ends (stage 3 in Figure 6.3 c).
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Figure 6.3 Slice at the scratching path with different position of the tip during scratching
event (a) The tip before penetrating (b) The tip starts sliding after penetrating at 6µm in
depth and (c) surface damaged after sliding
Figure 6.4 shows the configuration of the scratching test at three different depths at
the sliced (A-A) from Figure 6.2. It can be seen from Figure 6.4a, Figure 6.4b and Figure
6.4c that the tip has already penetrated into the surface at the depth of 2µm, 4µm and
6µm respectively. Figure 6.4a’, Figure 6.4b’ and Figure 6.4c’ show the samples after
scratching.
As shown in Figure 6.4, it is clear that the deeper scratching is, the more damaged
the surface will be. While Figure 6.4a’ shows a little damage on the oxide material and no
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damage on the carbides as the scratching depth is shallow, Figure 6.4b’ indicates more
damage on the oxide and a small amount of carbides broken particles can be found.
Figure 6.4c’ shows the worst case at the 6µm of scratching depth; the surface has been
severely damaged with the removal of both oxide and carbides. In addition to that, the
tip tends to dislodge the carbides which lead to either carbides - oxide substrate debonded or carbides broken as can be seen in Figure 6.4c’; it was also found that the bigger
the carbides size is the more anchoring effect.
It is clear that the deep scratching level adversely effects on the HSS surface. This is
because at this level of depth, the tip will not only slide over but also ploughed the surface
which results in the severe damage situation.

Figure 6.4 Comparison the surface damage after scratching process at different depths
(a) depth = 2µm (b) depth = 4µm and (c) depth = 6µm
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The evolution of the acting force on the tip during scratching with different C-O
bonding values will be analyzed comprehensively in the following Section. The number
of broken bond between C-O will also be investigated. Finally, the wear loss
corresponding with different scratching depths (2µm, 4µm and 6µm), different tip sizes
(3µm, 5µm and 7µm) for four cases (Case 2 to Case 5 in Table 6.1) will be presented.

6.3.1 Acting Forces on Tip
6.3.1.1

Total Force (FTotal) for different scratching depths

Figure 6.5 shows the acting force when a 7µm diameter rounded tip scratch on the
oxidised HSS surface at three different scratching depths particularly 2µm, 4µm and 6µm
for four cases.
It is clear that the acting forces, FX, FZ and FTotal increase with a deeper scratching.
Figure 6.5 has also shown that the FTotal for four cases in each scratching depth have shown
a similar trend and little difference in each case, especially at the shallow scratching.
Moreover, the acting forces are significantly higher when the tip slides over the carbides
regions such as A-B in Figure 6.5a’; A-B, C-D and E-F in Figure 6.5b’ and A-B, C-E in
Figure 6.5c’.
It is interesting that the average total force for case 2, case 3 and case 4
(corresponding with Samples 2, 3 and 4) increase 333N, 362N and 394N and dramatically
decrease to 254N at the depth of 4µm for case 5 (Sample 5), respectively (Figure 6.5b’);
and also increase 483N, 573N and 694N for case 2, case 3, case 4 and significantly go down
to 366N for case 5, respectively (Figure 6.5c’). At the lowest level of scratching (2µm in
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Figure 6.5a’), the acting force for each case show similar values for case 2, case 3, case 4
and again shows a lowest value for case 5 (138N, 143N, 134N and 98N respectively).

Figure 6.5 Comparison F_Total Force vs. Sliding distance for different C-O bonding values
in different scratching depths

6.3.1.2

Comparison the acting force in each direction (X, Y, Z, FTotal) for

each scratching depth
Figure 6.6, Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8 compare the acting force of four cases (Cases 2,
3, 4 and 5) in each direction X, Y, Z and in Total for each scratching depth. As can be seen
from those three figures, the FX, FY and FTotal curves show a similar trend for all four cases
in each scratching depth. This is understandable as the configurations of the four samples
are exactly the same except the C-O bonding; hence the differences between the curves
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in four cases have been attributed to the C-O bonding. It is noticeable that in any
directions at any scratching levels, the acting forces in Case 5 show the lowest values.

Figure 6.6 Comparison acting force on tip in X, Y, Z direction and total force for four
cases (depth = 2µm)
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Figure 6.7 Comparison acting force on tip in X, Y, Z direction and total force for four
cases (depth = 4µm)
From the marked circles (in light blue color) in Figure 6.8, the FX (and FTotal) curve
for Case 4 shows a significantly higher value than that of other Cases. This continues to
confirm the C-O in Case 4 has the strongest effect on the wear resistance.
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Figure 6.8 Comparison acting force on tip in X, Y, Z direction and total force for four
cases (depth = 6µm)
It is an interesting finding as we expect the higher value in C-O bonding will show
higher reacting force on the tip (corresponding with higher resistant force); however, the
C-O bonding strength value for case 4 where C-O bond strength is 4 times higher than
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that of O-O shows the highest acting force in all directions and in all scratching depths;
and the highest bonding value for case 5 (C-O = 5x(O-O) = C-C) shows the lowest acting
force value compared to case 2, case 3 and case 4. It could be explained in Figure 6.9,
when the C-O bonding values is five times higher than that of O-O (case 5) and also equal
to that of C-C, the “connecting particles” will become the carbides particles (Figure 6.9).

Figure 6.9 Connecting particles become Carbides particles when C-O = C-C in Case 5
Figure 6.10 has shown “the movement” of the C-O bonds when the C-O bond strength
is equal to C-C, particular in Case 5. The “old connecting particles” will link with the current
carbides particles with the same C-C bonding and become the “new carbides particles”
which results in the new carbide will be bigger than the old carbide. The “new connecting
particles” will be formed as can be seen in Case 5 from Figure 6.10.
From the illustration of Figure 6.10, the C-O values in Case 5 will be the same as that
in Case 1 but the carbide size in Case 5 will be bigger than that in Case 1 since the
“connecting particles” in case 1 (which is the oxide particles) becomes the “new carbides
particles” in Case 5. Consequently, the acting forces in Case 1 and Case 5 are similar as
will be discussed further in the following Section 6.3.1.3.
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Figure 6.10 Movement of C-O bonds when C-O = C-C
It is interesting that the acting forces in case 5 are similar to that in Case 1 of which
has been presented in Section 5.3.1.1. Derived the average acting force numbers from
Figure 5.22, Figure 6.6, Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8, Table 6.2 indicates the differences in the
forces of Case 1 and Case 5 in each direction in three scratching depths.
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Table 6.2 Comparison the average force between Case 1 and Case 5.

Depth = 2µm

Depth = 4µm
Error

Case

Case

1

5

FX_Ave

44 N

44 N

FZ_Ave

86 N

FTotal_Ave

100 N

*

*

(%)

Depth = 6µm
Error

Case

Case

1

5

0%

147 N

148 N

87 N

1.16%

189 N

98 N

2%

249 N

*

(%)

Error
(%)

Case

Case

1

5

0.68%

254 N

272 N

7.09 %

194 N

2.65%

198 N

210 N

6.06 %

254 N

2.01%

346 N

366 N

5.78 %

*

The numbers in Case 1 have been rounded

As can be seen from Table 6.2, the differences in forces between Case 1 and Case 5
are very small. It is interesting as a big difference in C-O bonding values between two
cases show a similar effect on the wear resistance.

6.3.1.3

Comparison the Average acting force in each direction (X, Z and

in Total)
Figure 6.11, Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13 depict the comparison between FTotal, FX and
FZ versus scratching depths for four cases. All the graphs show a similar trend, the acting
force values in case 2, case 3 and case 4 show a very small gap at the scratching depth
2µm and then open up when the scratching depth increases to 4µm and finally end up a
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big gap at 6µm. This is because the deeper scratching levels reflect the stronger influence
of the carbides.
It is also found that the average acting forces increase from Case 2 to Case 3 and
then maximize at Case 4 but go down to a low level at Case 5 in each scratching depth.

Figure 6.11 Comparison the FTotal Average force for four cases vs. scratching depth
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Figure 6.12 Comparison the FX Average force for four cases vs. scratching depth

Figure 6.13 Comparison the FZ Average force for four cases vs. scratching depth
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6.3.2 Number of Broken Bond between C-O
Figure 6.14 shows the revolution of the number of broken bond (NoB) between CO from four cases in three different depth levels during scratching process. It is clearly
seen that the NoB in Case 4 shows the lowest values while the NoB in Case 5 shows the
highest values in all scratching depths. Also, it is found that the NoB in Case 3 is higher
than that in Case 4 and lower than that in Case 2, the NoB in Case 5 shows a significantly
higher than that in the remaining cases. It can be concluded that the stronger C-O bond
strength will lead to the better wear resistance and reach the maximum at Case 4, and
after that the increase in C-O bond strength will result in the decrease in the wear
resistance.
It is noticeable that in Figure 6.14c’ the NoB in all four cases have suddenly increased
from A to B and from C to D. It is due to the broken and the de-bonded of the carbides at
AB and CD.
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Figure 6.14 Number of Broken bond C-O for four cases in three scratching depths vs.
sliding distance

6.3.3 Wear loss
All the simulations for four cases have been implemented by three different
scratching tip sizes such as 3µm, 5µm and 7µm. However, due to the similarity in the
trend of the acting forces, only the scratching results from the tip size of 7µm have been
presented in previous Section. But all the wear loss for all cases have been measured and
shown in Figure 6.15, Figure 6.16 and Figure 6.17.
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Figure 6.15 Wear loss vs scratching depths for four cases (Scratching tip size 3µm)

Figure 6.16 Wear loss vs scratching depths for four cases (Scratching tip size 5µm)
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Figure 6.17 Wear loss vs scratching depths for four cases (Scratching tip size 7µm)
As clearly seen from the above three Figures, the wear loss of Case 4 show the
smallest number, following by that of Case 3 and then Case 2. The wear loss in Case 5
shows the biggest number. The wear loss increases when the scratching depth increases,
and also when the tip is larger.

6.4 Conclusions
In this Chapter, the influence on the wear resistance has been investigated for
different values of the C-O bonding. Four cases with different C-O bonding values have
been implemented by a series of scratching tests with three different scratching depths
(2µm, 4µm and 6µm) and three different tip sizes (3µm, 5µm and 7µm). The effect of the
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C-O bonding on the reacting force on tip, the NoB between C-O and the wear loss has
been measured.
It has been found that the remarkable novel feature of the developed modelling
approach is the ability to simulate the breakage and de-bonding of the carbide distributed
within the oxide scale. Although more work is required to validate the model predictions
for the different circumstances, the results indicate that the developed model can be
considered as a powerful numerical tool for studying different aspects of wear taking
place in HSS work rolls during hot rolling.
From the finding in this Chapter, it can be concluded that the C-O bonding in Case
4 produces the highest wear resistance while the C-O bonding in Case 1 and Case 5
indicate the worst cases.
The results in this Section have indicated that the BCM model is a powerful tool to
investigate different aspects in studying abrasive wear of HSS in hot rolling, especially
with the simulation of the breakages and de-bonding of the carbides within the oxide at
the elevated temperature. This has not been reported elsewhere.
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Chapter 7

A Study of Third-Body in HSS Rolls
Wear with BCM model

7.1 Introduction
Some studies on the third-body concept had already been reviewed at the end of
Chapter 2. As stated above, the published works contain very little information on the
detached debris produced during contact between two solid surfaces and its influence on
wear.
The FEM-based method is able to solve non-linear contact problem with reasonable
accuracy and computational efficiency. However, it lacks capability or qualification to
reproduce the discontinuous behaviour of material during contacting between two rigid
surfaces. For a FEM-based simulation, the calculated results are strongly dependent on
the parameters obtained from the corresponding experiment, such as the initially
prescribed crack path and the wear coefficient of materials; the third body particles
(debris) are not permitted to be retained in contact zone during contacting calculation.
This debris can be seen as the solid lubricant or called the “third body”. Fillot and Berthier
et al. [95, 143-147] studied carefully about the “third body concept” and concluded that
FEM is not yet adapted for modelling the detachment and motion of ”discrete particles”
because contact behaviour greatly depends on the discrete aspect of the third body
particles.
In this Chapter, a series of scratching tests will be carried out to investigate the
influence of the third-body tip on the wear. The HSS sample with the M7C3 carbides
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(fishbone structures) embedded within will be scratched by a hemispherical tip and the
third-body tip. The influence of the third-body on wear will be explored.

7.2 Configuration of the third-body scratching test
The configuration of the HSS sample using in this Section is the same with that in
Section 5.2. Similar to Figure 5.5a, Figure 7.1 has demonstrated the configuration of
scratching test by a third-body tip and a hemispherical-tip.

Figure 7.1 Configuration of scratching test in XZ Plane View by Third-body Tip and
Hemispherical-Tip.
Figure 7.2 shows the configuration of the hemispherical tip (blue color) and thirdbody tip (cyan color), the corresponding color will be used consistently in this Chapter.
As described in Chapter 5, the hemispherical tip is a rigid body, a 3D CAD structure
created in SolidWork software. During the scratching process, the hemispherical tip was
applied a constant velocity to slide over the HSS surface. Similarly, a third-body tip as
can be seen in Figure 7.2 is also a rigid body which is a perfectly spherical 3D shape.
However, the third-body tip is a DE particle which is generated in EDEM Solutions
Commercial Software 2.7.3; this particle is similar with other DE particles such as oxide
particle or carbide particles which are also created in EDEM. Moreover, the third-body
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particle in BCM model can be modelled as a group of spheres lumped together; however,
only one spherical body as shown in Figure 7.2 will be modelled in this Thesis as it can
be comparable with the hemispherical tip.

Figure 7.2 Configuration of Hemispherical-Tip and Third-body-Tip
There is a reason not to create the third-body tip as a 3D CAD body like the
hemispherical tip. As modelled by a DE particle, the third-body tip will be naturally free
to slide and/or rotate in OXYZ Coordinator in EDEM Solutions when there are external
forces acting on it (Figure 7.3). This will take the advantage of the natural feature of DE
particles to capture the movement of the debris in hot rolling accurately and realistically.

Figure 7.3 Third-body Tip in 3D Coordinator in EDEM
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On the other hand, it should not be directly applied a force or velocity to the thirdbody tip (a DE particle) during scratching process as it will not naturally present the
third-body debris which is trapped between two bodies. Hence, the authors created a
“holder” that traps the third-body tip inside and guides the tip moving in the desired
direction. The “holder” was defined as a 3-dimensional rigid body which was created in
SolidWork software. The role of the “holder” is to prevent the movement of the thirdbody tip in X-, Y+, Y-and Z+ directions as can be seen in Figure 7.4. As a geometry part,
the “holder” is treated in EDEM similar to the hemispherical-tip that the holder can be
applied a force or velocity in the desired directions. Figure 7.4 shows the 3D structure of
the holder and the third-body tip trapped inside the holder, Figure 7.4b, Figure 7.4c and
Figure 7.4d indicate the “holder” with its opacity 30%, 50% and 100% respectively with
the purpose of showing the structure in 3-dimentional.

Figure 7.4 3D structures of the Tip-holder and spherical third-body trapped inside
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In practice, third-body debris can be various in sizes but in this chapter the thirdbody particle is modelled with one size and equal to that of the hemispherical in order to
compare the different effects on the work roll wear between the hemispherical tip with
the third-body tip. The actual non-rigid strip surface with roughness and work roll
roughness interaction with different third-body sizes will be investigated in Chapter 8.
A series of scratching simulations have been carried out on the HSS sample using
the hemispherical-tip and third-body tip with similar in size (14.5µm in diameter tip) as
shown in Figure 7.2. The scratching test configuration for the two types of tip has shown
in Figure 7.5. The “holder” moving direction was along the X-axis which will carry the
third-body tip inside. The boundary conditions imposed on the HSS sample that the
workpiece was fully constrained at four sides and the bottom surface. The “holder”
initially moved vertically and then horizontally along the oxide layer which carries the
third-body particle firstly penetrates into the oxide then slide over the surface in a
distance of 200μm. The “holder” will be configured to contact only with the third-body
particle, the damage on the HSS surface only caused by the third-body particle (not by
the holder). The third-body tip will scratch the HSS workpiece at two depth levels such
as 4µm and 13µm as same as that by hemispherical tip which has already been studied
in Section 5.2.
The comparison between two scratching tips will reveal the effect of the third-body
on the wear mechanism on HSS in hot rolling mill.
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Figure 7.5 Scratching configuration (a) Third-body Tip and (b) Hemispherical Tip

7.3 Results
7.3.1 Comparison between Third-Body Tip and Hemispherical Tip
(Scratching Depth = 4µm)
The “holder” vertically penetrates into the sample until the third-body particle
reaching the depth of 4µm and then moving along the surface at this constant depth level.
Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7 indicate the HSS sample before and after scratching by the thirdbody tip and the hemispherical tip, respectively. As can be seen from Figure 7.6 and
Figure 7.7, the two carbides have no sign of damage as can be seen in Figure 7.6b and
Figure 7.7 b. This is because the scratching depth was not sufficiently large to damage the
carbides.
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Figure 7.6 HSS surface before and after scratching by the third-body-tip, (a) hiding the
oxide particles and (b) showing the oxide particles (yellow)

Figure 7.7 Configuration of the hemispherical-tip scratching test before and after
scratching (a) hiding the oxide particles and (b) showing the oxide particles (yellow)
Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9 show the sample in XZ plane view during scratching
process. A very small amount of oxide has been detached during the scratching process
in both cases as can be seen in Figure 7.8, Figure 7.9 and in the marked circles in Figure
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7.6b and Figure 7.7b. The quantitative result of the wear loss will be presented in the next
Section.

Figure 7.8 Wear occurs and oxide particles detached during scratching event (in XZ
Plane View, Third-body tip)

Figure 7.9 Wear occurs and oxide particles detached during scratching event (in XZ
Plane View, hemispherical tip)
Similar to the scratching tests as described in previous Chapters, the forces acting
on the rigid hemispherical tip were measured to evaluate the role of the carbides in the
HSS sample on the wear resistance. On the third-body scratching test, the acting forces to
the “holder” from the HSS sample were also obtained. These acting forces were
transferred from the oxide and carbides particles to the “holder” through the third-body
particle.
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Figure 7.10 compares the forces from the HSS sample acting to the hemispherical
tip and to the third-body tip in X, Y, Z directions and in Total.
Generally, the acting forces in the case of hemispherical tip are higher than the thirdbody tip, the average force of FTotal are 311.77N and 240.48N, respectively as can be seen
from Figure 7.10. The influence of carbides on the tip is not clearly seen for both cases.
The acting force FZ is significantly greater than that of FX in two cases. This could be
explained that the scratching tip is rounded, at the shallow scratching the tip has
experienced the vertical force that pushes the tip back in the Z direction. This result will
be more interesting with a deeper scratching (depth = 13µm).

Figure 7.10 Carbides after scratching and comparison in acting forces on (a)
hemispherical Tip and (b) Third-body Tip
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7.3.2 Comparison between Third-Body Tip and Hemispherical Tip
(Scratching Depth = 13µm)
Similar with case of 4µm scratching depth, both hemispherical tip and third-body
tip were indented to the sample with the depth of 13µm and then scratched along the
HSS sample in X direction with that unchanged depth. Figure 7.11 and Figure 7.12 show
the wear particles detached in both cases. As clearly seen, a considerable amount of
particles detached from the surface including oxide and carbides for the case of
hemispherical tip (Figure 7.12) while in (Figure 7.11) (the third-body tip) the amount of
the removed particles is not significant, more importantly the carbides particles
detachment has not been observed. It is an interesting result as the third-body tip was
sliding and rotating during scratching event while the hemispherical tip was sliding only
which can be considered as similar to the cutting process, that results in the significant
difference in wear producing in two cases. The third-body particle rotating will be
discussed further in the next section.

Figure 7.11 Wear occurs and particles (oxide particles) detached during scratching event
(in XZ Plane View, Third-body Tip)
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Figure 7.12 Wear occurs and particles (oxide and carbides particles) detached during
scratching event (in XZ Plane View, hemispherical Tip)
Figure 7.13 depicts the force acting on the hemispherical tip and the third-body tip.
As clearly seen from Figure 7.13, the carbides scratched by the hemispherical tip were
severely broken while the carbides underwent by the third-body tip were almost
unchanged. The observed phenomenon in Figure 7.11 and Figure 7.12 could be attributed
to the role of the third-body particle. This result is interesting and leads to the conclusion
that the third-body particle plays an important role in reducing the wear loss [95, 143147].
One possible reason could explain for that phenomenon is that the difference of the
FX and FZ values in two cases. As shown in Figure 7.13a, the acting force FZ values are
always lower than that of the FX values, this is because at this deep level the scratching is
similar to a cutting operation, which can experience a larger force in X- direction than
that in Z- direction [139]. However, it is interesting that even at the same level of
scratching depth the forces FZ in case of third-body tip (Figure 7.13b) is always higher
than that of FX values. This could possibly be explained by that the third-body particle is
freed to move and rotate so that it will be more flexible to avoid being in the obstructing
situations that could lead to the significantly increase in the acting force (which can be
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seen in the case of hemispherical tip). Thanks to the rotating ability during scratching
event, the third-body particle can reduce the acting force in X- direction that could result
in the “cutting process” as in the case of hemispherical tip. The rotation of the third-body
particle will be discussed further later in this Section.

Figure 7.13 Carbides after scratching and acting force on (a) hemispherical Tip and (b)
Third-body Tip
Figure 7.14 depicts the FX/FZ ratios for two scratching depths of two types of tips. As
clearly seen in Figure 7.14, at the shallow scratching case (4µm) the ratios FX/FZ are nearly
the same, it is 0.58 and 0.51 for the hemispherical tip and third-body tip respectively.
However, the FX/FZ ratios dramatically changed for the deep scratching case (13µm) 1.15
and 0.77 for hemispherical tip and third-body tip, respectively. For the third-body tip, a
big difference in scratching depth only has a small effect in the change of this ratio.
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Figure 7.14 Comparison FX/FZ ratios in two scratching depths for two different tips

7.3.3 The role of third-body particle in reducing the wear loss
As stated earlier, the third-body particle trapped between the “holder” and the HSS
surface will be moving or rotating freely. This is the aim of the BCM model in creating
the third-body particle as the DE particle (not the 3D CAD geometry like the
hemispherical).

7.3.3.1

Angular velocity

The angular velocities of the third-body particle varies during the scratching process
have been measured. Figure 7.15 compares these values in two different scratching
depths. As seen clearly from the Figure 7.15, with the deeper scratching the angular
velocity of the third-body fluctuated more significantly in the X, Y and Z direction.
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Moreover, the angular velocity in X- direction shows the widest amplitude compared to
that in the Y and Z direction. This could further support for the explanation of sliding
and rotational displacements in Section 7.3.2.

Figure 7.15 Comparison Angular Velocity of Third-body Tip

7.3.3.2

Rotational kinetic energy

The rotational kinetic energy of the Third-body particle has been calculated during
the scratching process. As can be seen from Figure 7.16, the values of the rotational kinetic
energy in shallow scratching (4µm in depth) show a small fluctuation around the value
of 3.8e-7J and there is not significant difference during the 200µm of the scratching
distance. Whereas those values in the deep scratching case show a significantly higher
value. Moreover, these values are severe when the third-body particle comes into the
carbides regions as can be seen in Figure 7.16, it dramatically effects on the third-body tip
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that shows the greater wear resistance of the carbides areas compared to the non-carbides
areas. However, the third-body particle did not damage the carbide as can be seen in
Figure 7.13.

Figure 7.16 Rotational Kinetic Energy of Third-body particle vs. sliding distance

7.3.3.3

Wear loss

The detached material during the scratching test for two different tips have been
measured and quantified as the wear loss [93, 96]. Generally, the wear loss in shallow
scratching case for both cases is lower than that in the case deep scratching as shown in
Figure 7.17. The wear loss from the hemispherical tip is significantly higher than that
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from the third-body tip because the wear from the former case is contributed by oxide
and carbides material while wear loss contribution of the latter case is mainly from the
oxide material.

Figure 7.17 Wear loss vs. scratching tip for two tips

7.4 Conclusion
In hot rolling, the abrasive wear of the roll is the most dominant roll wear
mechanism. The oxide particles worn off from the strip surface and carbides coming off
from the roll can be captured in the roll gap and scratch the roll surface. These abrasive
particles can either be sliding, rolling or both which will be comprehensively investigated
in this study by the introduction of the “third-body” concept. The BCM based on the DEM
has been presented in this study to investigate the third-body concept by carrying out
means of scratching simulation tests
The results can be used to explain the third-bodies in hot rolling contact. The
presence of third-body particle reduced the wear loss significantly. The effect of the third218

body on wear has been explored and this will enable the study of the abrasive wear of
HSS in hot rolling more realistically and accurately. For the first time, we have been able
to quantify the effect of realistic carbide size; distribution and orientation on the wear of
HSS roll material. Moreover, the statistics of third-body wear loss and their shapes have
been determined by BCM model.
The BCM model has been presented to investigate the third-body concept by
carrying out means of scratching simulation tests. The results can be used to explain the
third-body solid in hot rolling contact. The presence of third-body particle reduced the
wear loss significantly. The effect of the third-body on wear has been explored and this
will enable the study of the abrasive wear of HSS in hot rolling more realistically and
accurately.
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Chapter 8
8.1

Rough Multiple Breakage Strip Surface

Introduction
As stated in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.2, the main aim of the Thesis is to establish an

abrasive wear model for the work roll to predict the roll wear in hot rolling as shown in
Figure 2.23. In the previous chapters, the scratching tip was modelled as a rigid body
which does not reflect the real practical condition in hot rolling process. This chapter will
investigate the model of the contact between the rough surfaces of the strip and the work
roll, as shown in Figure 2.23.
The wear loss of the work rolls adversely affects the rolling outcome such as the
accuracy, shape, size and surface roughness of the strip although this is a slow process.
The surface roughness is an important index as it has a significant effect on the surface
quality of metal forming products, such as sheet metal forming and strip coating. The
study on the mechanical and tribological characteristics of the work roll surface in hot
strip rolling is of great interests in recent years [51, 68, 69, 148-152].
Ike et al. [153] used a rectangular section profile to explore the deformation of
surface roughness in metal forming. Sutcliffe [154] simplified the asperity as multiple
indentations on a perfectly rigid plastic block to investigate the deformation of the
asperity in transverse and longitudinal direction. To simulate the micro-mechanical
friction behaviour in metal forming, Zhang et al. [154] employed sine curve to represent
the rough surface profile with uniform asperities height by FEM. Sun et al. [68-70]
characterized the morphology of the strip surface roughness under different lubrication
regimes and found that the roll surface roughness affects the strip roughness.
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J. Tang et al. [155] modelled the micro-deformation of oxide scale at the strip/roll
interface by FEM model to determine the final rolled strip roughness. The roughness
profile of the model can reproduce the random nature of the strip surface [156].
This Chapter includes two main parts; the first part will describe the procedure to
create the breakable surface with roughness in 3-dimentional DEM and then model the
rough strip surface scratching on a flat work roll surface; the second part will consider
the rough strip surface sliding over a work roll with roughness at bigger size.

8.2 Scratching Simulation between Breakable Strip asperities
on Flat Work Roll by BCM model
8.2.1 Creation of Rough Strip Surface
From the laboratory test, Sun et al. [70] obtained the surface image of low-carbon
steel after 80 seconds of oxidation at 800oC as shown in Figure 8.1. According to their
work, the strip surface is rough as proposed in Figure 2.23.

Figure 8.1 Low- carbon steel surface image after 80 seconds of oxidation at 800oC [70]
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The measured real strip surface roughness by atomic force microscope is around
1.44-3.13µm has been obtained by Sun et al. [70] as shown in Figure 8.2. Figure 8.3 shows
the random rough surface asperities generated by J. Tang et al. [155].

Figure 8.2 3D surface image of oxide scale scanned by atomic force microscope [70]

Figure 8.3 Generated rough surface of oxide surface [155]
In a previous paper [157], the asperities height on a surface or surface section can be
considered to have a normal distribution. The profile of the rough surface can usually be
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generated through the superimposition of a series of periodic function with different
frequencies as illustrated in Figure 8.4.

Figure 8.4 Illustration of the compositions of a rough profile [158]
In this Chapter, the procedure and methodology of generating the rough strip and
the work roll surface will be based on the work by J. Tang et al. [67, 156]. The method of
generating a 3D rough surface has been comprehensively described by J. Tang [66].
A complex geometry such as a 3-dimentional rough surface cannot be directly
created in the EDEM Solutions Software version 2.7.3; hence, a 3D surface was firstly
generated in Matlab by using the Gaussian function as shown in Figure 8.5, which was
then transferred to SolidWork to create a 3D CAD surface as can be seen in Figure 8.6.
This generated 3D CAD geometry was used in EDEM Solutions Software version 2.7.3
(Figure 8.7).
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Figure 8.5 Rough Strip Surface generated in Matlab

Figure 8.6 Rough Strip Surface transformed into CAD
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Figure 8.7 Rough Strip Surface created in EDEM
In this Section, the work roll sample will be using as same as that in Section 5.3.1
(one of a Japanese work roll) as described in Figure 8.8. The strip surface initially
penetrated into the work roll surface with the depth of 1.8 µm and then slide on the
surface over a distance of 58µm.

Figure 8.8 Scratching configuration between strip surface and work roll surface
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The rough strip surface was created with non-rigid asperities with the packing of
17737 DE spheres as shown in Figure 8.9. The size of the strip modelled in DEM was
chosen to fit the size of the work roll sample; the strip surface was constructed from 42
asperities with different heights distributed on the surface according to Gaussian
distribution. Figure 8.9 indicates the top and the bottom faces of the strip.
The average strip surface roughness before scratching is 2.2µm in the created DEM
model, it is quite close to the average surface roughness obtained in the FEM model of
Tang [66] (2.24µm of the strip surface before rolling by the flat work roll surface) as shown
in Table 8.1. As he had implemented the model in two different sizes, the author chose
the average value from Tang’s work as shown in Table 8.1. The average value shown in
Table 8.1 will be used to validate the strip roughness in this Chapter.
Table 8.1 Average roughness of the strip surface (𝑹𝒂 ) before and after rolling from J. Tang [66]

𝑅𝑎 before rolling 𝑅𝑎 after rolling

Big Sample Size

2.24 µm

1.582 µm

Small Sample Size

2.13 µm

1.456 µm

Average Value

2.19 µm

1.52 µm
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Figure 8.9 Non-rigid strip surface with roughness created in EDEM (the color is used to
make the asperities more distinct)

8.2.2 Scratching simulation between strip surface and work roll
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8.2.2.1

Changing the bonding strength between particles in the strip

surface
The bonding values for the strip surface in DEM model need to be validated before
the final roughness can be compared with the results in Table 8.1. To determine the
desired values for the strip surface, the bonding values for the strip were varied in five
cases as described in Table 8.2.
Table 8.2 Different bonding values for Strip particles – Strip particles (S-S)

S-S

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

S-S = 20%(C-C)** =

S-S = 25%(C-

S-S = 40%(C-

S-S = 50%(C-

S-S = C-

O-O

C)

C)

C)

C

*

*

S-S stands for Strip particles – Strip particles bond

**

C-C is stand for Carbides particles – Carbides particles bond

Firstly, the author investigated the S-S bond in case 1 and case 5; followed by case 4
and case 2 and finally case 3. After scratching test, the average roughness of the strip
surface was measured, Case 3 shows the closest value with the results in Table 8.1 after
rolling. The following show the results from the scratching test for five cases.
a) Case 1: O-O = 20% C-C
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Figure 8.10 shows the scratching configuration in 2- and 3-dimentional.

Figure 8.10 Scratching configurations in 3D – Case 1
In this case, the C-O bond is equal to the O-O from the work roll sample. Figure 8.11
and Figure 8.12 show the strip and the work roll surface before and after scratching; it is
clear that the entire strip asperities have been flattened (𝑅𝑎 ≈ 0µ𝑚) even though the work
roll surface was almost unchanged after being scratched. This could be explained by two
reasons; the first reason could be the asperity is sharp but the work roll is flat and the
strip asperities are weaker than that of the work roll surface; the second reason is that the
carbides strengthen the work roll as confirmed by the results from previous Chapters.
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Figure 8.11 Strip surface before and after scratching – Case 1

Figure 8.12 Roll surface before and after scratching (not much different) – Case 1
Figure 8.13 captures the breakage particles (debris) removing from the strip surface
during the scratching process, these debris trapped between the strip and the work roll
forming the third-body layer and acting as the solid lubricant which reduces the effect of
the strip on the work roll, this could be another reason to explain the little change of the
work roll after scratching.
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Figure 8.13 Breakage particles from the strip trapped between two surfaces – Case 1
b) Case 5: C-O = C-C
As mentioned above, the author changed the S-S values equal to the C-C values for
the second test which corresponding with Case 5 in Table 8.2.
Figure 8.14 has shown the strip surface before and after scratching, it can be seen
that some of the strip asperities were deformed but the rate of deformation is very small,
the average roughness of the strip surface is almost unchanged (𝑅𝑎 = 2.15µ𝑚 after
scratching which is similar with the roughness before scratching 𝑅𝑎 = 2.19µ𝑚).
Moreover, there was no observation of the material removal from the strip surface during
the scratching test because the strip in this case has high bond strength between particles
and can be considered as the rigid strip.

Figure 8.14 Strip before and after scratching – Case 5
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Figure 8.15 shows the work roll before and after scratching; the work roll sample in
this Case has experienced a serious damage from the strip surface as can be seen in Figure
8.15b. The entire work roll surface has been ploughed and revealed the carbides inside
the sample. However, there was no sign of carbides breakage as can be explained similar
to Case 1.

Figure 8.15 Work roll surface (a) before scratching and (b) after scratching – Case 5
c) Case 4: C-O = 50% C-C and Case 2 (C-O = 25% C-C)
The average roughness of the strip surface in Case 1 and Case 5 did not truly reflect
the roughness in Table 8.2. Therefore, the C-O bonding values in Case 4 and Case 2 were
chosen to be 50% and 25% of the C-C, respectively. Figure 8.16 shows the roughness
changing in two cases. In Case 2, the C-O bonding values seems not strong enough and
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all the asperities have been flattened as similar as Case 1 (𝑅𝑎 ≈ 0µ𝑚) while Case 4 shows
the asperities on strip surface deformed more than that in Case 5, the average roughness
of Case 4 is 1.82µ𝑚 which is still higher than that of the value 1.52 µm in Table 8.1.
A very small amount of debris from the strip (yellow color) has been observed in
Case 4 as shown in Figure 8.17 and there was no strip debris found in case 5 because the
S-S bonding values in Case 4 and Case 5 are greatly strong; while in Figure 8.18, the debris
detached from the strip in Case 2 has shown a larger amount of that in Case 4. This is
because the C-O bonding in Case 2 is two times weaker than that in Case 4.

Figure 8.16 Changing of strip roughness after scratching (a) Case 2 and (b) Case 4
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Figure 8.17 Work roll surface (a) before and (b) after scratching and debris from strip
(yellow color) - Case 4

Figure 8.18 Work roll surface (a) before and (b) after scratching and debris from strip
(yellow color) - Case 2
Moreover, the detached particles from the strip in Case 2 appeared mostly along the
path through the carbides area than that in the oxide area, as can be seen in Figure 8.19.
Specifically, zone 1 is the dense carbides zone which strengthens the work roll surface
which produces more detached particles from the strip than that in zone 2 (no carbides
on the scratching path). It confirms that the presence of carbides makes the work roll
stronger.
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Figure 8.19 Effect of Carbides zone on strip surface damage – Case 2
d) Case 3: C-O = 40% C-C
From Figure 8.20, the strip surface shows the deformation of the asperities after
scratching. The strip average roughness has been measured as 𝑅𝑎 = 1.55µ𝑚 which is
closed to the value in Table 8.1 (𝑅𝑎 = 1.52µ𝑚) [154]

Figure 8.20 Strip surface roughness (a) before and (b) after scratching – Case 4
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Figure 8.21 shows the work roll surface before and after scratching for Case 4, it is
found that the strip has no sign of detached debris and the work roll surface has changed
from Figure 8.21a to Figure 8.21b with some removal of oxide particles but no carbides
broken as clearly seen in Figure 8.22.

Figure 8.21 Work roll surface (a, c) before and (b, d) after scratching hiding and showing
the strip – Case 4

Figure 8.22 Oxide particles removal after scratching – Case 4
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Figure 8.23 shows the cutting plane along the work roll sample after scratching
event for Case 3. Figure 8.24 shows the evolution of the strip from the beginning to the
end of the scratching process. As can be seen in Figure 8.24c, some oxide particles in the
cross section plane have been removed from the work roll surface.

Figure 8.23 Cross section through the work roll – Case 3
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Figure 8.24 Strip position during scratching process (a) before penetrating, (b) start
sliding and (c) after sliding – Case 3

8.2.2.2

Roughness of the strip, average contact pressure and friction

coefficient after scratching
Figure 8.25 and Figure 8.26 show the cross section of the work roll sample and the
change of the strip at that segment before and after scratching at two different positions
along the work roll which correspond to the dense carbides path (Case A) and sparse
carbides path (Case B), respectively. As can be seen from Figure 8.25 and Figure 8.26, the
strip roughness in Case A show the larger deformation while the roughness in Case B is
unchanged. This is because the strip segment in Case A scratched over the dense carbides
path which has the greater hardness than that in Case B that result in different effects on
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the strip roughness. This observation has strengthened the conclusion that the
appearance of carbides in the work roll surface will increase the wear resistance.

Figure 8.25 Dense carbides area (Case A)

Figure 8.26 Sparse carbides area (Case B)
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In summary, Figure 8.27 compares the strip surface after scratching for five Cases.
From Case 1 to Case 5, the increasing S-S bonding value results in a reduced strip surface
roughness.

Figure 8.27 Strip surfaces of five cases before and after scratching
Table 8.3 summaries the roughness of the strip changing after scratching, the
bonding value of Case 3 has been chosen to model the strip in the proposed DEM abrasive
wear model.
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Table 8.3 Validation results in method 1

𝑹𝒂
Method 1

before
rolling

𝑹𝒂 after
rolling

Average
Contact
Pressure

Friction
Coefficient

Comments

Data from industry and
from

experiment

in

2.19 µm

1.52 µm

[66, 72]

200-600
MPa

0.3-0.5

-

No

matching

roughness
No

Case 1: S-S = 20%(C2.2 µm

~ 0 µm

2010 MPa

0.4

matching

pressure

C) = O-O
Matching
friction
coefficient

No

matching

roughness
No

Case 2: S-S = 25%(C2.2 µm

~ 0 µm

3550 MPa

0.56

matching

pressure

C)
Matching
friction
coefficient
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Matching
roughness
No

Case 3: S-S = 40%(C2.2 µm

1.55 µm

5646 MPa

0.6

matching

Pressure

C)
No

matching

friction
coefficient

Case 4: S-S = 50%(C2.2 µm

1.82 µm

8540 MPa

0.61

No matching

2.2 µm

2.15 µm

1055 MPa

0.68

No matching

C)

Case 5: S-S = C-C

In hot rolling industry, the average contact pressure between the strip and the work
roll is in a range of 200 MPa to 600 MPa, and the friction coefficient can be varied between
0.3 to 0.5 as shown in Table 8.3. From Table 8.3, the strip roughness after scratching of
Case 3, and friction coefficient in Case 1 and Case 2 match with the experimental results
in [66, 72] and industrial data. The average contact pressure is significantly higher than
that in practice and therefore is unrealistic. It shows that the method 1 of changing the SS bonding of the strip does not produce reasonable results. The following section will
describe the second method to validate the model with the consideration of strip
roughness, the contact pressure between strip and work roll, and the friction coefficient.
These parameters will be compared with the experimental results.

8.2.2.3

Changing the scratching depth
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In this section, the S-S bonding strength of the oxide asperities of the strip will be
the same as Case 1 in section 8.2.2.1 which is the S-S = 20% (C-C) = O-O in work roll. In
reality, the oxide scale on the strip surface is similar as the oxide scale on the work roll
surface. As can be seen in Figure 8.27, the strip asperities in Case 1 were flattened because
not only the S-S is weak but also the scratching depth is too deep. In this section, the S-S
bonding is kept similar to Case 1 in previous Section 8.2.2.1 but the strip will firstly
penetrate into the work roll surface at different depths as shown in Figure 8.28. Four
scratching depths were varied in four simulations in order to obtain the desired strip
roughness when compared with experiments. Figure 8.28d shows Case 1 in previous
section 8.2.2.1.

Figure 8.28 Cross section of the sample in four different scratching depths (a) 0.2µm, (b)
0.4µm, (c) 0.8µm and (d) 1.8µm
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Figure 8.29 shows the differences in the strip roughness after scratching. As the
work roll surface is flat and it is strengthened by the carbides, the asperities on the strip
surface were more likely “cut” by the roll surface after scratching. As can be seen in
Figure 8.29, the deeper scratching produces the lower roughness on the strip after
scratching.

Figure 8.29 Strip asperities after scratching in different depths
Table 8.4 indicates the strip roughness changes of four different cases (1) to (4) with
scratching depth 0.2µm, 0.4µm, 0.8µm and 1.8µm. The strip roughness measured in [66,
72] was 2.19µm and 1.52µm before and after scratching, respectively.
As can be seen in Table 8.4, Case 3 with the scratching depth 0.8 µm after scratching
matches with the experimental results in [66, 72] in terms of the roughness, the average
contact pressure and the friction coefficient. The data of case 3 with scratching depth 0.8
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µm and the strip bonding S-S is equal to O-O result in the matching average contact
pressure and friction coefficient. The validated results will be used in the next section.
Table 8.4 Validation results in method 2

Method 2

Scratching
Depths

𝑹𝒂

𝑹𝒂

Average

before

after

Contact

rolling

rolling

Pressure

2.19

1.52

200-600

µm

µm

MPa

2.1 µm

3.25 MPa

Friction
Coefficient

Comment

Data from
industry and
from

0.3-0.5

experiment [66,
72]

Case 1

0.2 µm

2.2 µm

Case 2

0.4 µm

2.2 µm

Case 3

0.8 µm

2.2 µm

Case 4

1.8 µm

2.2 µm

1.85
µm

1.54
µm

0.65

97 MPa

0.52

424 MPa

0.41

2010 MPa

0.4

Not
matching

Not
matching

Matching

Not
~0 µm

matching
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8.2.2.4

Calculation of Third-body Wear Loss

During the scratching process, the wear particles produced from the strip and from
the work roll surface are trapped between two surfaces and act as a third-body layer
which can be determined. As mentioned earlier, there was no observation of detached
carbides during the scratching event in four Cases, hence the third-body mass was only
comprised of strip debris and detached work roll oxide particles.
It is obvious that the deeper is the scratch, the more third-body debris will be
produced as can be seen from Figure 8.30. In Case 1, the produced third-body wear is
infinitesimal as the scratching depth is too shallow (0.2µm), while those in Case 2, Case 3
and Case 4 show much higher values which are 0.2x10e-7 mg, 1x10e-7 mg and 3.4x10e-7
mg, respectively.
It is interesting that in four Cases, especially Cases 2, 3 and 4 the curves show a
suddenly jump at the early stage of scratching from 0 to 8µm then steadily increase until
the end of the scratching process. In Case 3, the wear mass of the third-body debris
increases from 0 to around 0.5x10e-7 mg in the first 8µm of scratching and reaches 1x10e7 mg at 53µm at the end while that of Case 4 are approximately 2x10e-7 mg and 3.4x10e7 mg at two scratching distances. This is because when the strip penetrates into the work
roll surface and then starts sliding the strip roughness asperities were broken, after that
these third-bodies trap between two surfaces and act as the “solid-lubricant” which
protects the work roll and results in a steady increase of the particle removals.
This could be applicable to reality as the roll of work roll makes the strip surface
flattened due to their hard characteristic.
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Figure 8.30 Total wear loss vs. sliding distance of third-body debris from work roll and
strip in four Cases
Figure 8.31 shows the wear mass of third-body versus sliding distance in each Case.
From the Figure 8.31, it is found that the total third-body wear loss was mainly
contributed from the strip and a small amount from the work roll oxide.
The wear loss from work roll oxide in Case 1 and Case 2 are zero, hence the total
wear mass in these two cases are only from the strip. However, the wear loss total in Case
3 and Case 4 are contributed mostly from the strip and a very small amount from oxide
of work roll can be found. This confirms the role of wear protection of the work roll from
the carbides. It should be noted that at a deeper level of scratching in Case 3 (0.8µm) and
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Case 4 (1.8µm), the strip can cause some damage on the work roll surface and produce
some oxide debris.

Figure 8.31 Wear loss vs. sliding distance of third-body debris from work roll and strip
in each Case.
Figure 8.32 and Figure 8.33 show the third-body debris produced from the strip after
scratching. It can be found that the deeper scratching, the more number of debris and the
more debris shapes produced. Table 8.5 shows the number of debris versus their shapes
for Case 3, it can be seen that the small debris shape is dominant with 12 single sphere
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shape and this number decreases when the shape is getting bigger such as 3 debris of 2spheres clump, 1 debris of 3-spheres clump and 1 debris of 4-spheres clump can be found.

Figure 8.32 Debris produced after scratching - Case 3
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Table 8.5 Statistic of third-body shape after scratching in Case 3

Case 3

Single

Clump-2

Clump-3

Clump-6

sphere

Spheres

Spheres

Spheres

12

3

1

1

Debris shapes

Number of
debris

At 1.8 µm scratching depth, a huge number of debris from strip can be found in
Figure 8.33.
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Figure 8.33 Debris produced after scratching - Case 4
Various debris shapes can be found in Table 8.6 for Case 4, the small shapes are
dominant with 107 single spheres, followed by 22 clumps of 2-spheres and 15 clumps of
3-spheres. A few big clumps which consist of 5, 6, 7, 8 or 13 spheres can be found after
scratching for Case 4. Bigger clumps were generated at the early stage of scratching;
however, they were broken into smaller clumps during the scratching contact which
results in a large number of smaller clumps can be found at the end of the scratching
process. In practice, the big clumps can cause the damage on the work roll.
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Table 8.6 Statistic of third-body shape after scratching in Case 4

Case 4

Clump-2

Clump-3

Spheres

Spheres

107

22

15

4

Clump-6

Clump-7

Clump-8

Clump-13

Spheres

Spheres

Spheres

Spheres

Single sphere

Clump-5 Spheres

Debris shapes

Number of
debris

Case 4

Debris shapes

Number of
debris

5

1

2

1

To conclude, the BCM model is not only capable to determine the wear on the work
roll but also able to predict the debris shapes and their statistical number that will be very
useful in practice.
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8.2.3 Summary
In this section, two validation methods have been made. In the first method with
the penetration depth of 1.9µm, the bonding strength of the strip was varied in five cases
and case 4 (S-S = 40%(C-C)) indicated the matching of strip roughness after scratching of
1.55µm with the experimental value of 1.52µm. However, the corresponding average
contact pressure between the strip and work roll and friction coefficient were 5646 MPa
and 0.6, respectively which were high and unrealistic.
In the second method, the scratching depth was varied in four cases with constant
S-S bonding value (S-S = 20%(C-C) = O-O). The results showed that case 3 with 0.8µm of
scratching depth produced the matching roughness of 1.54µm compared to the
experimental value 1.52µm. Moreover, the average contact pressure between strip and
work roll and the friction coefficient were acceptable when compared with the real rolling
condition in practice where the average contact pressure and friction coefficient are 200600MPa and 0.3-0.5, respectively.
During the scratching process, the wear loss of the third-body debris and their
shapes/ sizes can be determined which is useful in practice. It shows the comprehensive
capability of the BCM model in predicting work roll wear in hot rolling.
To conclude, the second method has been validated with the strip bonding value SS=O-O, the scratching depth (0.8µm), the average contact pressure (424 MPa) and the
friction coefficient (0.41). It is recommended for the study of the abrasive wear in hot
rolling with the proposed BCM model.
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8.3 Scratching Simulation between Breakable Strip Asperities
on Rough Work Roll by BCM model
8.3.1 The creation of Rough Roll surface sample
In previous simulations, the work roll surface was considered to be a smooth surface
but in practice its surface has a roughness of 0.3-0.65µm [69, 72]. The authors also
concluded that the work roll roughness exhibits primary, secondary, and tertiary
wavelengths before oxidation but afterwards there is no clear secondary or tertiary
wavelength. Moreover, after the work roll has been oxidized for a short time the asperity
profile becomes similar although the surface becomes coarser with time. A typical work
roll surface wavelength is about 20-30µm [67, 69].
J. Tang et al. [66] investigated the rough work roll surface rolling over the rough
strip surface by FEM model as described in Figure 8.34.

Figure 8.34 FEM model with rough work roll surface and rough strip surface [66]
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In this Section, the work roll is modelled with the random asperities roughness
which is more realistic than that in previous chapters which were simplified as flat work
roll. The procedure of generating the rough work roll profile is similar to the strip surface
described earlier in Section 8.2.1. The Gaussian distribution has been used to generate the
random asperities on the work roll surface with the wavelength and the average
roughness of 25µm and 2µm, respectively. Figure 8.35 and Figure 8.36 show the rough
roll surface generated by FEM in [156] and in EDEM in the current study, respectively.

Figure 8.35 Rough roll surfaces generated by the FE model [156]
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Figure 8.36 Rough surface generated using Gauss distribution in EDEM
Comparing Figure 8.35 and Figure 8.36, it can be seen that the asperities distribution
and profile of two rough surfaces are relatively similar. It can be concluded that the real
surface roughness of the work roll can be produced if the input parameters are suitable.

8.3.2 Work roll sample from experiment
The work roll sample 175µm x 175µm in size is from one of the work roll types made
in the US obtained from actual rolling mill, as shown in Figure 8.37, which is an extension
of the sample used in previous Chapter 5 (Figure 5.34). As can be seen from Figure 8.37,
there were a total of 35140 spheres forming 93 breakage carbides which have been
marked and generated in EDEM from the SEM image. The carbides shapes are more
likely rod-shape carbides. There are some dense and sparse carbide areas on the work
roll surface as can be seen in Figure 8.37.
The generation procedure of these breakable carbides bases on the proposed BCM
model in Chapter 5. The carbides were manually created in DEM and in order to manage
position in EDEM software easily; every single carbide is assigned a unique ID and their
name-IDs were shown in Figure 8.37 (L, B, R, T and M are denoted for Left, Bottom, Right,
Top and Middle, respectively). A total of 18, 21, 10, 24 and 20 carbides are corresponding
with L, B, R, T and M, respectively (total 93 carbides in the whole sample).
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Figure 8.37 HSS roll sample from experiment and in DEM (a) SEM work roll image
from experiment (b) chosen sample (c) Sample created in CAD and (d) Sample
generated in EDEM.
The scratching configuration can be seen in Figure 8.38 in which the rough strip will
scratch over the work roll surface in the direction along with the carbides shapes. Another
scratching direction which is perpendicular to the carbides was suggested for the future
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work as shown in Figure 8.39 due to the cost of computational time and the limitation of
the computational resources. In this particular simulation with the configuration as
shown in Figure 8.40, with 8 CPU cores the model has taken up to 6 months to complete.
This is very expensive in computational time but the author will make some
recommendation to reduce the simulation time in Chapter 9.
To sum up, in this thesis, only one configuration test will be implemented which is
shown in Figure 8.38.

Figure 8.38 Scratching configuration (along with the carbides shape)
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Figure 8.39 Scratching configuration (perpendicular to the carbides shape)
However, in order to avoid the boundary effect, the work roll sample was extended
from the original sample at two ends of the scratching path to cover the strip during the
scratching process, as shown in Figure 8.40. Hence, the oxide layer on the work roll was
constructed by a total of 421,565 spheres (yellow color) as shown in Figure 8.40 and Figure
8.41.
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Figure 8.40 Extension from original sample to avoid the boundary effect
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Figure 8.41 Extension from original sample to avoid the boundary effect from the top
view and in 3D
The generated non-rigid strip surface contains a total of 10 x 12 = 120 random
asperities (Figure 8.42) constructed from 119 820 particles. This non-rigid strip surface
will firstly penetrate 0.8µm into the work roll surface and then slide over the carbides
region with a distance of 170µm.
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Figure 8.42 Non-rigid strip surface created in EDEM from the top view and bottom
view (the color is used to make 120 asperities more distinct)
A non-rigid strip with roughness was created similar but the size is larger than that
in Section 8.2 in order to cover a wider carbides area (50µm x 50µm), the roughness of
the strip is 2.4µm, the roughness of the work roll in the simulation sample is around
0.35µm which is comparable with the experimental results (0.3-0.65µm) found in [67].
Figure 8.43 shows the DEM model with rough strip and work roll surface.

Figure 8.43 DEM model with rough non-rigid strip and work roll surface
Figure 8.44 indicates the position of carbides (red color) inside the work roll in 3dimentional view and the oxide particles are shown as the yellow dot.
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Figure 8.44 Work roll sample with position of carbides in 3-dimentional view, oxide
particles (yellow color) and carbides (red color)
The asperities of the strip firstly penetrate into the work roll surface at the depth of
0.8µm and then slides over the work roll similar to previous scratching simulations.
Figure 8.45, Figure 8.46 and Figure 8.47 indicate the scratching was on progress and the
removed wear debris from the strip was being produced. The oxide particles from the
work roll have been detached as well.
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Figure 8.45 Particles removal from the strip during scratching process (hiding the work roll
oxide particles)
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Figure 8.46 Particles removal from the strip during scratching process (hiding the work
roll oxide particles)
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Figure 8.47 Particles removal from the work roll and strip during scratching process
(the color of particles indicates free moving wear debris)
It is obvious that the longer is the scratching distance, the more debris will be
produced from the strip and the work roll. The deformation on the asperities results in
their flattening which leads to a reduction of the strip roughness.
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8.3.3 Prediction of work rolls wear
In the DEM model, a total of 421565 oxide particles and 35140 carbides particles
from the roll and 119820 strip particles produced in total 3688298 contacts as presented
in Table 8.7. As the work roll oxide is dominant in the model, the (O-O) contact involves
the most number of particles and hence the highest number of the contacts is 2606821
(around 71% of the contact totals), followed by S-S contacts of 21%. The C-C and C-O
share 6% and 2% respectively in the total number contacts.
Table 8.7 Total contacts produced in the sample

Contact Totals O-O Contacts S-S Contacts C-C Contacts C-O Contacts

3688298

2606821

785214

223444

72819

100%

71%

21%

6%

2%

The detached particles from the work roll have been measured as the wear loss after
scratching event. With the sliding distance of 170µm and the strip size of 50 x 50 µm, the
wear loss produced from the work roll is 2.84e-6mg which is mainly contributed by the
oxide. Due to the high hardness, the carbides have not produced any wear loss during
the scratching process. It is understandable as in practical rolling mill; the work roll wear
is more significant after a large number of working cycles.
The wear result from the simulation in this work was used to predict the wear of
the work roll in actual rolling conditions. Figure 8.48 shows the practical hot rolling mill
at the BlueScope Steel Port Kembla works [159]. This study only focuses on the finishing
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mills which contains six rolls having different rolling sizes and rolling speed as shown in
Table 8.8 are from the industry.

Figure 8.48 Hot strip rolling mills at BlueScope Steel Port Kembla works [159]
Table 8.8 Characteristics of six rolls in the finishing mill

Roll

Roll

Roll

Roll

Roll

Roll

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

Work roll diameter 𝐷𝑖∗ (mm)

760.8

766.8

790.9

627.4

600.8

619.1

Rolling speed (m/s)

1.36

2.15

3.34

4.82

6.74

8.92

20.25

12.44

8.15

5.82

4.23

3.19

49.59

80.09

118.52

209.22

300.6

386.82

Thickness of the slab (strip) 𝜏𝑖∗∗
(mm)

Total revolutions per strip (Ni)
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𝐷𝑖∗ : 𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑙 #𝑖, 𝑖 = 1 𝑡𝑜 6
𝜏𝑖∗∗ : 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑏 𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑙 #𝑖, 𝑖 = 1 𝑡𝑜 6
The total of revolutions per strip was calculated based on the volume and thickness
change of the slab. In hot rolling, the slab size after roughing mill (or at the entry of the
finishing mill as shown in Figure 8.48) was originally 60 m long (𝑙0 ), 40 mm thick (𝜏0 ) and
1015mm wide (𝑤0 ). Based on the thickness of the slab after rolling in each Roll, the total
revolutions per strip for each Roll can be calculated as follow:
The slab volume: 𝑉 = 𝑙0 ∗ 𝜏0 ∗ 𝑤0 , this volume is assumed to be constant during the
finishing mill process, the wear loss from the slab and the volume changing due to the
change of temperature can be ignore. The width of the slab (𝑤0 ) was also constant during
the finishing mill process.
The thickness of the slab after rolling at each Roll was measured and shown in Table
8.8.
𝑉

The length of slab after rolling at Roll #i: 𝑙𝑖 = 𝜏 ∗𝑤 =
𝑖

𝑙0 ∗𝜏0 ∗𝑤0
𝜏𝑖 ∗𝑤0

0

𝑙

𝜏

0
𝑖
Number of revolution in Roll #i: 𝑁𝑖 = 𝜋∗𝐷
= 𝑙0 ∗ 𝜏 ∗𝜋∗𝐷
𝑖

𝑖

𝑖

𝜏

= 𝑙0 ∗ 𝜏0
𝑖

(8.1)

(8.2)

However, the average contact pressure in the current simulation was calculated as
424 MPa which is closest to the contact pressure on the work roll #6 at the end of the
finishing mill in practice. Hence, the work roll condition of Roll #6 was chosen as the case
to calculate the wear loss and wear depth of the work roll in one rolling schedule which
involves 80 coils per schedule.
The variables are shown in Table 8.9 as following:
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Table 8.9 Variables for Roll #6 in the finishing mill

The scratch

Wear mass

distance in

produced in the

the

distance of 𝛿 =

simulation

170µ𝑚 in

(𝛿)

simulation (𝛼)

0.17 mm

2.84e-6 mg

Strip width

Strip

in

width in

simulation

practice

(w)

(𝑤0 )

0.05 mm

1015 mm

Roll #6

Work Roll

diameter

#6

(𝐷6 )

density (𝜌)

619.1 mm

7.8 mg/mm3

The variables and equation to calculate the depth of the roll wear (Roll #6) are shown
as following:
Perimeter of Roll #6: 𝐿6 = 𝜋𝐷6 = 𝜋 ∗ 619.1 = 1944.9 𝑚𝑚
Wear loss (mass) of one revolution from Roll #6: 𝑚 =

𝐿6
𝛿

(8.3)
𝛽

∗𝑤∗𝛼 =

2.84 ∗ 10−6 𝑚𝑔 = 6.6 ∗ 102 𝑚𝑔

1944.9𝑚𝑚
0.17𝑚𝑚

∗

1015𝑚𝑚
0.05𝑚𝑚

(8.4)

Wear loss (mass) per slab: 𝑀 = 𝑚 ∗ 𝑁 = 6.6 ∗ 102 ∗ 386.82 = 255301.2 𝑚𝑔
𝑊𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛𝑒

Wear depth for one coil: 𝜏 = 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑒 =
255301.2𝑚𝑔
7.8(

mg
)
mm3

1

∗ 1015𝑚𝑚∗1944.9𝑚𝑚 = 0.0165804 𝑚𝑚

Wear

depth

for

0.0165804 = 1.326 𝑚𝑚

one

∗

rolling

(8.5)

𝑀
𝜌

1

∗ 𝛽∗𝐿 =
6

(8.6)

schedule: 𝑑 = (𝐶𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒) ∗ 𝜏 = 80 ∗
(8.7)
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According to this result, the work roll wear depth for one rolling schedule is
roughly 1.326 𝑚𝑚. It should be noted that the rolling condition in this study is dried
without any lubricant.

8.4 Conclusions
This chapter has successfully modeled a non-rigid strip surface with random
asperities slide over a smooth work roll and a rough work roll. The wear of the work roll
has been determined quantitatively after being scratched by the rough strip over a
distance of 170µm.
For the first time, we have been able to quantify the wear depth on the work roll in
a hot rolling mill with a consideration of typical carbides sizes, their shapes, orientation
and distribution on the work roll surface under unlubricated condition.
The methodology presented in this thesis without lubrication can be applied to any
hot rolling mill with an actual microstructure of a specific work roll. Although the actual
condition in hot rolling is complex and involves many other aspects such as the work roll
was cooled by water and lubricant etc., the proposed abrasive wear BCM model under
unlubricated conditions has produced reasonable results which are promising, and it can
be further developed to cover other actual rolling conditions into the model such as
cracks, porosity in the oxide, etc.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and Recommendations for
Future Work

9.1

Conclusions
Detailed conclusions have been described in Chapter 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. The general

conclusions are summarized as following:
➢

The mechanical properties of the oxide layer and the carbides on the work roll at
650oC have been determined based on the empirical equation developed from our
laboratory. From the experimental work, the traditional trial-error method has
been applied in DEM to determine the bond values at DE level. For the first time,
the DE bond values have been achieved to simulate the oxide and MC carbides at
room temperature and at 650oC, which has not been reported elsewhere.

➢

The validation process for a certain material from the macro-to-micro properties
in DEM has been comprehensively presented via a series of tensile and nanoindentation tests.

➢

Spherical and rod- like MC carbides shapes have been implemented in the oxide
scale at room temperature. The results show that the presence of carbides increases
the wear resistance of the material, the spherical carbides shapes made the most
contribution to the resistance of the HSS surface compared to the rod- shapes.

➢

The orientation of carbides has different effects on the wear loss in the work roll.
The carbides with the 90-degree oriented carbides produces the smallest wear
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mass compared to case 180-degree oriented carbides, case 0-degree oriented
carbides and that with no carbides.
➢

The larger tip size produces a monotonous increase in the number of broken bonds
and corresponding wear rate. The abrasive wear linearly increases when the
scratching tip size increases. The wear loss also increases when the scratching
depth is deeper.

➢

The BCM model has been proposed where the carbides were realistically
simulated at the extreme conditions, in the BCM model the carbides are considered
as the breakable bodies. This BCM model is able to study the wear phenomenon
in many fields of industry which involves the contacts between two rigid bodies.
It also allows the users to create a complex composite sample which contains many
different materials with different mechanical properties in one media.

➢

By investigating the reacting force acting on the scratching tip, it reveals that the
carbides contribute a major role in resisting the wear in hot rolling process.

➢

It has been found that the distance among carbides play an important role in wear
resistance. Less wear loss is produced with shorter distance between carbides.

➢

The effect of different bonding values at the interface of oxide-carbides has been
investigated. Even though it is challenging in determining the bonding values at
the interface of C-O by experiment at elevated temperature; however, by using the
BCM model the author recommended that the bonding between 𝐶 − 𝑂 =
4

4𝑥(𝑂 − 𝑂) = 5 (𝐶 − 𝐶) shows the best wear resistance.
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➢

The proposed DEM model can easily study the third-body concept in wear contact
mechanic. It is found that the third-body debris produces significantly less wear
than that of the rigid semispherical tip. It is because the third-body debris is able
to roll which will reduce the damage on the work roll surface.

➢

A non-rigid strip surface with random asperities has been created in DEM. The
scratching simulation between the rough strip surfaces with the flat work roll has
been implemented. It has been found that the wear debris produced from the
contact are trapped between two surfaces and act as the solid-lubricant which
reduces the wear loss on the work roll.

➢

During the scratching process, the wear loss of the third-body debris and their
shapes/sizes were determined which is useful in practice. It shows the
comprehensive capability of the BCM model in predicting work roll wear in hot
rolling.

➢

A large size of rough work roll has been created based on the data from
experimental work. From the scratching of the rough strip surface on the rough
work roll surface, the wear on the work roll for a rolling schedule in practice has
been quantified for the first time.

9.2 Research Limitation
➢ The novel Breakage Carbides numerical Model based on DEM in this Thesis
can be applied for investigation of the HSS work roll abrasive wear at
different temperatures taking into consideration bonding between rigid
carbides of different shape, orientation and distribution pattern being
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dispersed within the oxide scale. However, an adequate model applicable for
plastic hardening behavior materials needs to be developed.
➢ The bonds in DEM models are very sensitive and unstable; it means that a
very small change of bonding value can lead to an inaccurate result. Also, the
simulation time-step for the DEM simulation needs to be chosen carefully
because if the time-step is too small the simulation takes very long; if the
time-step is high it will lead to an “explosion” phenomenon. It requires
experience from the users to justify in choosing a reasonable time-step. When
it comes to a complicated model especially for multiple materials with
different particles sizes involving in one model, the basic tutorials from the
commercial software is not enough.
➢ EDEM Solutions commercial software requires licenses for both key licenses
and CPU processors. Therefore, a big simulation model with high number of
particles (more than 500,000 particles) is very computationally expensive.
However, the recommendation to overcome this difficulty has been
presented in the next Section 9.3.

9.3 Recommendation for Future Works
➢

In Chapter 6, the bonding between Carbides and Oxide has been comprehensively
investigated. However, the experimental data for this simulation are not available;
more work on this issue is needed to explore further to make the model more
realistic and usable in real manufacturing.

➢

The oxide scale with randomly distributed pre-existing cracks should be
considered in the future work. The BCM model has shown versatility in creating
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sample such that the setting up sample with the pre-cracks with the BCM model
is quite feasible.
➢

The voids and pre-cracks within the oxide matrix within the HSS sample also
should be taken into account in the future work. The literature on the porosity
inside the work roll needs to be studied more deeply.

➢

The size effect of the third-body particles need to be investigated. The third-body
particles shape could be considered to change to more realistic shapes.

➢

The adequate scales of the sample with different layers (Fe2O3, Fe3O4, FeO and steel
matrix) with the consideration of porosity, pre-cracks should be considered in one
sample with the dispersion of the carbides as shown in Figure 9.1.
Moreover, as stated in the latest announcement from EDEM Team, it is said that

“the new Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) solver engine we have now is something we’re
proud to make part of EDEM. It does still have some limitations but those who can deploy
the new GPU solver engine to their workflow will see significant performance benefits.
Testing has shown results to be highly dependent on the simulation and how it’s setup
but performance can increase by anything from 2x to 10x relative to a high-end 12 core
desktop”. The author believes that with GPU technology, EDEM can solve the real
industrial problem such as abrasive wear in hot rolling with the complex model as
proposed in Figure 9.1. It can simulate at a smaller size of particles with bigger sample
size and more number of particles.
On the recommendation for a realistic abrasive wear model for the work roll, the
proposed model has been drawn as below:
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Figure 9.1 Recommended model for future work
The BCM model is capable to implement the model proposed in Figure 9.1.
However, the author recommends using the latest EDEM version as the feature “dynamic
moving domain” released by EDEM in version 2018.1 which can save significant
computational time as it only focuses on the considered domain.
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